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Salting
No

Butter.

good butter maker

ever

underesti-

the

importance of correctly salting
the butter.
It is one of the delicate or
mates

VOLUME

line art features of making the best tjunlity. To know just how to do it requires
m.ielt study and a thorough knowledge
of the requirements ol your individual
!t will never do to dump the salt
;.i,
is

June often seen it

we

done, without

55.

Origin of the Cereal Grains.
Wheat ranks by origin as a degenerate
and degraded lily.
Sueli in brief is the

■

1

■

~

■

■

■

jchinny;

■

I'opmar

<'i i:i
15a in I’uopkiu.y.
to
shoulders, and sides should lie
(i.ieii in such a manner u.at a large pr«»!m 11 ,<>11 ol' the water they contain is abstracted from them.
They should never
’ne put in brine, but placed where the
listin'*- will be drawn out of them. The
sugar, salt, nitrate of potash, or ashes
employed fm preserving them should be
applied dry to the surface. Hams of ordinary size will absorb a sufficient amount
of sugar and salt in the course of four
weeks, it they are tubbed with them
twice a week, and they are cured with
the same substances during the remainder of the time.
They should then be
transferred to the smoke-house, which
should be of sufficient capacity to allow
all the pieces of meat to hang without
coming in contact. The best flavored
smoke is produced by burning corn cobs
or green hickory wood.
The process of
smoking should continue, three or four
weeks, during which time the meat will
become quite dry and well flavored.
If
the smoke-house is quite dry and dark,
tlie meat may be kept in it during the
entire season without being covered with
cloth or ether material.
If it is so kept,
a small tire should occasionally be built
in the smoke-house.
Flies and other insects may he kept from hams
by placing
them in paper bags, such as are used for
holding flour.

Hii\v

11

tins,

ness.

[Exchange.

To Kkei* Svuri' Sweet. Asym: take
maple syrup from the lire, drop in a live
coal, and let it remain in your can or jar.
It will

keep

sweet

a

long

time in this

wav.

Brighton

Cattle

Market.

Wj.DNESlrA Y, Feb. 21.
Amount <»f stock at market: Cattle, 21!»s;
sheep
ami lambs, lo.ono; swim*, 14,500; veals, (Hi; number
<<( western rattle, l‘J2s; northern ami eastern cattle. -2:0.
1’rices of beef cattle
100 It* live weight, extra

quality, $r. 75*j7 I2:.j; lir>t, $0 OOjiCJ.'a

second, $5
12 V «"> s‘7*2 ; third, #4 12‘a «5 00; poorest grades of
eoar-e oxen, bulls, etc., $;>
>70
Brighton Hides, s ., {* be ts ft,; Brighton Tallow,
7;2<jSetf'tt>; Country Hides, light ones, f.v,e If lb;
heavy, s^si2<-^ lt»: Country Tallow, 4 *1412e
It*;
< ilf >kins, 12nI2V'4? ft*;
Sheep and Land* Skins.
i?1.2.')fi$l.r*o each, extra sheep and Cam!* Skins,
$1-75 each.
;

Working Oxen—A few pairs eaeh week is all the
market requires. We note sales 1 pair, girth 7 ft.,
5 in., live weight .1700 t*», .*200; 1
pair, girth 7 ft., <1
in., live weight 3200 !t*. $100; 1 pair, girth 0 It., 7

in., live weight 2*no ft,. $P>7; 1 pair, girth 7 ft., live
weiglit 3000 lb, $175; I pair, girth
ft.. 4 in., live
weight 2400 It*. $115.
Milch Cows—Kxtra, $55«K0; ordiuarv, $20n50;
springers for $18ftt>5; farrow rows, $11 «35 & head.
We note sales of 1 cow ami calf at
7 1 do, $47;
1 do. $.'*<*; 1 do, $43; 1 do, $00; 1 do, $r.2 50; 1 springre $57; 1 do, $3'*; 2 new milch cow-. $.70 eaeh.
Veal calves in good demand at 3 t*» 7Ve ff It., live

weight.
Sheep

Lambs—The supply fiom the West
cost the same as these in last week.
Sheep cost 5
'jrtiVjc; LatnhsO^flSe t’ It*.
Swine—Western fat hogs cost, landed at tinslaughter houses,(P4 «7 -,«• W th, live weight. <)n store
pigs prices are from 0 to he ¥ tt* for live weight;
or $2 to $7 if head
and

Candid

Ki

Talk.
Wc lmvt* something to say, and want to say it
plainly and frankly. It is this: We know it to* he
a
fact that Hunt’s Remedy, the great kidney
and liver medicine, is the only real cure for diseases of the kidneys, bladder, liver and urinary or
Kiins. This is the plain, unvarnished truth. We do
not believe as much can be said for any other medicine. You who suffer and doubt, have faith enough
to try Hunt’s Itemedv. It will cure, it cures
every-

A prettt method of
Chains.
rustic chains to hang front
verandas or garden arches, to
support the delicate creepers and vines,
is much in vogue in Belgium.
They are
made by taking branches of trees of from
body.
one to two inches in diameter, and sawThe Lancet says that women often wear a weight
ng.them into lengths of from three to six
<>f clothing such as few men would care to
carry,
.itches ; then cutting willow rods of about 'i his
is sheer nonsense. There are
of men
half an inch in diameter to about the who would carry the clothes with theplenty
women inside
same length ;
splitting them and bending of them.
one-half of one so as to form a.semi-circle
(ilven Away.
We cannot help noticing tin* liberal offer made to
around the end of one of the larger sticks
all invalids and sufferers bv I)r.
King’s New Disand fastening it securely by brad nails.
coveryII.for Consumption You are requested to call
this
the
at
K.
bent
Store
and
Moody’s Drug
Through
loop
get a Trial Bottle
split-willow
rod to be fastened to the next bit of stick free of cost, if you are suffering with Consumption,
Severe Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay
is passed before being nailed the second Fever, Loss of Voice, Hoarseness, or
any affection
time: and so until the chain is made as of the Throat or Lungs. It will positively cure you.
as
be
Evansville has a girl who can fairly make a piano
may
long
required. The kinds of
woods which show to the best advantage talk. The other evening she played the “Ice King,”
and everybody in the room got iip and went to the
in this work are those that have a rough stove to warm their feet.
bark, like the Norway spruce. These
18 Negroes!
chains will form very graceful curves,
Who left the United States for Liberia last year,
and when covered with a balloon vine or have lately returned, being unable to stand the
climaurandius or morning glories, will at- mate. Everybody going to a new climate should
have a bottle of Sulphur Bitters with them as a
tract much attention.
safe guard against disease.
[ Hartford Courant.
nth

making
porches,
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SOMETHING A BOT.'T THE WEATHER.
GOOD
SLEIGHING AND ITS EFFE(TS. THE MIOHE
DINE RAILROAD.
TIONMENT.

CONGRESSIONAL

APPOR•

[Correspondent of the Journal.]
The first grand fact in the history of Washington county for the present season is the unprecedented. long, even and almost unobjectionable quality of the winter. True, we have had

NUMBER 9.

solid cold, but not fitful as usual.

It has been

nearly uniform, entirely bearable
whole, pleasant and enjoyable. At

and on tie-

no time up
the 14th of the present month has the snow
been any where so deep as to impede turning
to

proposition which this paper sets out to
the slightest regard to the amount or the
prove, and which the whole course of
To do it propermanner oi applying it.
evolutionary botany tends every day
ly the da:: y man should make a study oi more and more fully to confirm. By thus
it, and we will here give some of the
from the very outset placing clearly bepoints that he should hear catefullv in fore our eyes the goal of our argument,
mind.
we shall he able the better to understand
hi tin hist place the cost of salt when as we
go whither each item of the cum;p.ip ii with the \alue of the butter,
We
ulative evidence is really tending.
a idle n
! a> s'i material an effect upon
must endeavor n> start with the simplest
file dairy man should not forms of the
hat value,
great group of plants to
a account ut
cost to secure the
(■sit ite
which the cereals and the other grasses
a
in the market.
e-t at
The cliiel
belong, and wo must try to see by wliat
with cheap salt usually is to be
-tops this primitive type gave birth, first
n the ,ui. lint ol
pan scale to be to tho brilliantly colored lilies, next to
Tills looks like thin pieces
1110 degraded rushes and sedges, and
; be ho ii china dark on one side and
then to tiie.still more degenerate grasses,
0
he on the other.
Water cannot melt from one or other d whose richer
grains
..mi when the teeth stiike on it in a man has
finally developed his wheat, his
..f butter ail the vileness of your ri<
millet, and his bailey. We shall
e, hi
'ate coinis,to the surface.
To be rid thus trace throughout the whole
pedigree
■
t this the salt should be rolled to
get of wheat from the time when its ances1 id of the
at
d
t
then
sifted
to
free
lumps
tors first divei ged from the common stock
pan sea e.
of the lilies and the water-plantains, to
I
l;> m«u, should know exactly the time when savage man found it growm
>alt to the pound his custom- ing w ild among the untilled
plains of preait w ill g, nc, ally l,c found
lu.'torie Asia, and took it under his specpia
i'
liiittr!
the
less
salt
the
cont t .11
ial protection in the little garden-plots
.in
t.
Butter with only the around his wattled hut. whence it has
mount of water in it that is
ary
gradually altered undet his constant seworked will tut take up and dis- lection into the
golden grain that now
t*
*:
re than an
of
salt
to
the covets half the lowland tilth of
unee
Kuropo
ia; of 1,utter, and this is very heavy
and America.
There is no page in botVll salt above this quantity is a anical
-abing.
history more full of genuine ropair waste, and. temaining undissolved mance titan this; and there is no
page in
;
> ..Lilly objectionable.
which the evidence is clearer or more
'la ng prepared the
It and weighed
convincing for those who will take the
a ! the
butte: mi as to know exactly
easy trouble to lead it aright.
[From
:
ich yen ate ; sitting mi, titst spread
■rile Pedigree of Wheat." by Profc.-sor
utter'Hit in a thin sheet and SprinkGiant Allen, in Populat Science Monthly
tb- salt evenly over it. Fold it up and for March.
i; gently until the salt is well disaiti'i tliiougliop 'he mass of butter. Proposed Great Dairy Fair and Cattle
should thus be set awa\ in a cool
Show-.
: a,
f,e Hi,- s ib to dissolve for not less
A. a meeting of the International
in I'"'.’ hours, wlieii t!
i,utter must be
Dairy Fair Association belt* in New York
\
;• three times to retwo
FT. i:l. i its. iution was unanimous:-It
app, araitee. The butthat a fair should be held in
ly
adopted
.- :euv r<
to
be
or
ady
printed
packed. that
this
••
lity
y ear to bring together the
T!
ar* several othet ways of adding
of the world for an
xaminatine is to make a stiff brine for producers
1 a:_ the butter while it is in the t on o| the 1 roducts of all sections, and a
This, however, will general dismission of methods, systems
gi:::,'lilted form.
The American Daibit in salting the worked butter and improvements.
highei rate than a quarter of an ryman .-ays: The more frequently the
actual producers of the country can be
iii.ee to the pound of butter which is
together, the better will it be
vciy light sailing, while it requires a brought
for the marvelous interests they reprelargo quantity of salt to accomplish this
The agricultural fair of late days
much
IT,is quarter of an ounce is all sent.
where the myiiail products of the soil,
bo sai: the granules of butter can take
:.<■]
the brine.
Another way of ap- the machinery that increases their yield
is
salt
to
mix the coloring and enhances their values, and the pro
the
ng
pi
cesses that are employed in developing
: ,tt; r with it and
apply the salt as first
are displayed, contrasted,
a .-i'i ilied,
excepting that all the working specific crops,
done at one time, and this is explained and tested, instead of the one
odd 1
w hose chief attraction is a series of horseto make the butter a little too
;
races.
lias already excited a maikcd
it
had
been
wmked.
one
tig
stimnlous upon the farmer, whether enWhich,
:• way the salt is applied, the
in large or small
operations.
-ob' j .git is la,t t„ overdo it.
[Ameri- gaged
Through the efforts of the International
can I >a ry man.
Dairy Fair Association the dairy fair has
now
become wliat its name indicates, j
tile
Sea-Side.
Sewage at
The dairyman himself has risen to his j
hist position, lienee, when in agricult\ni, iig the thousands who go to the
s, a-side for health and
pleasure, few pay ure, the farmer, or in any other industry,
any r. entton to the hygienic conditions the producer, is attracted from his licit!
under whi' h they arc to live for three of of labor to discuss with practical men of
the
trying mouths in the year. The like application the methods and experiments that conceit) all, and to compare
: intitule of parlors and size of dancingns
and amusement-halls are taken notes w ith one another on the new feat- j
: t" "oils.deration, instead of
finding out ures that are constantly presenting them- [
sewage is disposed of Pad what re- selves in their management, a great benefit is guaranteed to all.
;i.oils cess-pool drains are having w ith
iic '.ells. L.tnd-owners and hotel-kecpThe subjects
the chief atten; s. inflowing the drift of fashion, furnish
tion of a housekeeper are ventilation and
"b at tiiei: patrons desire, neither side
food.
Next to ventilation there is noth.: ng
aj pur,nth how close a connection
ing on which the health and bappiues.is
v-t oldish,-d between animal excreta
atid the food which is eaten, the water ot a family depends more than on the
manner in which their food is
w uiofc
is drunk, and the air which is
prepared.
You may make your house cnchantmgly
breathed.
No: is this carelessness eonlined to beautiful, hang it with pictures, have it
In Ocean clean, airy, anti convenient, hut if the
; mi's a .-Iciv fashionable.
stomach be fed with sour bread and
a I- :g nus resort.
c.
attempt has
burnt meats it will raise such rebellions
been
to
remove
fecal
untde
accumuyt
that the eye will see no beauty anywhere.
means
ol
lations by
seWelage. or to SllhThe abundance of splendid material we
st.t is- eleatily earth-closets for the dislienee the have in America is in great contrast with
gu.'tii cess-pool and privy
w.
Is are polluted by human excreta, and the style of cooking most prevalent in
our country.
How often, in journeys, do
t!
r smells vilely, particularly during
tie pen d of the great open-air ,‘amp- we not sit down to tables loaded with
material, originally of the very best kind,
meet mg.-.
which has been so spoiled in the cooking
At these gatherings over twenty thousand people assemble, who congregate of it that there is really nothing lit to eat.
Hot biscuits, heavy and tough; bread
together m a comparatively small space.
I !:•■ g: outer part of this multitude dwell heavy and sour: meat slowly simmered
in fat till it seems like grease itself, and
,n 1 >ng iines of
camp-tents, closely hudbed together, and pay but little regard slowly congealing in cold grease; tea
to hygienic methods.
The, executive that is badly flavored hot water: and
Hiimittec of the association owning the coflee that is—well, not coffee: and.
above ail, that unpardonable enormityp’.aoe is equ illy neglectful, as they have
in a land of green pastures
strong butel- totally
for
inadequate provision
1
How are lungs to tell an 1 to show
the
excreted
material
of ter
ariying away
people what might have been done with
so
many people.
For the purpose ol insuring better san- the raw material out of which all these
monstrosities are concocted ! There is
"y conditions than those prevailing
no
on the face of the globe where
sew here
on the Jersey coast,
\sbury an country
ample, well-funiisbed table is more
1 'ark w.m sewered, during the w inter and
and no country where so
s] : ng of I —L. with eleven miles of clay easily spread,
sit down daily to so much
pip,-.Fnfortunately for the traveling many families
public, this sewerage system was a fail- abominably cooked food. It behooves
u
<
every woman, every mistress of a housenstna 'ed in the slap-dash manhold to study the art of preparing food
tel that prevails over the country generso that the blessings which Providence
bly ::s working illustrated the fact that
has so bounteously provided shall be reaa
anperfect sewer for sewage is worse
ceived and treated with at least an apthan no -ewer at all.
[A. Hynemau
ltb.no. ii
Science Monthly for pearance of appreciation ami thankfulMarch.

BELFAST,

Notes.

practice of the virtue is nowhere more
striking than among the seafaring classes.
It seems strange, too, that sailors,

For tlie Journal.
Tom.
11V

111' MAMMA.

The little l oin, whose loving face
Filings joy within our home.
We seek with pen and ink to trace
From foot to sunny crown.
l>ay after day each pink w hite foot
We dress with tender care,
lint soon In- strips oil' sock and hoot
To give his toes the air.
The m \t wt see, above bare feet,
A suit of sailor blue
Trimmed oil' w ith threads of yellow silk.
And golden buttons too.
llis hands are busy night and day.
Tin y cannot stop to rest.
For in his dreams he is at play
And still with making gest.
lb- makes mud cakes, and palace cars
To irtindle to and fro:
And 'I m himself 's the iron horse.
lust hear him pull' ami blow I
A broad brimmed hat upon his crown
lie wears with jaunty grace;
Ami "Kitty Sambo” 'neatli hi' arm.
lie goes w ith merry pace.
llis blue lined hat is dotted o'er
With spots of purest white.
A starry lirmament il seems.
llis face, the solar light.
T he hat itself eotieealeth not
The mass of curling hair.
The playful breezes blow it oil':
lie not a w hit doth care.
The sunlight shines all o'er his face
And glints his yellow pow
"l’is something kin to angel's grace
That touches lip and brow.
Whene'er the shadows east their gloom
And darkness falls from every tree,
The little fellow hies him home
And snuggles down by me.
lie mils each cheek against my own
And then must "love" my hair.
"I.uug doggies shall not touch your Tolu,"
He sighs w ith gladsome air.
Then happy dreams come on apace
And all i- wondrous fair
l util he. waking, seeks my face
And tinds iust mv black hair.

piercing shriek now strikes the ear
He cries, in anguished tones,
"Oh-h-li! you're not looking at me.”
And springs to mamma's arms.
< alls! thou not see
my blue eyed hoy
That in my arms 1 fold:
llis presence makes my life a joy.
That precious three-year-old.

HOW

Itossiter.

UK M

A

HI'

FOUI

Jim Kossiter was a licensed river pilot
lor the “port and harbor” of Waterford,
whose waters are what is termed “compulsory pilotage water,” and flow into
the Atlantic on the southern coast of
Ireland.
lie was about sixty-live years
of aye, and in stature he was something
under the medium height,
lie owned a
considerable breadth of jowl and a long
upper lip, and notwithstanding his age,
his complexion was ruddier than the
cherry. He had a small forehead, literally seamed with wrinkles; a bushy unkempt head of iron gray hair; a pair of
small blue eyes, and a nose which re
minded you forcibly of the letter L.
It
seemed as if nature had at first determined to supply Jim with a nose of Grecian
mold, but had changed her mind too late
and then, in a hurried attempt to adorn
him with a tic: rdrouxse, lmd shot out
the lower part of his nostrils almost at a
light angle. His face was shaven—you
eoulil scarcely call it clean shaven, for
the worthy pilot was no lover of soap
Winter or summer he had but two costumes for outdoor use. When the weather
was line he wore a battered silk hat, a
soiled yellow neckerchief, a blue cloth
overcoat, a pair of unmentionables which
were incased in a veneer of tar. dirt and
grease, and shoes which were slit with a
knife in the region of the toes, in order,
probably, to give his feet a liberal supply
of “sea room-' and ventilation. When the
weather was inclement he came forth
clothed in a complete suit of oilskins,
with sea-hoots and
sou’-wester” to
match.
Jim was, or rather had been, a fa rly
good pilot, as liver pilots go. He had
been always, perhaps, a little too fond of
his grog, especially w hen he could obtain
it at a friend's expense : and in his latter
years he had developed a want of nerve
and judgment which unfitted him for
most of the duties of his state in life.
Glider drdinary circumstances he seemed
sufficiently active and trustworthy, and
certainly he was boastful enough ; but
w hen danger or
difficulty stared him in
the face be “lost his head" completely,
and many a gallant craft while in his
charge had sustained and caused damages w hich ordinary presence of mind and
seamanship might have averted.
Since the time he had reached the sixties Jim's one lixed aim central idea was
that it was “high time the Pilot lioord
superannuated” him : and whenever he
was overwhelmed by a torrent of abuse
from an angry coasting skipper with regard to some aggravating blunder, Jim's
retort would be :
“Don’t say another word, me darlin’
man ; I feels meself i
ought to be superannuated.”
“Superannuated! By heavens! I'd
lock you up in a jail or a mud-house;
)ou cussed old fool, you gibbering--■”
**I>on't ! Take it aisy, me darlin’ man.
Take it aisy.
The world was built afore
you. Sure, if 1 was only superannivated
the harm you fancies in me would be all
tuk out of me—and indeed, but ’tis only
fane;, for I'm the grandest pilot that ever
sailed up and dow 1 this river: an’ whin
I'm ashore on the pinsion ’twill be too
late for you thin to be axing for Jim
Kossiter, and may be-”
“Oh, hold your row, you old fool!
Don't be making a noise.
I'p with the
main tack, mate, and give this fellow a
bowl of soup in the cabin, and don’t have
him jabbering away there. Of all the—”
“Aisy now, skipper. Don't now, me
darlin’man—you might be looking aftlier
your anchors while I go below--aisy now.
You'll be prayin' some day for a good
pilot, whin-" And the rest of the
prophesied wail would be lost as Jim’s
head disappeared below the companion.
Kossiter firmly believed he was the
cleverest pilot afloat or ashore, and when
lie had consumed a little too much grog,
he grew boastful to an irritating degree.
His failing energies were in inverse pro
portion to his boastfulness. It was ceitainly a wonder, considering the number
of accidents which lie might be fairly
held accountable for, that he had not
been “superannivated,” but the ways of
pilot committees are often inscrutable.
Kossiter lived in a village situated
about liaif-way down the river, on whose
“pilotage limits” lie was duly licensed to
ply for hire. This village is the chief pilot
station in Waterford harbor, and it is
populated for the most part by pilots
and their relatives. Almost every one in
the village is (if not a pilot) the father,
mother, daughter, son, brother, sister,
cousin, aunt or uncle of a pilot.
Jim
Kossiter was a married man, but lie had
no children.
Had he been blessed with
a family he would
probably have been
able to tender his resignation when it
occurred to him that lie ought to be superannuated; for, to their credit be it
said, seafaring people, or those, like pilots, who are intimately connected with
seafaring life, whatever may lie their
faults, can generally lay claim to that
virtue of which the pious Hmeas was so
conspicuous a model. In a tishing village
or in a seaport you will find numberless
proofs of this. When a son goes to sea,
if he is not peculiarly reprobate, his sav
ings—and how a young sailor manages
to save anything is always a mystery to
a landsman—are sent as regularly as circumstances will permit to his father or
mother; and when he grows up, and
perhaps gets the command of a ship, lie
will nut of his narrow income lay aside a
portion for the support of “the old people.” It is unnecessary, of course, to say
that in other phases of life examples of
filial piety are not uncommon, but the

who have to battle constantly against
hardships and perils, and who are, considering the duties they perform and the
dangers they face, the most badly paid
class of men in any civilized country, do
not early in life become hard-hearted
and penurious.
The average income of Jim Rossiter
lay between seventy and eighty pounds
a year.
On the tirst Monday in every
month he received his money at the pilot
office in Waterford. The monthly payments varied according to circumstances.
Sometimes he would have only three or
four pounds to receive, sometimes his
earnings for the month ran to ten pounds,
but whatever the sum might be it was
eagerly pounced upon by Mrs. Rossiter
the moment hoi husband appeared outside the door of the pilot office. The good
lady, who was Jim’s junior by a dozen
summers, never was seen in Waterford
except on “pay Monday .” If she did not
come that day it is probable a good deal
of Rossiter's earnings would find their
not that
way into the public house, tillJim was particularly generous or re< kless cordage.
iu hi- ordinary moments, but, as lie said
The Italian shipmaster, a stout, fat,
himself, “When 1 drinks I loses my head, excitable-looking young man. was standand when I loses my head I’m nowhere.” ing on the quarter deck close to the
One or twice, when illness had confined w heel.
Mrs. Rossiter to the house on her husIt were best to give the record of Jim's
band's pay-day, not a penny of liis adventure in his own words.
j
"I goes up to him, and says I. with a
monthly income had Jim brought home,
the worthy pilot having succeeded in how. Tupitano, where’s shippo hound
getting very drunk and in being robbed to f’ but the dickens a l>ir of me ouid
-at least, so be declared—on the road
dago an' he wasn't euld aither, but a
from Waterford to his native tillage.
stout, oily-faced \oungster understood
Jim stood in awe of no living being me.
1 felt myself in a lix then, but 1
save his spouse.
He would patiently lis- know how to dale with them ignorant
ten to a storm of abuse from an irritated
furriners. that don't know a word of
shipmaster, or from his chief, the pilot plain English no more tin n a Hottentot,
officer, but he seldom lost his temper, or as well as any pilot under the sun.
'Boundo Waterfordo ?' 1 shouts at him
gave them what he termed “hack answers.
“They might as well be pray ch- thinkiii’ he might be hard of hearing. He
in’ sarmons to stones as jaw ing at me,” starts hack and shakes his head.
Then
Jim would say. “Words break no bones; j I pauses an’ relleeks, an’ it sthruck me
but ould as 1 am. let me see the man as he was almost sartin to he bound for
would lilt a hand or stick in anger agen Queenstown or Falmouth.
*■
me."
‘Queeustowno V 1 shouts agen. ‘Si,
Ili.s brother pilots constantly chaffed : si,' !e erics, running up an’ down the
liim about bis lively fear of .Mrs. Rossiter. ; quarter-deck like a caged monkey. H
ami it was a standing juke to ask Jim. ! think I understand you now, me curly
on '‘pay
Monday” for a loan of half a j headed bucko,’ says 1. ‘Fillo’ fii!o !’ 1
crown.
bawls at him, pointing to the canvas
•‘How is it that the wife is never seen ! aloft: and then the youngsther puts his
in town except once a month, Jim ? Sure- list to his month an’ makes some remark
ly. she ib csii't come to collar your loud in his own gibberish, an’ about twenty
earnin's
"lie me song, she doesn’t, hands were scramblin' up the rattlin's
me darlin’ man : but sure, when she was
while you'd he axing for the loan of a
a slip of ;t girl slit' got into the habit of
sack.
An’ then I marks the course for
coinin’ into town once a month on the 'em by the compass—south and by west.
first .Monday, and the mild boy himself ,
“•Hot a charto, Capitano?’ I axes; an’
couldn’t break her otf the habit now. ! he seemed to undherstand that, for he
I gev goes to the companion and beckons to
There’s no understandin’ women.
it up for a bad job long ago. uni’ ’tis often me to follow him down to the cabin, and
I thinks to meself that they’re not alto- 1 there 1 sees the cause of the throuble,
gether natural, they have such quart1 j and pon me song, it sent a euld thrill
wats about ’em.
They're to be pitied, ! through me ould hones. A chart was
they are ; for I makes no doubt the most [ spread out on the cabin table, and the
of 'em thries their dead best tit) behave j rats werafther atin’ the whole Irish coast
like ord'nary civilized crayckjurs.
Kill chute out of it.
what comes by natiue costs nothin', an’
'Tare an' onus, Capitatio,' says I ive
women are mighty fond of chape barare all losto, losto!'
lie shakes his head
gains." There was often an atmosphere : at me, as much as to say, ‘True for you,
of mystery surrounding Jim's philosophy. Jim me boy :’ hut I thought to myself
He had one euiious plan for dodging" j then that it was the best of me play to
Mrs. Kossiter. It is usual for shipmasters put a bould front on, an,’ as we were
to give a pilot a small sum- a shilling or > scuddin' away from the land with a tine
a half-crown—as a gratuity, or as the l northerly breeze, the deuce a much harm
pilot puts it, for "travelling expenses." could come to us for a few days at any
Mrs. Rossiter. of course, knew of the ex- rate.
'No bono, no bono,’ says 1; ‘hut
istence of this custom, and expected Jim
I'm the grandest piloto that ever swam
to give an account of himself w hen lie resalt wather, so make yourself aisy in your
turned home,
lie usually managed to ; mind, me darlin' man ;’ and then 1 puts
squeeze halt a crown from the master of my hand tinderly on his shoulder to give
-I know plenty, Capitano!'
every ship, but to his wife he confessed i him courage.
to a shilling only, and sometimes to less.
shouts 1. with a wink; and 1 think the
•‘1 don't know what it is, Kiidget," he wink comforted the poor eraychur, for he
would say, “but 'tis me luck to fall in
produced a bottle of dirty, sour wine, an'
with the most niggerly, black-hearted a piece ot mate pie, and 1 tucked into the
ould wretches of captains that comes victuals like a cock at a blackberry.
into the port.
Then 1 lays meself down on the cabin
Sixpence is what the rascal gave me to-day afther pilotin' him to soly, for I was mortal tired : and moreWaterford in the grandest manner you over 1 wanted to show that 1 had an aisy
ever seen.
Sixpence ! bad luck to the lie conscience, an’ was makin’ a straight
I'm telling you.” Rossiter knew it would course for (Queenstown. Although I closed
be folly to carry bis gains, as lie consid- my peepers, 1 didn't sleep a great dale,
ered them, in his pockets, for his good for 1 was cogitatin'in me mind how 1 was
wife was certain to institute a careful to get the ship into safety. Even with
search, so he w as in the habit of deposit- the help of a chart I'd lind some trouble
ing his “over-plush” with a retired pilot in makin' Queenstown, its 1 have never
who lived in Waterford; and when he been much at say in my life-time, alfelt inclined for a little dissipation, and though I’m the grandest pilot that ever
could not tind any generous soul to stand sot foot in a ship—but that's nayther
drinks, he would draw a couple of shil- here nor hereafter, as Mohammed relings from the funds at Waterford and marked when hi.-, eollin was floatin' beinvest them in John Jamieson or Old tween earth and Heaven.
Tom bonds.
••Well, me darlm man, but it was
The majority of the pilots in Waterford nightfall when I ventured on deck wai.ee
Harbor had been sailors in their younger more, an' the northerly breeze was on the
days, but Jim had never been twenty wane, an’ it smelt like as if a s'utlierly
"1
miles outside the mouth of the river.
wind wasn’t very far oil'.
‘Be the pipers
may say I was horn on the Suir, and it of Moll Kelly !' says 1 to meself, ‘but if it
would be a quare story if I didn’t know j conies on thick an’ dirty from the s’uthevery inch of it be heart, me darlin’ ard we’ll be all lavin’ our bones high and
man,” Jim would remark. “I’m the dhry on some part f me native say
grandest pilot, though ’tis meself that coast.’ An’ sure enough it came on from
says it, as ever swam salt wather, and the s'uthard before niornin', thick as but’twill be a bad day for the poor ships thermilk and dirty as a gallon of coal-tar.
w hen 1 goes an’ lives ashore.
Hut be the There was nothing left for me to do hut
same token, me darlin’ man, ’twas high
to ’bout slijp and trust to Providence for
time they superannuated me after the pickin' up W atherford agen’ or some other neighborin’ port.
W e gets the ship
thirty -nine years of honest service.
One stormy day Jim was seated in the
round and tills her sails once more, an’ of
stuffy, ill-smelling cabin of the pilot cut- course the dago th night 'twas mighty unter.
lie was off duty at the time, and he ilateral to be goii g back over the same
was amusing himself and some other piground, but 1 gives bin another cuanin’
lots with yarns of his adventures in days wink’ and says I :
of yore. The pilot cutter was beating
11
‘Capitano, trado vindo, trado vindo
out of the harbor, as the wind was blow
thravels roundo in circle;’ and 1 winds
ing right in from the southeast.
my arm round my head a few times to
A ship was seen in the oiling hove to,
matters more clearly, and blew a
explain
w ith a signal for a pilot at the masthead.
few whitls out of my mouth at the same
When they came within hailing distance
time, an' the poor untjashorr thought I
of the vessel she proved to be an Italian was the
grandest pilot as ever he’d seen
hark ; but the master of the pilot cutter with his two
eyes; an, so 1 am, too,
could not understand what the master of
though 'tis meself that say sit.
the hark required, beyond the fact that
“W lien we got the ship about 1 calcuthe “dago” (as Mediterranean sailors are
lated, after lookin’ at the scrivan’s dead
sometimes termed by seafarers and ’long- reckonin’ that we wor about
ninety miles
shoremen) was in want of advice or as sou’ sou’-west of Waterford Harbor, so
sistance.
“He has probably got astray that
by keepin’ square yards on the bark
in his reckoning,” said the master of the an' runnin’ before the sou’-west
wind, we
a
red-faced
cutter,
middle-aged,
pilot
ought to pick up Watherford agen about
(lornishman, “and hasn't got a chart of daybieak next morning, or if we didn't
the Irish coast.
1 can’t make out a
pick up Watherford, why we’d find ourword that comes from his cursed liirrin selves in the St.
George’s Channel, uni
Look
here, Rossiter,” less, of course, wc got wracked beforespeaking trumpet.
(this to Jim, who had come on deck), hand on the Waxford coast. We sails
“you’re the oldest pilot in the service, j along all day, the breeze keepin’ putty
and 1 reckon, after your experience with
steady from the wan point, an’ at nightthose ’ere furriners from time to time, fall we tuk most of the
canvas oil' the
you could best understand that chap ouy> ship accordin’ to ordhers from meself.
I
there,” pointing to the bark, “i know it kem on deck at
daybreak and, sure
isn’t your turn but there’s a chance for
enough, there was land in sight, an’ about
you now to make an extra bit of money, breakfast-time 1
thought I recognized
and if vou’re game, we’ll chuck you aboard the
Connibeg lightship, so I [Hits the
the lallyan.”
bark’s head a little more to the aistard,
“Right you are!” said Jim, who was as I thought 'twas the best of me play to
highly flattered by his captain’s speech. thry an’ get into the St. George’s Chan“1 knows the langwidge like a native, nel afther all, where the ship would have
and ’twould be a quare story if 1 didn’t plenty of say-room.
About noonday, we
afther me thirty-nine years of honest ser- shaved Tuskar Rock be a iueraele, an’
vice. Baeko, lillo, scrivan, poco, Capi- thin I knew ’twas all plain sailin’ for
tano !” he then shouted, executing the another day or so.
“
following pantomime on the pilot cutter’s
‘Hnrroo, me ,jewel!’’ says I, with a
deck : After the word “baeko” he stretch- shout, clapping the Capitano on the back
ed his arms out to their full length and ‘they may talko about sailin’ be deadthen suddenly drew them back until his reckonin’, but here’s a specimen of sailhands touched his shoulders; after the in' be dead knowledge.’ ‘Si, ‘si,’ says he
word “lillo” he shot out his arms like the grinnin’ at me like a play-acthor.
‘■As soon as 1 calculated we ought to
piston of an engine, uttering at tlie same
time a violent “ssh;” after the word be well into the middle of the George’s
“poco” he held out his hands a little in Channel, and as the wind was then
front of his chest and shook them gcyitly nearly south, I orders all sail to be
up and down like one afflicted with the crowded on the bark once more, an’ her
palsy. “Scrivan” being simply Italian course to be laid due north as straight as
for “mate,” and “Capitano” for “Cap- the split in a peeler’s poll.
Thin I wint
tain,” there was no necessity for gesture down to me dinner wid an aisy conscience
an’ a heart as light as a bad sovereign.
when uttering these cabalistic terms.
It may be seen that Jim’s km wledge
“Now, thinks 1 to meself, before we’re
of the Italian tongue was peculiar, if not much ouidher we’ll fall in wud a pilotextensive. In fact he knew but six words boat aither from Liverpool or from Dubscrivan, (mate,) Capitano, (Captain,) lin, and I can lay all the blame on the
A; ’as I was reflectin’on
si, (yes,) signor, (sir,) bono, (good,) and dago’s chart.
poco, (little.) The rest of his Italian vo- Dublin an’ Liverpool, it sthrikes me all
cabulary was formed by affixing the let- of a suddent that there was such a tine
ter “o” to the English words, and by alharbor as Kingstown in Dublin bay. 1
tering occasionally the letter “w” to “v” had often heard tell of Kingstown and
when “w” occurred at the beginning of a seen picters of it, so 1 should be sartin to
—
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Jim

word.
He accompanied bis utterances
with appropriate and energetic gestures.
It was astonishing how well Jim had
nearly always succeeded in making his
pantomimic evolutions intelligible to the
crews of foreign ships.
\\ ith “Tallyans’’
he had seldom experienced much difficulty, and his system, after all, was not
so
confusing as it will probably seem to
those who have no acquaintance with .affairs of the sea.
“I know plenty,” exclaimed Jim, al
most breathless after his dumb-bell exercise.
“1 knows plenty, Capitauo.” Al
ready the thought of his approaching
v isit to tlie
foreign ship compelled him
to address the master of the
pilot cutter
in “the lingo,” as Jim called it. Jim’s
professional comrades held a very poor
opinion of lfossiter the pilot, but they
stood in awe of lfossiter the linguist.
As the pilot cutter was nianoatvering to
get alongside the Italian bark in order to
put the W aterford guide, philosopher and
biend on board, the wind had been gradually veering round to the north, and
when Jim had been duly hoisted upon
the strange vessel's decks a strong northerly breeze was whistling through the

—

I

recognize it, an’ I could tell
Capitano that I thought ’twas

Literary News and Notes.

me brave
the King’s
town and not the Queen’s town he wanted.
So, after tuckin’ in a heavy male of
food an’ dhrink in the cabin, I comes
on deck, an’ orders the ship's course to
he althered a few points so that we might
creep up the channel on the Irish side.

’Huggostarboardo

coasto poco

tano,’ says I, addressin’ the

man

hand.

at
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in his

W. Mathew, author of

by

lingo, ‘lluggo poco coasto this side-o’, ‘‘Through Norway with a Knapsack," etc.
waving me left hand toward the Irish Price lb cents. .J. Fitzgerald, publisher, New
shore as I stood facing the bows.
York.
“He understhood me afther a bit, so we
Mrs. ltuuklc contributes to the March Cenhugged the Irish shore all day, an’ at tury a plea for the higher education of women,
night agon I tuk the precaution of gettin’ ! with special reference to the recent movement
nearly all sail oft’ the ship, so that if we toward admitting women to Columbia
College.
own

did lull foul of a rock or of an ould sand
bank in the dark, we mightn’t hit it too
great a wollop. The Capitano seemed
mighty proud of me an’ of the illigant
way I was pilotin’his ship, an' he treated
me to lashin’s of ateiu’ an’ dbrinkim’ He
wasn't a bad soort at all, although he was
a dago:
but sure even a black hen lays
white eggs, an' sometimes there do be a
power of good qualities hid under the
oily skin of a 'Tallyan. An’ afther all,
isn’t he wan of Hod’s craychures, like
ourselves ?’’
Here Mr. Itossiter was visibly affected,
and found it necessary to indulge in
copious draughts of gm and water before
he could proceed further with his narrative.
“Well the next day,” continued Jim,
aftei he had wiped his mouth carefully
with the sleeve of his coat and rubbed
his forehead with a red cotton handkerchief which he excavated from his battered silk hat, "we got abreast of a big
headland which I made up my mind was
Kray Head, bekase of its sthrange a(
pearance, and bekase of the tine big bay
which was stretchin’ itself out in front (if
us.
1 didn't know whether to be glad or
the other way whin I sawacutther healin' down on us, which I mod sure was a
pilot-cutther, an’ sartin to be coming from
Dublin oil the lookout for sthiange visiitors.
‘The dago will discover all me
manualvres,' says 1, ‘as soon as we get
the pilot aboord, or soon afther at any
rate, an’ maybe ’tis a few inches of could
steel he'll he puttin’ into me stomiek for
desayviu’and misladin’ him;’ for them
furriners have quare tempers and some
of ’em would think no more of
giviu’ vou
a taste of a
dagger than they would of
flavorin’ your victuals wud garlic. In
due course the pilot-cutther kem alongside, and a pilot was hoisted aboard of
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unique publication is the Klzevir Library, a
semi-weekly magazine, each number containing
a complete literary gem.
The issue before ucoutains “The Burning of Home,” by Canon
Farrar. Single numbers cents. .John B. A1den. publisher, IS Ve-ey street, New York.
A Washington letter says: “Mr. Blaine has
allowed some of his friends to sec portions of
his new book dune thus far. and they deseri.ie
it as promising to be a vcr\ striking hookwritten in his vigorous, trenchant style, and
showing skill in the clear \et picturesque arrangement of facts.

The preparation of the
keep him pretty closely in Washington for tin: next two years.”
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mother of'Moses,' says I whin I
him standiu’ on (leek, ‘but ’tin young
iiiko Delaney!' Mike hadsarved on the
Watherfonl pilot cutther for a short spell,
an’ as he was a smart knowledgable
young fellow, he picked up a hape of furfin lingo, an' could act as an intarpenter
on an
I had
emergency if required.
heard tell he was on the Dublin pilot surviee, but sure it never sthruek me that
such a wonderful piece of luck should fall
in me road as to have him put aboard of

ly Calender

saw

me
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Rossiter,’says he wud his eyes
wide as a nigger’s mouth when
plate of boiled rice in front of

as

be

there's a
him.
‘What, in the name of Heaven,
The Art Amateur for March contains admirbrought you here ?’
able full-sized working designs of clover, az‘Och, diversion !’ says I, ‘as the man aleas and water-lilies for china painters; a
remarked when lie galloped his cat South
Kensington chair -eat. mid a chalice veil
through the ashes.’
tor embroiderers: a score of delicious eupid-.
“Then I tuk him on wan side, an' i
and a page of fresh and excellent monograms,
tow Id him straight all about the whole
twenty-six in number, giving the letter \ in
matter: an' sure poor Mike
laughed un- successive combinations with theeutiia
alpliatil you’d think his heart would break.
“
‘An’ n< w,’ says he, •! think 1 nun ! bet. The remaining letters are to be similarly
tell you that you're likely to fall in for a given in future numbers. The leading article
slice of laie good luck after all, for this in this issue is a capital notice of ’lie Water1 forgot to tt i! Color exhibition, by Fdward Stratum, with ilvery ship, the .Jaekyino
you that was her name-—is a long spell lustration- of over thirty of the noteworthy
over-due, and I've heard that Misther pictures. Houghton's beaut i fill pain ing. "Snow
O'Flaherty, of Dublin, has bought her ill Spring,” is finely reproduced, and there is a
cargo an’ wants it badly, so whin he good portrait of Dore, with some well-che-mi
hears she is in Dublin bay he’s sure to examples ot his work. Flower
painters, fall
give his orders there: for he’s a (lucent painters, china painters and photograph porman, an’ wouldn’t tiny for to take a traitists are remembered in the practical artimane advantage on account of the miscles, and there is much pleasant and copiously
take in not callin’ for orders to Queensillustrated talk about French furniture. Japantown.’
ese art. new bouses, old fashions, and a
variety
“He jubers, I nearly jumped chine out
of other art topics, tin the whole, tie March
of me skin at the good news.
number is ail excellent specimen of iHi- aiwavs
“May the heavens be your bed,Mike,
attractive magazine. Price, :{.*> cents, s-t a year.
me dailin' man,’ says 1:
better
‘you’re
nor a reprieve.
An' now, Mike, if you Moiitugm Marks, publisher. i'{ l ni»n Sijuare.
New York.
love me, bring the bark into Kingstown,
Tic North American Kevicw for .March opens
an' tell the skipper it's all fair an' square ;
that they shifts the name of the port over with an article on "Money in Flections." by
an' lietlier; and that wan time'tis the Henry Gcorgi who firings to tie- discussion of
King's town and another time ’tis the that hackneyed subject a contribution full of
Queen’s town, accordin’ as 'tis a King or originality, freshness and keen insight ; lie
a Queen that rules the waves.’
points out with admirable clearness one source
'All right,’ savs Mike.
Thin he goes of our
political ills, and proposes a n medy that
up to the Dapitano, an’ Mike explains in seems both
eminently practicable and oilieient.
the lingo ti him, for he spakes tiie langltobi rt S. Taylor writes of tin
Subjugation of
widge a sight better nor I do, though I’m the
Mississippi," a work which, in hi-, opinion,
not a bad hand at all, but me accent.is
and ill 1hat id' the Mississippi (. omnii'simi -if
agen me.
“‘Well to make a long story short, it which he is a member, can be accomplished
all turned out as young Delaney said it only by employ ing, for the purpose of deep) uwould, an’ the dacent marchant in Dub- ing and straightening the channel, tin forces
lin gev the .laekymo orders to discharge developed by the river itself.
Moiiciitv 1).
at the North Wall, an’ mcsc-lf went home
Conway contribute: a very striking study of
to the wife w ith twinty golden sovereigns Gladstone as a man and statesman, showing
in me pocket, as the reward of me honest how even the more or lo>' sinister moral and
sarviee.
An’, indeed, though ’tis tneself intellectual traits of bis nature, quite as much
that says it, I’m t-hegrandest pilot that”— as bis
pre-eminent native force and elevation of
“F.ver told a lie or drank a quart of gin
character, conspiri to make him the foremost
at a sitting.
Eh, Jamesf" [Tinsley’s Englishman of Ins lime. Hon. I .forge W Ju-
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"Railway Influence in the Land Ufliet" is
grave, judicial exposure of the practices
which, against the manifest- intent of the law
and the determinations of the highest courts,

Clippings.
The Constitutional prohibitory amendment
resolve had the nearly mammons support of
the Republicans, one fourth of the Democrats,
and about half of the (jreenbackers. This does
not look as though prohibition was
played out
in Maine,
[(iardinerHome Journal.
We fail to find many who are dissatisfied
with the Congressional apportionment bill as
passed to lie engrossed by the bouse. "It til ings
Sagadahoc into good company and keeps the
old second district stout and hearty and good

conditioned."
et of our

city.

savs

a

prominent political proph-

[Hath

Times.

The Lewiston Journal says that Mr. Moore
of Thomaston aspires to be the Democratic
candidate for Governor in Maine in 1SS4. Thomaston is the seat of the State Prison—a desirable residence for a Chief Magistrate, who,
like Gov. flutter, makes the inmates of that institution his constitutional advisers.
[Boston
Journal.
There are three leading questions before the
Maine law tiukerers: “Shall prohibition lie put
into the constitution?” “Shall capital punishment be restored?” “Shall a more stringent
divorce law tic enacted?" After these momentous questions are settled there will be ample
time to talk about lobsters, clam factories and
Mailawaska bridges. [Boston Post.

Divorces should only be allowed for what

unquestionably good and sufficient causes,
such as ought to annul this most solemn, sacred
and permanent of contracts. The period w ithin which the divorced parties should remarry
should be fixed at least at two years. This provision as to remarriage would', in our opinion,
do more to prevent hasty divorces than all other
provisions combined. [Camden Herald.

are

The Washington correspondent of the Cleveland Lender draws the following pen picture of
Senator Frye: Senator Frye, of Maine, is a
little bright-eyed fellow, looking more like a
youth of twenty-five than the great man of

fifty-two

that he is. lie is a short, slight man
with brown hair and a yellow mustache, and
he would not weigh, 1 should judge, over 12f>
pounds. He is one of the great teasers of the
Senate. He is a good speaker and when lie
takes the floor lie chooses the rear of the Senate chamber, and walks up and down the room
as lie pounds his ideas
into the ears of his
brothers. Senator Frye is an efficient worker,
and lie keeps up the reputation of Maine at
Washington as lSlaine did before him. liis
father is a wealthy woolen manufacturer at
Lewiston, Me., and Senator Frye has had all
that money could do to make him what he is.
He had a good education at Jiowdoin college,
and studied and practised law at Lewiston
after his graduation.
At the age of thirty he
entered the Maine Legislature, and be has been
an active member of the Republican
party ever
since, serving on the National Committee, and
for the past thirteen years in Congress here at

Washington.

have won for corporations millions upon millions of acres of the public domain. Richard
V. l’roetor writes of the
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Thomas Hunter, and I>r. Alary Putnam Jacobi.
Published at bu Lafayette Place, New A'ork,
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In the

Popular Science Monthly for March
Lansing, considers "The Growth
and Effect of Railway Consolidation." l>r. OsAir. (ierritt L.

wald's "Queer Phases of Animal Life, is full of
interest and genial humor, and the illustrations

correspond.

Air.

Hoodie's

thoughtful

review

of "Natural

Religion” is concluded. I)r. Yeo,
distinguished Hritish physiologist, shows how
much 1 as been added to the knowledge of the

a

processes of life and the nature of disease, with
corresponding benefit to mankind by experimental

physiological

research.

Dr. Parrish's

"Evolution of the Camp-AIeeting” discusses
the change which lias come over that institution,

transforming it from a feast of tabernacles for
worship to a religio-business enterprise, and
glances at sanitary matters; while Aliss Rhine's
"Sewage at the Sea-side" complements it by exposing the fearfully unsanitary condition of
most seaside resorts. Capt. J. W. Shackford,
in “Icebergs and Fog in the North Atlantic,"
sets forth the advantages of a southern route,
as giving a means of avoiding both perils.
A

a

happy

so

for

opportunity to work
living. The constituhave link* opportunity
it not been >o dry: no

grumbler would
ply his vocation had
rain having fallen of any consequence
tional

to

weeks,

to "ay months: therefore
in having an opportunity to

happy

for many

they were
predict a

not

general dissolution of all things for the want of
\\ ell, it has been some inconvenience
water.
to
on

many people, but the world ha> moved right
all the same and we have not as yet heard of

any disasters
is more than

resulting
probable

from want of rain.

It

that we shall have rain

sometime, in due season.

It is almost unprece-

dented for the shores of Washington County to
be accommodated with such an uninterrupted
period «>f good going

on

the snow.

housands of dollars to the

ple, bringing

It is worth

income of the peo-

happiness to many
blessings which na-

comfort and

families who need all the

ture has in store for them,

old fashioned

sleighriding has been abundant, and it b more
than probable that Ministers and Justices will
get fc<

of the results of the winter sports

out

>

nothing of doctors.
Washington ( ounty peop’e

—to

say

an slightly stirred
up in relation to the Shore Line Railroad, but
tle > are letennined not to run mad any nion
They will wait and see when the tire is n.af

makes th<

smoke.

That th« r*• will be a railthe shore towns ,,f W ashington
County at some future day no sane man can

through

road

doubt: and when

< -»].
(ireen or any other man
pi in the towns to be l>en« tited
by it will r* >p«»nd liberally, but tlmy hav» run
on a tom fool’s errand once t«»«• often end will

or

make>

n

lie

prefer hereafter
the road before

.ok for

to

calling

indications of

sum-'

meetings

town

to vote

Mibsidie-.
ihe m ny place-, in Washington < ounty
which may housed for public resort, and which
will be as soon as a railroad shall b muMne-ted. will serve to hasten that event.

The trav.-i-

ing public generally prefer railway

con,.

boats.

1°

It

is

thousand and
of

only by compulsion

one

travellers take

a

,aina

that

the

boat inst.-ad

It is not

a choice but a ti*».
>dty. Tie*
ashington County '.-a coast eonbuns many places for attractive summer resort
which are sought out year by year, and are sure
of great celebrity so soon as rapid and certain
a

ear.

vicinity

of W

communication
world.

Im

••ail

We do not

bad with

yet

th<

outside

to

any great extent
entertain the idea that the world is coining ?•>
an end in the present
century or even in the
as

tirM hair of the next, therefore
to

wait

patiently knowing

that time some
But

we

\\.- are

that if

w.

<

content

1.> not

else will.

on--

will strike into another track.

Our

friends of tin* Democratic

persuasion, as w Il
a> some interested
Republicans, an numb exercised over the idea of attaching Piscataquis
< ounty or even Aroostook to tie fourth Congressional District. They also aver \cry strongly that Washington Comity, does not lik- the

and

decidedly objects to hi ing classed
Now. whil Republicans may
dittor about the best grouping of counties we
have yet to bear a single note of decided dissent
movement

with Penobscot.

from the movement to class the four

c

istern

counties

together. Of course we mean from
Republicans. \o one expects Democrats to be
satisfied with anything a Republican Legislature may do.
It is to hi hoped that the Democrats will not condemn themselves to live in
sUeli mortal fear of ( apt. Boutelle as they have
of .1. o. Blaine.
A- for the Republicans of

Washington County, they
rings,

lived

know not lung about

ler the influence of any,
and have no fear of being ov-ishadnwed by
never

tin

Penobscot influence.
Tribute

A

Speaker Hay
apportionment

u

in

11 \nuts.
Kennebec

to

discussing

the

the Hints,-

on

County
<

'..ngr- Mmial

Tm-sday.

tlm

idtli, close. 1 with the following lllogV o! K- !iii* bee county :
Something has been 'am ah ill K« nm bee
'•ounty. I have no apology t, imike for her. i
io not apologi/.e for ihe fair face of her na: m*e.
1 do not apologize for her schools, her colleges,
le r asylums or mamtfae-ures.
1 do not apologia- for her that >lm produn d tin tirst temp- rauce platform and I lie tirst
teni| .-rain-. (io\erof lie State of Maine.
I do not ap-dogi/.
h« that she produced the tirst b.m-rnor of
tli' State of Maine.
I have no apologies for
lv nm-bce county, that of g*-j nn-mbi rs of the
Ctiited States Senate since her constitution was
adopted. 1 f of th- m were from l\.-lumber > ounty. I rather rejoice that her lAaim was the
peer and the contemporary of Wlister, and
that lmr Morrill ha> mad'- this Sm*- famous in
this country .and Iter Iilaine
-> math
ii famous
ill the world.
1 ha* e no apoh,gy
[Applause
to otter for Kelltlcbei county,
< 'll 'll !!i I'
•.
lization when Aroostook w.o a f< r
prinmva
1 do not apologize that for a quarter of a cenhave stood on tin* floor
tury her representati\
of this House and appropriate d uion \ t, build
Aroostook’s bridges, de \ elop it> roads and bring
population to her from across tin >, a. 1 lo m t
apologize for my ow n vote for four years in this
Legislature, to conrribiit. t * ln r w- altm am: l
remind the peopi-- of Aroostook 'Oimty !ha
they ow,- something to the im n w im |>a\e 1 11:it
her up as w- d as to In r restless and ambitious
citizens w ho an fattening upon lmr wealth.
1
do tmi apologize f. r Keiun b e county that dnhas furnished to the Republican parly a g:• at* r
ami more eoutium.us majority throughout aii
these years than any other county in tin Star-.
I only remind you that Wellington at Water!did not look w ith more anxiety for Bluelmr's
corning than you will for the tramp of b<-r »•» ntiugeut on the : utlc-tield o» DM. I have m>
apology for lmr R< puhlimuism. It is sure and
it is steadfast,
h will stand \, mpt from mutability and decay, and wln-n it perishes it w i
be when i*i \ ilization lia> lied to the other slm; s.
: (ireat applause.,
tior

t->r

>

Fimi am* I-ISIIIM,.

lian's

a

and safety.

east*

many winters. Indeed, all classes of peophhave been made comfortable because all. or

J

Magazine.

perfect

Our lumbermen have not been

Tile

Maebias

t nion

says: The lobster law designed t»* protect the
lobster attbrds no protection. Tim law prohibits

packing lobsters but docs

not

prohibit catching

Result is that while the factories

prohi'dted

are

from packing, hundreds of men are all th- time
etnploved catching and shipping live i listers
fur the Boston and other markets.The Sen*
lint'l says Mi

carrying

->rs.

I!.

(

the frozen

on

Grc<

n

&

<

o.

have hern

herring business i|itile

extensively in East port •luring the past three
The schooner

weeks.

A.

1. Franklin,

from

herring there last
wa re barrelled, and shipped
by
(I oueestcr. Mass., despatch says :

(iraml Manan. landed FJ.'i.ooo
week, which
steamer...

A

Schooner Northern Eagle of this port, lets cone
to New 'i ork to engage in I lie l.ong Island.I

fishery

and is

reported

to

have arrived at

Vork from her lirst erni't with

New

pounds
eight cents

Is.(too

of codtish. part of which sold for
per pound, making a very successful venture.
The schooner Dido, of this port, engaged in tie
haddock fishery, made three trips in the past
four weeks, landing hia.oOO pounds of haddock,
stocking jt.'io.noo. Herring receipts of this port

tile past week have been confined to five fares
aggregating over a million lisli from Grand Ma-

improved catch i' reported with
prices. Brices paid for the catch
and the competition of the Fortune Bay licet
render early trips unsuccessful, some of the
vessels failing to pay expenses.
The New*
fotmdland fleet are all in. with the exception
of the schooner Willie 11. .loyce, which is overdue. and schooner William II. Wellington,
nan.
a

where

an

decline in

which sailed from Gloucester late in the season
after other vessels had secured cargoes. The
Fortune Buy catch was large and the vessels

sensible estimation of tile “Remedial Value of

secured cargoes at very low cost and make

the Climate of Florida” is

handsome stocks.

Walton.
of

a

given by

Dr. Deo. E.

Some curious communistic customs

primitive people are

In “Piratical

Publishers," Air. Leonard Scott pleads that

printing foreign
to the authors is

re-

books without

compensation
no more stealing than is our
“A Chapter in Transcenden-

protective tariff.
tal Pathology" presents theevolutiouist view
inflammation.

Newspaper Notes. The Kennebec

delineated in Air. Run-

ner's “South African Arcadia.”

of

Professor Grant Allen furnishes an interesting account of “The Pedigree of
Wheat.” Dr. Radcliffe’s“A Few Words about
Eatables” gives a lesson iu physiological chemistry in a conversational form. The portrait
and sketch are of Professor C. Wvville Thomson, the late director of the Challenger DeepSea Dredging Expedition. The morals of “Piratical Publishing" are discussed iu the Editor's
Table. New York : D. Appleton A Company.
Fifty cents per number. #o per year.

Reporter

has entered upon its eighteenth year, and is enjoying a well deserved prosperity.The Waterville Sentinel has been reduced in size, has

adopted

the c|iiarto form and is now published
$1 a year.On Monday week the Boston
Advertiser moved into a new building built es-

at

pecially for its business—one of the most complete newspaper publishing offices in the country. The Advertiser deserves prosperity, and
we are glad to see these evidences that it is getting its due. The editor-in-chief of the Adver-

tiser is
a

a

Maine man, a native of Augusta, and
man of 'til —Edward Ktanwood, Esq.

Bowdoin

1’ort Moody. B. t'., the terminus of the Canada Pacific Railway, is closed by the ice.

Maine

Matters.

The

Nl.W S ANI> GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER TIIK ST A IK.
THE TEMPERANT

ALLIANCE.

meet ins:

of tl*<“ Maim* State
Temperanee Alliance was held in Lewiston,
Feb.
*21st. There was a
Wednesday evening,
-mail attemlanee. Among the prominent temperanee men present were e\-(iov. Pcrham, of
Paris, A. J. Chase, of Portland. Dr. Faton and
T. U. Simonton, of Camden, John Allen. Ue\.
II. C. Munson, Berwick. Hon. U< nry Tollman,
of Hath. lion. J. P. Swa/.y, of Bucksport, IL W.
Dunn, of Waterville. Major II. A.Shorey,(»f
Hridgton. Major Sliorey called the meeting to
order. Prayer was ottered by Rev. L. Heymdds
of Auburn, followed by Hon. John Swazey,
who made a long address.
Thursday morning the Alliance opened with
ex-tiov. Perham in the chair, lb v. II. ('. Munson. Secretary.
A committee of live was appointed to pr< pare a plan of organization, and
oik to arrange for a mass meeting in the evening. While the committee were out speeches
were made by several gentlemen.
The committee organized and reported at noon.
In the
afternoon the minority report wa> made by A.
J. Chase, of 1 Jeering. It was voted to change
the name to tin Maine Total Abstinence Society. Rev. D. P*. Randall opposed forming a new
society and said we had t.»o many organizations.
After discussion the Maine Slate Temperance
Alliance was adopted.
The Committee on Permanent Organization
reported as follows: President. Rev. '1'. Luce,
of Lewiston: Secretary. Rev. II. C. Munson, of
>euth Berwick: Treasurer. II. P. Wiggin, of
Hath: Executive Committee. ( apt. J. H. < oyle.
of I Jeering; Rev. F. \\ Bakeman. of \uburn:
R. W. Dunn, of Waterville: Rev. <L H. HNley.
of Hangor: Rev. \V. T. McIntyre, of Lewiston;
Mai. II. A. Sliorey. of Hridgton, and a li>t of
Vice-Presidents, one from each count}. Tlu;
report wa> accepted am; the officers elected.
Messrs. Dunn and Munson tendered their resignations, which were referred to the committee.
II. P. Wiggin resigned and J. N. Sanford, of
Portland, was elected Treasurer protein. Instructions were given to tin Fxeeutive Committee. The meeting dost <1 with a mass meeting in City Hall in the evening.
A

•

E

preliminary

1

111

LATE PROF.

<

IIADilurKNE.

In the death last week uf Paul Atlse! ( 1 ;.dbourne. president of tie Ma.ssaehiisetts agricultural co!leg< the cause of‘education sutlers a
gnat loss. For twenty years lie has been an
active and prominent worker, ami no one lias
attaim-d both r fame
a teacher than lie. Horn
in North Berwick. Maine, in 1**J“*. at tie age of
thirty he occupied tin* chair of chemistry and
natural philosophy in Williams college. He
w as called thence to Howdoinin InV.i where he
had charge of the same department f--r seven
Ill !S|;7 he was elected pie-blent of the
}• a:-s.
l niv» isil\ of W isconsin,
l ie same }« ar he
Mihlished a volume on “National Theology."
I’his and hi- “Instinct in Animals and Men*
institute his chid published works.
l\

N

It

II

IS

ol

IK

>\(

The (iraiKl < ommandcry of the order «>i 11 n■
Kni”!11s of Honor of tin Nate met in Augusta,
i '< It. ■_! 1 >t. aft.moon and e\ **niu*r.
F\ rry < milmaiidery in tin stain w:i< r< pn >< nf« < 1. The
follow in.: officers worn <*1«•«•!«•<i fori""".- < if.
< rockett. Hrand I>ir«*«*tor: F. .1.
Hay. Oraiid
Vice Director: A. M. lVnlcv. (.rami A
Mant
Director: F. \V. Parlor, (.rand Reporter: .1. F. Hall, Oram! Trea>ur< r: <.. M. Atkins, (Hand Chaplain: .1. I'.. .Iordan. (.rand
*
idc : .). L. < ohaird. (i rami (.nardian : W A.
M- t. a if. (i rand
cp-tary : v. W. l.aiio. (. rand
Trust*-r: A. F. ( ’base. Ih jin scntatix
to Su1 >r*‘in* Lodge: .1. I>. Jordan. Alt- matt
—

IN (iKNKKAL.

lm library of Howdoin College now contains
oT.okii volumes.
rim on^iim. r> of tlm Maim < entral ha\e received an order not to makt up any tiim*. if
the) pot behind hut 11* keep on their r* gular
running dim Slippery tranks havr made hard
I

railing.

V.
1 it11*

Lothrop

describe*. Hrim-wick.
Me.. a> a
town ’‘situated »»n tlm l*«nohs**t)l liver only about thirty
ir on Raymil*
mond,** which i** like a \ i n a: Ho-ton i* on :1m
< onneetieut river and about
ten miles from

Ceorgc

NiUgUs.

Work on the m u gHb.uno Classical In- itut«at
Waterviile. Mo., will ». begun in
March. The present building will I*« entirely
removed, and a new <>m- of prcs-ed brick and
freestone trimming'*, three storie*. high, with
a round tower on the northeast corner lof fret
high, will take it- place. It- foundation dimensions will he Nixies fro!.
c. F. Wood.anl, counsel lor the Ma n
central railroad company. has tiled a motion for a
new trial and exceptions- in the 1
reas
I lie jurv gave a wrdirt against the road for
so. 0(j().
Charles Ware, the h<»r-e thief who made a
raid on Kennebec count), last fall, ha* been
advertised by tlm New Hampshire poliee, who
want
him for stealing teams in
Hillsboro

building

county.

W. Dennett has been nominated for
a
Citizens* Tempi t nice »aliens in
Tin lb-publican- a L*-wiston have
r-nominated David Farrar \->\ Mayor. Mr.
1 arrar i-* conceded to b< a
.ii'M.-nt ami lifelong temperance inan.au I thorough!) intornmd
<»n all the municipal int*. r« *ts.
Runners for Koston parties have made a trip
through Androscoggin county ami have bought
se\ eral carloads ol row *.
The Portland Democrats hav*
nominated
apt. .Tolln W. Dei ring for Mayor and Chris.
be
will
re-nominated
the
Libby
by
Republicans.
Warden Morse has recently made
veral arrests in Hancock eounly of parties for breaking
lisli and game law*.
"Rubber < oateil .•scythe proM-d one of the
best/’ /. A.
ilbert S<cretary Maine Hoard
of Agriculture.
Hubert Row lo r. a prominent and esteenn-d
citizen of Hrmiswiek. died Feb.
agt d 7d.
lie was largely interested in shipping and was
a director of the First
National Hank of HnuisW irk.
Th* annual meeting and supper ol tin* Har\ard Club in Maim-, was held at the Falmouth
Hotel. Portland. Thursday ••veiling. At the
in eting. the President. Rev. Dr. Ifill.
presided.
1 tlieei's Were elected as followPresident.
R<'
Dr. Hill: Vic* President.-. Hey. A-a Dalton ami (i eo. (
Hurgtss; treasurer. W. M.
sargent: Secretary. W. M. Hradlev.
The many friends of Deo. II. Watkins. IMp.
< ditor of the < )xfor*l 1 icmoerat.
will learn with
great regret of his bereavement by the death of
his wife, w hich occurred on Thursday 2*Jd.
I lie new generation of the Washburn faniih
i- beginning to be heard from politically, ('has.
F. Washburn.son of lion. Israel Washburn, of
Portland. Me., is a member of tin >. mate of
Minnesota, and lias sen ed in the House of
Ib-presentativi *. He is .a hanker in Minneapolis.
Hon. >cal Dow has been elected vice-president tor Maim of the National ('iti/eiis* Loan
and order League, and Rev. Dr. I. p. Warren.
w1m» made an addn s- at the annual meeting of
the leagm* in Host on '1 hursda). has hern chosen
one of tie- executive committee.
The Augusta Journal of Saturday says : "Mr.
W S. Hadgerof the Maine Fanner,
passed his
bbrd birthday yesterday, as hale and hearty as
m«»st in'ii twenty years
y*»ung«*r. and doing
>early an amount of steady work w hich few
could endure.
We wish him mam
j»ers«*ns returns
of the dav.” And -o <loe> the
nappy
Mr.

<

Mayor by
F«-wist on*.

*.

1

•iiiunmi.

We regret to note tinof Mrs. Ann E.
wife of Panicl I!. Wing.
the Mail.
A remonstrance from Portland sugar refiners
niul importers against confirmation of tlic
Mexican treaty, lias been presented to flic E.
S. Senate.
Early in the spring the Hoard of Trustees of
tin Maine Mate Agricultural Mieietv will hold
meeting in Eewistnn and make arrangements
for improvements on the Fair Grounds'.
As spring approaches there arises a demand
for lime, and already the price of that article is
advancing. Lime now brings si.jo and.sl.-jo
in New A ork.
1’he price of casks lias advanced
to twenty-cents.
In anticipation of a brisk
trade the coming season, a large number of
Koekland kilns tired up Monday morning.
Concerning the herring catch the tom-of a
recent private letter from East port is
very blue.
I bis letter states that very few herring are betaken
at
that
or
ing
within a distance of
point
on miles.
rl he letter also says that there are no
box herring on the market there, the entire
catch having been boughfup and shipped. The
outlook for the sardine packers must be a very
gloomy one. The vessels for frozen herringgeneitdly have to go farther north for cargoes. At
Grand Malian the catch of herring is
equally
sinall. and there are no cured herring in store.
Fatten ear works at Hath was tilled with
some ".boo people Friday evening, it
being the
occasion of Dunlap Cominaudery’s ball. Gov.
Itobic and some of his staff. Mavor Viekervand
wife of Augusta. Col. Hitchcock of Koekland.
and Otliei well known notables from all parts
of the State were present. The affair was full
dress, and the tloor in the grand march with
i>00 couples under the vast roof was a beautiful
sight. Music Was furnished by an orchestra of
sixteen pieces under the direction of Professor
Perkins. The hall was very prettily draped,
and bunting and streamers were run from one
end of the vast hall to the other. Before the
grand march Gov. Kobie held a short reception.

Wing, of Wntcrviile.
Exp, junior editor of

The use of artificial fertilizers is rapidly increasing in our New England States, their use bn our old
exhausted soils being an acknowledged nccessiiy.
Our most progressive farmers are using more ami
more every year, admitting that tliev cannot afford
to plant without them. While a fen* years ago there
were hut two or three different kinds of these fertilizers ill the market, in later year-, as the demand
has increased, many ueiv kinds have been introduced, and while some have given fair satisfaction,
others have proved of almost no value.
It is the
general opinion of our most intelligent and reliable
farmers that the old standard fertilizer,
Bradley's
Phosphate, is the best and most economical fertili
zerin use. it is always uniform in ipiality and ..
dition, and gives better satisfaction on all crops than
any oilier fertilizer that has ever been introduced
into New England. Tills is the opinion arrived at
by Brooks I). Savage, of Skowhegan, one of the
largest corn raisers in the state. He says:—
"I have used all (if tin* different kinds of commercial fertilizers brought into this section, and I lied
by careful test that Bradley's Phosphate is the cheapest, best, and most, reliable. I don’t believe there
i> a farmer in the state of Maine wlm can afford to
do without Bradley’s Phosphate.”
<;. E. Cushman,'of Hebron, Me., is of the same
mind; he writes
"I have tried all the different kinds of fertilizers
Offered for sale in this section, and I am convinced
that Bradley’s Phosphate is the cheapest, best and
most reliable of all, and I shall use it in future in

preference

to any oilier.”

An effort will be made at the coming town
meeting to aliollsh the town liquor agency. It
is the testimony of the present agent and of
two predecessors that undoubtedly a large part

of the

liquor sold
tippling purposes.

from the agency is used for
The agent may be the best
man in town
the agency is but a rum shop,
and every voter in town is a rumselier! Tintown can’t afford to peddle rum.
It is a curse
to the town.
[Phillips Phonograph.
—

Maine

Legislature.

A resolve was reported
£2:1,050 for the Maine Stale Pris-

Skxuk. Feb. 21.

appropriating
on.
Legislation inexpedient was reported on
bill amendatory of law relating to schools. Resolve passed to appoint three Commissioners
to represent Maine at the National Mining and

Industrial exhibition at Denver. Col. The bill
to allow women to vote on school affairs, passed by tin' House, was indefinitely postponed.
The Congressional Apportionment bill was
taken up and passed to be engrossed by a vote
of 20 to 4. tbe negative vote being given by
Rust, of Waldo, (lusher, of Knox, Stearns, of
Oxford and Young, of Cumberland. Amendments were offered hy Senators Rust of Waldo
and (lushet. of Knox, both of whom proposed
to divide counties, and by Senator Young, of
Cumberland. All three amendments were voted down.
Hot sk.
The Agricultural College resolve
appropriating $13.1X10 was passed in concurrence with the Senate.
The capital punish
incut bill was taken up and an able and exhaustive argument made for the restoration of
He
the gallows, by Mr. Hall, of Rockland.
was replied to by Mr. Wilson, of Paris.
No
vote was taken.
In convention of both branches Samuel A.
Holbrook was elected State Treasurer.
Sknai'k. Feb. 22.
A resolve was reported
from the Committee to Apportion the State for
Senators to the Legislature as follows: York,
Cumberland. 4; Oxford, 2; Androscoggin,
2: Franklin. 1: Sagadahoc, 1; Kennebec, 2:
.'■omerset. 1: Piscataquis, 1 : Penobscot, 3; Lincoln. 1: Knox.2: Waldo, 2; Hancock.2: Washington. 2: Aroostook, 2. A minority report
was presented with slight changes.
The Committee on Legislative Apportionment of the 151
members of the House of Representatives also
made report.
The bill to establish a Maine fertilizer and
control station was reported from the Committee on Agriculture, in a new draft.
This
bill provides that all fees from companies shall
be paid to the President of the State College
and Secretary of the State Hoard of Agriculture.
Tin President of the College is made
President of the station.
Passed to be engrossed: An act to amend
section 127 of chapter S2 of the Revised Statutes; an act to prevent deception in the sales of
utter and cheese: act relating to appointment
of constables at fairs of agricultural societies.
Hot sk. Petition for a charter for an Agricultural Society at Waldo Centre referred to
the next Legislature.
The Capital PunishMr. Spear, of Ilalloment bill was discussed.
wt II. and Mr. Powers, of lloulton. made forcible arguments in opposition to tile same.
P:t's( d to be engrossed: An act giving flirthr authority to notaries public to take acknowledgement and administer oaths; an act torepeal chapter 1!>2 of the laws of ls7(l and section
17 id chapter 5(1 of the laws of 1S7S relating to
taxidermists and all acts authorizing their appointment: an act additional to chapter 154 of
public law-of ls77 in relation to corporations.
srxa i r Fdi. 23.
The Savings Hank bill was
passed to be ngrossed as it came from the eommittei
without amendment.
Adjourned to
jioimu).
Hoi m:.
Tin* Capital Punishment bill was
di-ru>-d. Hale of Portland. speaking ill favor
of Hu- bill, ami Robinson of Readtield, Donovan
'■!' I’iddcfonl. and Katun of Camden against it.
Mr. Futon said if tin* bill passed lie would move
an amendment louse ehlorofonn in executing
Jin>-e com ieted under the law.
Hoi'si; l’eb. *J4. (Senate not in session.) < night
to pa» was reported on a bill permitting intermarriage of persons of ditfereui races; same
report on bill to re-establish solitary imprisonment in the Mate Prison: same report on bill
making it more certain that insurance coinpuni
-hall publish statements.
Ra-sed to be engrossed : An act to authorize
the Fllsworth and Deer Isle Telegraph Compain to extend their wires: an act to regulate
tin* practice «»1 mandamus.
Ska err. 1 • !-. *20.
ought to pass was reported on th- aet relating to the settlement of per'"ii' living in unincorporated places
11 * >' m.
Adverse report was made on order
f< v i.i
abolition of State and town liquor
agencies. Ought to pass was reported on bill
in m w draft to provide a remedy for injuries
causing death. Passed to be engrossed. An
act to regulate the taking of shell fish or clams:
act amending the Statutes relating to the publication of notices in probate proceedings; aet
ivlaPng.to the seizure of tisli and game under
the tisli and game laws.
m:\aii:. Feb. 21.
Passed to be engrossed:
An act to authorize the Kllswortli and Doer
Me 'Telegraph < ompaiiv ;o extend their wires;
an act to amend an act < milled an act to incorporate the Lime Rock Railroad Company; an
act to incorporate the Rockland and Vinalhaven telegraph and telephone company; an
act relating to tie support of personshaving no
pauper settlement in the State and removing
fr>nu unincorporated places into towns: an act
n Sating to the taking of shell tisli.
Hoi
The capital punishment question
was discussed.
An amendment was ottered
that juries shall decide wbctliei the crime be
murder in the lirst degree and punishable by
•1< ;th. that two Judges shall sit in trials for
murdi-r and extending the time for execution
one year in view of amendment.
Voted to take
a
■;<
uii the main question to-morrow at 1*J
o'clock noon.
A n act to amend an aet relating to tin* powers
<»1 Trial Justices and Judges of Municipal and
P<- Iice onrts was passed to he engrossed.
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Claims.
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to

uii: admission ok k\ idknck.

A -pecia! despatch from Washington to the
I to-1 on Journal, under date Feb. g:id says: The
Alabama < iaims Court to-day made an important deci-jon a- to evidence.* 'The gist is that
t!i<in\ ii- in sailors' claims must be corroborated.
The < ourt, kowiwr. did not throw the case
> m,
i-ut gave Up* -ailor, who was from New
Lnglaicl. another chance. Probably a majority
of tin* sailors' cases are supported only by their
own allidavits.
'Then* are a great many .Sandwich Maud sailors with queer names and
eiirioii- claims, some of which are suspicious.
One -aiior make-a claim for *o7"> in Masonic
< ii11 * 1
i11-. and another for S-0<) in
gold watches.
Metcalf, the merchant, argued his own case in
t!ie court to-day. and made a very successful
opposition to the (iovernment lawyer. One of
the point- was a- to the gold premium.
When
M' tealf put the -tme- ..n hi.- -hip gold was201:
he make- hi- claim at *201. (Teswcll, for the
<
;p\« rime nt. contended that the bill was passed
w i; h gold at
par. and only par could be allowed.
This i- one of the important points involved in
thi- i*a>i and the decision of it will be of great
importance to all claimants.
Tli'-n
no probability
that the hill will he
passed " iiidi extends the time for filingelaims.
I In* owin s of steamboats on Western rivers are
making most ( xtraordinarv claims under the
award. The owner of a barge on the Red
Riu r makes a claim of £4bo for cotton burned
by Confederates, on the ground that the river
i- < >n the high seas: a St. Louis steamboat owner
'■'aims sloOJHJU for the loss of a steamer near
-Memphis and sloh.OOO for the demurrage.

Clippings.
Ouirt citizens who don't have any personal
interest in municipal politics are too apt to
slight the March election and awake the next
morning to find that their bailots were needed.
[ Kennebec Journal.
To show that amiable dispositions arc
appreciated. and substantially remembered, we give
the following extract from a will
recently
probated in Kennebec county : "My wife, being
of a good ami amiable disposition—and blessed
be God Almighty for the saint—I do will and
devise to her all mv property, both real, personal and mixed."
[Maine Farmer.
1 ncle Solon got his Greenback State coimnitb'e together at Augusta, on
Wednesday, and arranged to have a national convention July 4th,
lssl. at Chicago, to nominate a candidate for
President. 1 uele Solon is said to be in favor of
nominating lion. Solon Chase for President.
"
I'hcni Steers" proposes to begin with another
school-house campaign, and make it hot for the
old parties. He reports that the fusion Greenbackers are getting tired of Bourbonism. He
might have said with equal truth that they are
equally tiivd of Greenbackism. [Lewiston

Journal.

An item is

going the rounds to the effect that
large importations of beans are being made to
Maine front Germany. This looks
unlikely on
the face of it. and in the nature of the "ease

ought not to be so. Pork and beans are the
complements of each other. Now American
pork is rigidly and unjustly excluded from GerIn retaliation. Gentian beans should be
many.
excluded from America. Patriotic Americans
will trown down the use of the Teutonic
variety
a- fiercely as
they did that of the British tea iit
1T7G.
[Portland Advertiser.

Senator Bust attempted to atone for his absence from the Maine Senate on
Monday, Inputting in a solid day’s work on Tuesday." He
made a long speeeh against shoe string Congressional districts, and then presented his
plan,
wnleh by an accident so ingeniously divides
counties as to make Senator Bust’s district
somewhat democratic.
Before the dav was
over Mr. Bust gave notice that he was loaded
with a speeeh on the divorce question and that
lie should move to reconsider the vote
whereby
the divorce reform bill was passed by the Senate.
We diil hope before the session" was over
that our Brother Bust might make a mistake
and get on the right side of some question.
Perhaps he will, when the committee of conference on clams reports.
[Lewiston Journal.
The Boston Journal of Saturday says: J)r.
delivered the fifth in his course of lecton Physical
Training, at the Union Hall,
last evening, to a large audience, lie dwelt
upon the various absurdities of training, such
as reducing the
weight, avoiding water, rubbing with ointments and quack lotions, etc.
Alcohol and tobacco were thought to he decidedly injurious to men in training, the former
on account of its
stimulating effect upon the
heart, (he latter on account of its sedative influence on the whole system. The very virtue
said to lie possessed by tobacco, that of preventing a wave of tissue, is the very reason it
should not be used by young men. for upon
their destruction of tissue depends the first
principle of development.
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Ago—and Now.

Year

One

city diction is near at hand; lmt the
apathy which prevails concerning it is in striking contrast to the scenes and struggles of a
year ago. Then one might have fancied that
the fate of the universe hung trembling in Unbalance. Disciples of Dennis Kearney invaded
The

the back districts and shouted themselves hoarse
in telling how the farmers and laborers were

ground

down

the "bloated bondholders'-of

by

ISelfast. Half a dozen lawyers, each to the
neglect of a large and lucrative practice, and

actuated solely by philanthropic and patriotic
distributed the

motives, becalm- editors and

gratis, from
guilty of acof using it in

scintillations of their intellects,
door to door. Men who had been

cumulating money hon- stly and
business enterprises benelieial to the

commun-

to individuals, wen soundly denounced. The banks, the custodians of the sav-

ity

well

a-

as

ings of working

and women, and without

men

aid the business interests of the place
would be seriously crippled, wi re assailed in
Kill we will
the choicest legal phraseology.
wli

sc

further recall the characteristics of that

not

long and exciting campaign. There was. however, a brighter side, of which something may
It was revealed in the promises made
be said.
The railroad debt, which

before the election.

long weighed upon in. was to be disposed of, cither by refunding or repudiation
the
had

so

having slightly

latter

the

preference—taxation
a big 1!.
branch of the city gov-

be reduced, and IP form with

to

was

pervade

was to

even

a big contract.
everybody realizes

It was

ernment.

Of course
contest of

one

tempest ill

a

year ago
are

They really

sense.

They did

not

to

in

now

some

that

the

degree

a

The utterances of the

pot.

tea

ditors

amateur

was

be taken in

owe

no

believe that the

holders in the railroad

Pickwickian

a

ill will to our banks.

wi re

preferred

stock

all vile and venal,

that rich men

are necessarily a curse to a
Perhaps some few may have been
misled at the time by the warmth of their language, and by the energy with which they
hurled invectives; lmt the majority knew ail
the time that these wa re hut play fill allusions,
with now and then an inevitable "slopping
over." II was only lo be expected that zeal
would occasionally outrun discretion; and so
these transgressions are forgiven. The Tax-

nor

community.

payer of

year ago can now lie down with the
preferred stockholder: and not. like the lion
and I he lamb, one inside of the other.
a

for the

As

drawing

now

city
to

government whose term is
close, it cannot be said that

a

it has met with factious

opposition

When tin- election was

quarter.

from

over

anv

every

expressed the wish that the- victors might
accomplish tie- impossible things they were
pledged to perform. The new Mayor had, and
has. theeoutidonce and respect: of the vv hole comand it is to be regretted that a- much

munity:

cannot hi* said of all his associates.
If. as uow
scems probable, there i- to be no opposition to
the re-election of the present government .there
ought at least to be some changes in lie- ticket.
1 f the men now in olliee have satistied those who
elected them, there is no occasion for fanlt-lindThose who opposed them did not believe
could reduce taxation or refund flic debt,

ing.

they

and here there is no accountabilit y on either side.
Then- has been a slight reduction in taxation
from the previous year, but this is due to the fact
that there were no judgments against the city
to be paid this year, while *1.000 were paid into
the Treasury by the Masonic Temple Association.

With the assistance of the banks about

£(53,000

of the six percent, bonds have been
refunded in the new four per cents., of which

■■sgl.soo represents

called bonds.

While this

may do for a beginning, it does not promise very speedy relief.
Other Maine cities
have had no difficulty in disposing of four
per cent, bonds at a premium—we noticed a
sale of Gardiner bonds the other

day at one per
cent, premium—and it seems as though sometiling might be done to hasten the refunding
It is a question of a good deal
process here.
more importance to our citizens than the one as
to who shall hold the city offices, and is so regarded. we believe, by the taxpayers generally. Now. what are they going to do about it:
We have received from W. K. Stevens, of
Newport, It. l..a copy of a London daily paper.
The Star, of Sept. Moth. 1S13. It is a folio sheet,
less than half the size of the Journal, and the

price

sixpence

was

half penny per copy—about
was at that time a stamp

thirteen cents. There

duty

on newspapers.
The first page and a portion of the fourth contain advertisements, the

remaining portion
are

is devoted to news. There
brief editorial comments on the reported

evacuation of Dresden "after several dreadful

battles,"

and on

demanded

an

a

rumor

armistice,

that

“Bonaparte

had

which had been refus-

ed." Under date Falmouth. Sept. 2sth we read:
“Arrived this day the American ship Krie,

Kohinson, Master, as a flag of truce, from Plymouth, for Boston, having on board the widow
ot the late Joel Barlow—she will sail
again tomorrow

morning."

Mr. Barlow was ambassa-

dor to h ranee tit the time of his death, and died
Oct., lsig. when on his way to a conference
with the Kmperor Napoleon at Wilna. The war
of 1S12 was in progress at this time, but the
Star contains no news concerning it save an
item from a letter from New York, via. Ber-

muda, about the defence of that city.
The

following from the Portland Advertiser
heartily endorse. The Journal has repeatedly advocated reform in this direction, in liehalf of the shipping interest:
There is one important subject upon which it
was hoped that the
Legislature of Maine would
take action this winter, and that is the unjust
and destructive taxation of shipping. The tax
is levied upon the valuation, whether the
property is employed or not, and is a very heavy
burden. British ships are only taxed upon
their net earnings, and one of the first steps
toward the revival of the shipping interest in
this country should be the adoption of this rule.
we

It is not too late now for some member of the
to render an important service to
the State, by offering a bill for this purpose.
The argument in favor of such a measure is
irresistible and the hill if offered could not fail
to pass.

legislature

ple.

People thought Marshall Jewell was a rich
mall, hilt he was not. lie only left 9300,000.

The International Review comes

as a

double

number—February-March—with the announcement of a change of editors and publishers.
The new editor is William Ralston
a
Batch,
publisher is

well-known journalist, and the
Rvckman, New York. The management say that “it is intended to make it the leading publication of its kind in the United States,”

John \\

and

promise

several new features of great inApril number, which will appear
March 15th. The current issue discusses a va-

terest for the

of topics of timely interest, to some of
which we shall make further reference.

riety

Senator Rust has
of leader of the

certainly
opposition,

won

the position

lie has opposed
everything which has come before the Senate,
from the apportionment bills to appropriations
for educational purposes. But it is not to be

expected
lie had

a

that lie could be
little

legislature

really happy

of his own.

unless

Recollections

Industry and

Labor.

I'lIB

KAI1I.Y

1.11 K

of

“Uncle

Remus.”

or A FAMOl'S
AUTHOR.

How

SOVTIIKltX

I
1!Y

Became
\V.

a

Crack

Shot.

The

Golden

News

"West.

Dora Wiley Golden writes to her home in
liuoksport from Golden, Colorado, and gives

MILTON FA.KKOW.

neatly (tumid little volume
inscription, it has also upon so good a description of the county through
New York, February 1st, 1883, under the mantile cover a gold target, well peppered with
which she is travelling that our Hucksport coragement of the New York Association for the known Southern author, and the same notes black spots, this being a fac sun Hie of the one
respondent asked and obtained permission to
been
have
in
used
writing the present article. made
Protection of American Industry. Addresses
by Mr. Farrow at 1000 yards in a public make some extracts from the letter. Mrs.
were delivered on this occasion by
Peter Joel Chandler Harris.author of “Uncle Remus, match at
Creedmoor; and it is, moreover, the Golden writes:
Cooper, William K. Dodge, William M. Evarts, His Songs and Ilis Sayings,” was born hi Katon- highest on record. With this before them no
This is a beautiful country, all through the
ton, Georgia, on the nth of December, 1S4(>. He
Dexter A. Hawkins and Cyrus Hamlin, and an
one can dispute that one native of Belfast has
ltocky mountains. It deties'deseriptio'n. We
in
had
few
educational
or
have
advantages
life,
early
been travelling over the narrow gauge
address and resolutions were adopted by the
made his nun/..
Mr. Farrow is to-day the
road
leaving Denver, and in many places
meeting. Among the resolutions adopted was otherwise. In a private letter he speaks of him- champion rifle shot of America, His principal the sincebetween
the rocks is just wide enough
space
self as having been “born in a printing office,”
the following, to which the attention of all
for Ha* track, and you may touch the boulders
prizes are as follows: In England he won th'
it
is
that
he
his
and
believed
career
as
the
began
its you pass—rocks towering thousands of feet
friends of the cause of Protection of American
Albert Prize of £100, and the Wimbledon Cup,
above. It is the most gorgeous scenery I ever
“devil” of a country newspaper, and was subIndustry is earnestly invited:
value £100; in France a Sevres Vase, by Presi- beheld.
Last Sunday we were at Colorado
to
the
ease.
With
him,
promoted
sequently
Resolved. That in view of the activity of the
dent (irevy and a bronze statue, ‘‘Victory,” by Springs and I rode up to Manitou where the
however, the typographic art was hut the
friends of liritish policy in forming free trade
springs are and tried four different kind.- of
organizations, we recommend that: organiza- means to an end. lie soon began to entertain M. Ee Compte Vrndenvro; and in this country, water: Iron, Soda, Vichy, undone having no
tions of the character of this for the Protection
at Creedmoor, the champion's Match of IsTs.
particular name, .lust Imagine them boiling
literary aspirations, and sought to qualify himof American Industry and Labor be formed in
the Wimbledon Cup Match of 1SSO and the Mili- right out of the earth. They taste precisely
self for the higher walks of literature by readall the cities and towns of the I'nion. and that
like tlie mineral waters you buy at the drug
1SS2. The first chap- stores. W< then visited the "Garden of the
we proffer to them in advance our warmest
ing and study. He must have had access to tary Champions Match of
ter of Mr. Farrow's book is autobiographical.
sympathy and co-operation.
Gods." and a more wonderful sight or freak of
many books and those of the best kind, and he
The garden is an
nature cannot be imagined.
Wo aiv glail to know or tins organized ellort
mastered them thoroughly. In his volume en- We ipiote as follows :
immense space just between the mountains,
to counteract the teachings of the free traders,
1 was born at Helfast, \\ altlo County, in the
titled “l.i\ ing Writers of the South,” published
and everywhere are huge rocks, some standing
Statu of Maine.
father' wns a native uf liri-- on
whose doctrines are un-American. Who are inend, straight up. and measuring one hundred
in IStiP. Prof. Janies Wood Davidson says of tol in the satin- My
State, anti served bis country
^ on
feet or more, very narrow ami thin.
tile
British
free
trade
spired by
leagues, and Mr. Harris:
Ins
the
It.
was
misfortune
war
of
lspy.
during
would not think they were strong enough to
whose tracts and broadsides are mainly written
to
be
in
at
fora
the
Halitime
eontined
prison
Wantin" doubtless some degree of the polish
such an upright position. Their lops form
fax. My grandfather was a sergeant in one of keep
and printed in Great Britain. That) there are of scholastic culture, he has'an
all sorts of things -one a seal which can be seen
energy ami a
the companies during tin war of the Re volution
thus
self-reliance
that
will
be
worth
developed
misguided Americans who believe in these docvery plainly, others forming elephants, tigers,
and was present at the surrender of Cornwallis.
more to him in the battle for fame than the
old man with hat on. etc. Then there i- tin
trines, and whose opinions are unpUrehasable, most
Descended from such stock my claim to I"- a
academical armor. * * *
enormous boulder which you may drive around
adjusted
skilfully
is conceded; but there is
American is certainly a valid one.
and see beneath. The place on which if rests
unmistakablje evidence Mi. Harris lias written a good deal for literary tlwroiiiih
From my earliest recollections the love for
i- not more than a yard square. < >ne is in morthat British gold and British inthienjee furnish
periodicals in the South, for four or five years,
and
was paraand
rifles
powder
bullets,
guns,
and
verse,
both in prose
tal terror until away a few hundred feet, for
(assays, sketches ami mount to
the motive of the free trade organizations in this
or any of the
marbles,
ball,
tops,
have
from
bis
that
It is. ailed the wonwould
fear of its toppling over
appeared
pen
lyrics
country. The object of the movement is simply have done honor to older heads. * * * As a games of boyhood. Cannons improvised from d( rful balancing rock." and lias stood that way
tin
with
mounted
on
blocks
pen-holders,
pins, for years.”
to aid British manufacturers and destroy our
poet. Mr. Harris lias the principles of the art were
the lirst essays. The premature explosion
poetic, lie recognizes the twaddle about in- of this
own.
W'e are asked to believe that England is
with
its
natural
weapon
cmiscijuenecs.
Generalities.
spiration as twaddle, and looks to legitimate
exclusively a freetrader and owes her prosper- art to accomplish its own mission. This princi- brought disfavor from parental source, ami
was om- of the interdicted subi-tnnecs.
powder
will
be
of
infinite
use
to
him
as
a
to
free
and
But
that
is
not
critic,
trade.
Presitrue.
Sensational stories about William II. Vanderple
ity
I!y a lucky trade with an old junk man a bilt's health are enutradicted. He is not ill.
no less as a poet."
dent Cyrus Hamlin said of England, at the
barrel was obtained, mountrusty
horse-pistol
Measured by what Mr. Harris has done since ed on an oak
The Florida I.egisl dure lias passed a bill
block, secured by an iron staple,
meeting above mentioned: “She is! a prolecit proved a source of great, delight. Tin- stand- conferring police pow ts on train conductors.
IsiiU. these words of Professor Davidson’s may
tiouist when it is for her interests, and a free
ing piles on the pier bead, IKK) yards distain-e.
Governor Butler of Massachusetts, inis detrader when it is for her interests.T And of be considered prophetic.
were the enemy and many were the pounds of
as a day for fasting
In lstiti Mr. Harris became connected with a
lead fired away in the attempt to make "bong signated tno .Mb of April
free trade elsewhere he said :
and prayer.
Toni" do fine work.
I would like to call your attention jo another publishing house in New (trleans, in with h city
School vacations were spent when possible
The existence of tile present Congress comes
fact— i have no doubt there are woijking men the writer first made bis acquaintance. His
onboard father's vessel, a goodl\ schooner of to an end at noon Mi reh 4th. which falls thiamong you in this audience—to the fact that
duties were light and much of his time was de- seventy tons burthen,
plying in the coasting year on Sunday.
there is not an English speaking community on
trade from lielfast. east and west ; here the livoted to reading and to literary ventures. His
the face of the earth outside of Englalnd that
Mr. -lames Gordon Bennett telegraph' d from
ef
the
was
learned and chances for
.shot-gun
free trade. (Applause.) All her colonies have tastes then inclined him to versification, and
Kiirope to send $501)0 to the sufferers by ihe
mi roots and ducks were never nepracticing
turned against her. In all hercoloniij- the peo- he
H
estern lloods.
published quite a number of poems in the glected. The feelings of triumph were most
ple who have brain enough to learn the Eng- New Orleans
newspapers.most of them anony- keenly enjoyed when returning to tin- vessel in
lish tongue have had brain enough to reject free
By the explosion of a kerosene lamp four
liar! n’r from some neighboring ledge of rocks
trade.
And there i- no other great nation on
young children were burned to death near
mously. The following poem, which fairlv re- or
w
ith
a
to
hear
island in the bay
goodly bag,
the face of the earth that lias yet rceCivi d free
Brackett, Texas.
veals his literary qualities at that time, was
the hearty praises from older lips. Never will
trade except Turkey.
England fojved il on published in the New Orleans Times.
An aged couple in Baltimore being in extreme
of
that
most
first
turd,
I
bag
wiley
forget tny
January.
China at one time, and sic has not yet heard
want and preferring death to beggary, committhe Hlaek buck of the coast- One November
IstiT:
the last of that. England owes her pre-eminence
morning 1 noticed with the telescope a tloek of ted suicide by taking poison.
t tit: ui.n and tin: nkw
at the present time to her protective system.
ducks feeding over th bar running from Tory's
England is still one of the w isest projectionists ''hake hands with those who are going,
Marshal Bazaine is about to publish a work
to Trumpet Island ill Kggemoggin Reach, a sinin tile world.
hi's the lips that are raised to be kissed.
on the Kranco-Pmssian war, chiefly with a
uous passage amongst the islands, running east
to defend his conduct at Metz.
For
view
the
life
the
of
Old Year is flowing
Another view of the English policy i- found
and west on the coast of .Maine. The -eliooner
And melting away in the mist.
1 informed father of
in the following extraet from an article by
was in Centre Harbor.
Startling disclosures are made, respecting tie
tin ducks ill sight and 1 desired to go after them
Leonard Scott in the March numbin' of the A shadow is over the w.iter.
corruption of the Washington police force.
Smiling and shaking ids head lie replied : Mark One of the star route gang ts involved.
And silence lies prone on the hill
Popular Science Monthly:
ducks, you want 'o go after black ducks,
And the echo comes fainter and shortei
Great Britain, assured of her supremacy a<
it takes an older hunter than voit to shoot, bhe-k
The population of Canada lias increased ;U
From the river that runs by the mill.
the great manufacturer of the world, did not
ducks." ! at last got his consent to try. After per cent, in 15 years, and during the same pefear the competition of other mnudfacturers.
t.reet the New Year with music anil laughter,
stepping the mast in the boat alongside and the riod taxation lias increased 144 per cent.
whether protected or not; and she became at
l.et the old shrink away with a tear—
gun passed in. I pushed oil'. A light southerly
An inventor of a rope tire escape, who reonce the advocate and exemplar of (ree trade,
Mill we .-hall remember hereafter
Reach.
breeze soon carried the boa! out into C
fused to give his name, tried his apparatus in
The many w ho die w ith the year.
believing that other nations would reciprocate,
Yes, the ducks were still there. Steering for
and thus give great encouragement ttk tic eomthe leeward point of Tory's Island, lev plan Chicago Saturday morning and sustained fata!
Aye! we shall regret and remember
mi ree in which, as a nation, her chief interest
injuries.
was formed to land on the side opposite Unand
Maud,
and
Irene.
Mary,
lies.
birds and try to -talk them through the grass.
Disappointed in her expectations that
There is going to he a materialization of a
the
snow
of
December
Though
swift-falling
other countries would follow her example, sp,.
Gun in hand. I stepped on tin-outer shore of disembodied
I.ies over them now as a screen.
spirit at St. Louis on .Inly 4ih.
is now considering the policy of abandoning
the island to walk towards tin farther point,
The Greenbnckers propose having a grand mass
“free trade" for what she calls "fair trade,"
where the birds were feeding. Tile high hank
And the alternate sunshine and shadow
meeting.
self-interest again prompting this change of atwould conceal my approach up to one hundred
Sweep over their graves with a thrill
t it tide toward other nations.
President Arthur lias nominated Dorman B.
yards, tln-n the grass was hardy high enough to
Irene i- asleep in the meadow.
conceal one lying fiat. The gun i carried as I
Kuton of New York. -John M. Gregory of
A- out; illustration, let us sue huW England
And Mary and Maud on the hill.
took my way along was an old muzzle-loading
111! us and Leroy 1 *. Thoinaii of t >hio for ('nil
Fur
protects her shipbuilders and owmjrs.
lint the life of the )h! Year i- flowing.
twelve bore, which was in tin- usual condition
Sen lee ( ommissioners.
11>
her
she
lias
subsidies
And
in
the
of
oil
barrels
like
a
given heavy
mist,
years
inching away
shipboard,
guns kept
rusty
Dancing parties are given in Boston during
liar, the locks inclined to he w- :ik. and the
I:i-1> Hie hands of those who arc going,
steiinisbip lines; site taxes tile net cartings ill
Lent, but there are no refreshments, and a
Ki>s the lips Huh are raised to lie kissed,
hammers rather shaky, hut for all that it had a
Iter ships only, Iter consul fees are 111(1. h lightplays the piano. Thus is a comJie returned to Katmiton, Ga., in May, IstiT.
reputation for killing coots and dm ks second to young lady
er than ours, and there is ;i remission of duty
none in ilie country.
My progress through tin- promise made with conscience.
Hi- love of nature manifests itself in a letter
on material and ship's stores.
And yet there
grass was very -low, a- I pushed the gnu in adThe fact that the scenes at the trial of the
written in that month. IK- says : "1 have been
vance. I had received minute in-ti net ions from
Irish conspirators are quite as disgnn eful as
are those who profess to think that fit
-hips
le
in
of
father
never
front
the
in
crawlget
gun
were those at Guitcttu's trial is bring freely
ruraluing for a week past, cut in the places
the buying of all our ships in Great Hritain
or working ill} way up to birds, as it was
noted by the American newspapers.
where grain grow- and birds sing." During ing
better to occasionally lose a shot than to run the
is the only panacea for our depressrij shipping
that year lie contributed an article to Scott’s
William G. Smith, an express messenger,
risk
of
tintomyself
by
drawing
gun
shooting
Does
of
ainterest.
not the policy
England.
enliiled "t'uftee at Home,” a poem. ward me by the muzzle. The grass was getting fought a robber on an Albany and Susquehanna
alioveontliiii I. reveal the only proper remedy ? Monthly,
l»
thin in front.
I must
near the hunk on the
train, and though wounded twice heal off the
"To the .Moon,’’ to the Ladies Home, and a
thief and saved the $40,000 in his charge.
side next the dicks. With both hummers at
Hut we are told that protection is simply for
full eoek, I raised nearly up. my left elbow still
1 i-in to tin- Southern Home Journal. While
the benefit of the few hundred immilfaetui ers
The indications are that the parties who set k
Thirl} yards in front were the to
waiting for -0111 -tiling to turn up in the way of on tile ground.
and is adverse to the interests of the people, who
bring out the I’assion Play in New York will
dud.s a tloek id' fifteen or more
for
Aiming
not be permitted to do so.
The authorities
should lie tiilowi d to buy where they can buy regular employment lie "nursed a novel in his
the centre of the bunch I pulled the trigger: a
refuse a license, and the courts refuse to interclick was the only p-sp-mse, hut every
cheapest. Thi' is a fallacious proposition. brain." as many a young writer lias done lie- sharp
fere.
duck’s head was straight up at tin sound. NerSurely, the hundreds of thousands of working fere him. The novel has not been published, vously I felt for the left-hand trigger, when
Miss Abigail Dodge Gail
Hamilton -has
hut
lie
men and women are unite as much interested
may yet
forthcoming. A novelette from huh;/ went the other barrel, without any aim, been offered
by Governor Butler the position of
his pen was ..litly announced to appear in
tip went the ducks as only "bhu-kies" can “go
in the maintenance of American industries litrustee of the State workhouse at Bridgewater.
up." not a feather touched. I could lime cried Mass., in place of Mrs. James T. Fields, reThe Century, on the JTtli of December. Iisi>7,
the few hundred manufacturers so shcrringly
as
! lay and watched their receding forms.
signed.
mentioned.
Indeed, the whole people are he u rites t• a friend from Forsyth. Georgia
Presently I noticed they had changed their
"1
-hall
turn
attention
to
The captain of an abandoned brigantine,
course
and
were
toward
me
with
>nbe
probably
It
not
my
should
wholly
swinging
vitally interested.
forgotten
w ith his wife, child and a crew of six. were for
tent to cross the bar between tie- islands, hut
pi’11" -as it pay-better. Shall try a tale after
that this country lias tried free trade, as well
four days on the Spanish main in a damaged
the strong southwest wind blow them leeward
the new school of Fnglish tietion.” Hi- private
as a protective tariff, and that it is easy to comfast, they are flying at right angles to the wind, boat. Their craft was only kept from sinking
letter-,
tin
reveal
(
Mr.
Harris
in
a
most
loss
within
shot.
I
feel
and will
for another
by
way.
by constant bailing.
pare the condition of the country under the
“G. I).." hut the box of caps was left in tinfavorable light.
In the lips and down- of his
two systems.* Statistics show that under free
The Arkansas legislature lias passed a lull
I sit up now and
boat. On come tin- ducks.
which prohibits, for two years, the selling of
trade consumers paid higher prices than under early life the hitler no doubt predominated, yet
look at them, sixty, forty, mil} thirl} yards
liquor v\ it bin two miles of liny church or school,
protection, and that under the latter system In never lost conlidenee ill himself: never was away, and hunched so beautifully. I put up tin- on
a petition of a
majority of the adult popuold crowbar, as 1 had called it. to show w hat 1
if lie failed in
manufactories rapidly increased, thus ensuring bitter, envious or despondent,
lation of either sex.
could have done had 1 not forgotten the caps,
active competition,
if we destroy American one direction he at oncu tried another. Praise
and derisively pulled the trigger right at tinTlif California legislature rejected tin- prolie estimated at is real value; and no amount of
manufactures and open our ports free to Kritmiddle of the fioek. Rang! 1 was nearly laid I 'l.-ai to si t up the w hipping-pust.
Kxplaniing
fiat. Knougli of the fulminate from tin- “G. ft."
iiio net ion t In Sacrament o In ion says tlml "tin
isli goods, wlntt would he the result? Why. adulation turned his head, or caused him to
had remained ill the coin to cause the excap
has
mot
it*
si tin
death
whipping
the
Knglish manufacturer would establish \ ary his own critical estimate of himself. He plosion of the powder. .lumping to 111} feet 1 stake of proposition
public opinion."
we
in
and
tin-ueee-tinbirds.
The
aim
was
should
have
to
The
of
others,
looked
for
them.
and
was
rejoiced
prices,
deadly.
pay
quick
In- next celestial r\ out of iuterost to astrunoFive of them dropped on tin point and tinto see the mi-1 its of those about him.
lieiictits of the protective system are not, how
For exshore, two otln-iv left the hunch, and after a na i> is the solar eclipse which will take plainwiien
told
that
a
who
had
ever, eontiued simply to the manufacturers.
ampli
gentleman
moment set their wings and slowly settled to
May nth. It. will ho seen to advantage only on
two little islands ill the (south Pacific which lii
read one of his poems had declared it to lie
I.et its take the thriving city of Lewiston for an
the waters of the Reach. .My joy knew no
I
How
caressed
and
tinrusty unite out of tin' pathway of commerce.
example. A Democratic Congress, we will more meritorious than anything written by bounds.which a moment before patted
I had so feelingbarrel,
The editor of the Ueligio-Philosophical Jourabolishes
Flash
or
our protective tariff and
Timrod, he uttered a vigorous pro- ly dubbed a crowbar. I picked up my ducks,
suppose,
nal oft Imago offers to
substitutes free trade.
give Hermann, the preIt i- not possible for test, and Hill's expressed Ids high estimate of
three with broken wings and two killed outstidigitateur, live thousand dollars it he will
our manufacturers to compete with the cheapTimrod. an estimate subsequently confirmed right, and started in tin- direction I had marked write upon two slates a cominnnieation after
the two crippled him. One only I found flouter labor of Europe and the mills close.
All the
lln manner of Mr. Slade, the spiritualist.
by critics generally:
ing dead, and then headed the boat for the harFlash may not please every one, but there is
bor. I carefully concealed the dtu-ks under tlie
operatives arc thrown out of employment.
By the will of a Boston lady, lately deceased.
not that man living who,
What arc tin y to do?
possessing any literary stern sheets and ranged alongside. -Pity the Miss Susan B. Anthony and Mrs. ‘l.uey Stone
The great majority
taste, can read some of Timrod’s happier efducks were so shy. Hand up the gun. 1 was
Blackwell
receive$20,000 each as the
would go elsewhere to look for work. Would
forts, and not give him the palm of being the watching through the glass when you tired. ative women suffragists, and it is saidrepresentthat they
not the real estate owners, the merchants, the
first poet in the South. Poor Timrod! He is
How near did you get to them?" “About thirty
will use the money in ailvaneing the cause.
dead
his
1
not
hut
name
and
will
live
while
there is
now,
yards," replied. “Thirty yards,
dealers of all kinds, the farmers who market
drop
a true taste extant.
The Columbus (Ohio) State Journal comAs a man of the world, lie one! Well, well. 1 expected better work than
their produce at Lewiston, miss these operaments upon the unpleasant fact that great floods
was nothing; as a poet lie was everything. He
that after all my instructions; what was the
tives, and the many thousand dollars which was a poet by nature and by culture—one of the matter?" “Oh, the gun missed lire and l pulled in the Ohio River have been followed by deadly
few who can sing for tia-ir own edification and
oil'the second barrel without taking aim." “I
pestilences, those of ]s92 and 1>47 being t’ollow"had been disbursed to them yearly? And ifnot for fame: Philomela in the Desert, and I
thought I heard you shoot a second lime. What ed by the cholera epidemic, which was very
although it is not at all probable that such might pursue the
destructive
to life.
with
a
did
fire
at?"
little
you
impatience.
figure further and speak of
would be the ease—if they could buy English the breast against a
thorn; for poor T. had “Gome, jump out of that boat." Coming to
Mr. Springer of Illinois, interrupted an imtroubles, lint these only made him sing the
the side of the vessel ju.-1 as I pulled out one
cotton cloth one cent a yard cheaper, would
louder. Anil now the people of his native state duck, he said, “Whitt have you got there." portant tariff speech to put in tin well-worn
that be any recompense? The general aspect
phrase, "1 would rather he right on thi~ i|in
are
regretting that they did not show their ap- "Where?" I answered, as I tried to conceal the tion
than be President." Mr. Red looked up
of this question is ably presented in the closing
bird behind me. "A hlaek duck?" eiujuiriugly.
preciation for him while he lived.
in his big, good-natured way. and tln u lie exand with some astonishment. “Yes," I shoutportion of I’cter Cooper's address oil opening
In reply to enquiries concerning two Georgia
—"You'll never he either," said lie.
ed, “and another, another 1 repeated, until I ploded
the mass meeting in New York :
lilt.no--"lie writes from Forsyth:
had tossed on the deck the six beautiful birds.
On motion of Mr. Hale ol Maine, Tuesday in
I have noticed in my own business life, exSydney and FIifiord Lanier are two brothers, My triumph was complete, and hoy-like l shout- the H. s. Senate, the duty on -stones iiumanutending overa period of nearly seventy years, horn and raised in Macon. Georgia. Clifford is ed, “Now. I guess you will think lean shoot faeturod or
undressed, freestone, graniti -andthat every reduction of the tariff lia-i brought
erv
black ducks as well as some older hunters." 1
young, but promises good things. Sydney
stone and all Iniilding or mmutmental stone.exwretchedness and ruin, it is the natural effect
the cleverest, as you say in fact, he is a gen- cannot describe his astonished looks.
He had
cept marble, not specially enumerated." was
from such a curse. Nothing is more certain
ius. JI is novel. "Tiger Lilies," i- vigorous anil seen the ducks tlv away uninjured, and then to
changed from $1.50 per lull to 20 per ent. ad
than that the advocacy of free trade come- from
original; his poems, published from time to have them introduced -o suddenly to hi- atten- valorem.
foreigners who want to break up opr indus- time in tlie Hound Table, n,< poems—quaint, tion was too niueli for hi- c(|iiilibnuni. “Well
tries. They have done it several Iime# already.
The crop advices from abroad are of a very
unique and characteristic. Besides all this lie is done, well done!" "Six." "Why—how’-—did
and they want to do it again; and thev will, i
tin most accomplished flute player in America,
unfavorable character. Telegrams anuomui
you —do it?" and lie looked at me and then at
fear, unless action now going on in Cpt gr* s- js
and composes as he plays. There is something the dtu-ks two or three times.
A full explana- that in Great Britain "a crisis in tit M work
checked. -My hope is that such a dilmonstraexists. It is water everywhere. A good sow ing
weird and mysterious, ravishing and entranc- tion followed, with oongratulationscncoiv. I reti'hi will he made all over the country ;e> will
ing, in his manner of playing. It is absolutely member at the next meal, however, the favors time is wanted. It is surmised that much of
them
in
their
mad
is
for
stop
lh'lliing
career;
impossible for me to describe il to you. One of of kind Providence were mentioned most de- the autumn sowing is rotten, and that all
more certain than the fate which will In fall uhi- descriptions of
Kurope is in a similar condition."
flute-playing iii ‘-Tiger Lil- Youth in the Grace.
mdess we protect the laborers of our land.
ies" conies near telling how he does it. but von
no
desire
fora
Our
The steamship Valencia, living the American
sportsman
having
youug
(Applause.) I hope everybody will do what should hear him to appreciate. He is a good,
they can to thwart so wicked a purpose as the modest young man, and charming hi manner.
seafaring life was given Ids choice between •lag. was tired at with solid shot from one of
proposed reduction of the tariff'. Tin) laborers
and going to Ilowdoin < 'ollege. the.Dutch forts in the harbor of < uracoa. Tw o
l nited State.- consuls were on hoard at the
[Mr. Lanier died about one year ago in Haiti- learning a trade
of the Old World get liarelv enough to keep
lie
decided
for
tie'
former, and say> : "I was
time.
It is claimed that as the proceedings of
body and soul together, and that is the con- more, j
the
Valencia were in every respect regular
dition in which the advocates of free (rude are
apprenticed to Hiram Chase for three years, to
istis. limb Mr. Harris still bent in
February,
there
is
no excuse for the
trying to place our laborers, and it behooveoutrage.
learn the watch making and jewelry business,
following literature as a profession, ami decided
every man to do till lie can to deter Congress
The
that
this
at
and here 1 may say
prediction of Wiggins of a great storm at
early
practicing
from the endeavor. (Loud applause.)
with
the
determination
to
ascertain
upon prose,
sea between the 9th and 12th of March
has desuch tine work, which so much depended upon
his specialty in that direction by following his
terred many Gloucester fishermen from sailing
The city of Savannah. Ua.. recently celebratof
the
hand
and
lien
c.
no
doubt
for Georges cod fisheries. As the women are
impulses. In June of that year lie was working the steadiness
ed her sesqui-centennial with appropriate cerethe foundation for that command of nerve
urging the men to stay at home it is feared that
at tIn- ease, and had thoughts of
trying his for- laid
this, the best time of the season, will be lost in
monies. These included an excellent address
and will-power that, especially in oll'-haml tartune in New York. He yet adhered to his
the fisheries especially ns a number of crews
from Gov. Stephens, and a poem by Paul II.
purpose of making poetry subsidiary to prose get shooting, is so necessary to success." Hal- have refused to sail.
i lay tie. Addressing the beautiful city of Saing given a good account of himself during his
in his literary work, and to cultivate all three
There are in the United States 52 theological
vannah as she stands to-day in comparison with
of its branches the tale, the essay, and the re- three years’ apprenticeship, liis father, accordseminaries, where 2000 young men are in trainthe wild found by Oglethorpe, Mr. llayne said:
ing to promise, gave him for liis own "tile Red, ing for the ministry. About 200 professors and
view. Hi was looking about him for material
tutors are engaged in the work of teaching
City of populous squares and tranquil close,
White and Blue, a small three sail yacht, which
for
a novel and
of
a
series
thinking
these young men. There is as yet no concerted
of vivid action and supreme repose;
preparing
for beauty and speed, in my eye, far surpassed
of
on
of
soft
“The
movement to compel the admission of ladies to
Humour of the Old Masrefinement, and all tics
papers
City
of
the
boats
to
be
Of winning and ennobling
other
found
in
the theological seminaries. Nor are there, aBelfast
ters," and papers on "Joe Hrenan,” “American any
courtesies;
far as heard from, any lady applicants for
City of jocund children, in gay bands
In this craft Mr. Farrow had some
Bay.”
etr.
At
this
bad
in
time lie
Kpieureanism,"
To fadeless coverts and green'nooks enticed.
vacant professorships.
cruises,
and
pleasant
enjoving
fishing
shooting
prospect an editorial position on a paper to be
Flitting beneath the giant tree and vine.
until he was wrecked in a September gale. He
O'er whom the sun kissed shadows wave and established at
Savannah, Georgia, and on the
Alonzo Follett, the New York note broker
then decided to gin- up play and devote himpass,
12th of July lie writes that he thinks be “was
While delicate feet o'er the morning grass,
self to business,
lie readily found employ- who failed recently, has contingent liabilities of
rut out for a paragraphing journalist.”
And dewy branches like benignant hands,
This
ment in Boston, and the next spring went to nearly $10,000,000, with real assets amounting
Seem stretched as once'the gracious hands of was
prophetic, as we shall see. The newspato but little over u million.
Christ,
R. I., where he has been for some
Newport,
per project comes to naught, and iu October,
Above those fair young heads in Palestine—
in
business
for
himself.
It
was in the
181 is, Mr. Harris was still at the case in a coun- years
City of gallant men and maids so rare
Sixty cents will secure the Agents Herald for
latter city that liis attention was first turned to
That like those matchless daughters of romance
try newspaper office, but longing for the literone year and an oil cliromo, 24x90. of the GarWho dwelt beside the wide Thessalian stream—
rille
For
an
account
of
his
in
shooting.
essays
ary life in a wider sphere, though in a private
Maidens of trance and daughters of a dream,
field Family. Address Agents Herald, Philathe art, of his rapid advancement, and the
They have stolen a sun shaft for each radiant letter of this date, lie says he shall give up ru- achievements which
delphia, l’a.
have
him
a
worldgiven
glance,
ralizing with regret. Just two years later the
And worn the star shine in their midnight hair.
desired opening was found, and Mr. Harris sc- wide reputation, we refer the reader to tlie
hr. J. K. Pratt,
The Im oim'okatio.s <>k Knox.
oured employment on the Savannah Morning book itself. The concluding chapters contain
of Chelsea, Mass., .sends us the following cop\ ol
The shipping bill, as reported to the Senate
some excellent "Hints to Beginners.”
The
News. Though journalism was not Ills choice,
the petition for tin* incorporation <»! Knox
by the commerce committee, differs in import- lie went
volume has fora frontispiece a portrait of the
to work, and in a
manfully
short
To the Honorable the Senate ami House of Reprevery
ant particulars from the bill as it passed the
author,
contains
of
his
engravings
principal sentatives of the Commonwealth <»f Massachusetts
time had made a well deserved reputation as a
in
tieneral Court Assembled, A. 1>. Isis-—The peHouse. The Cox section as to shipping' comis
and
neatly hound and printed. It tiiion
paragrapher, and became one of the best known prizes,
of the subscribers, inhabitants of the Plantawill be sent postpaid, to those sending $1 to W.
missioners is stricken out and a section inserted of the
of Knox, humbly showeth that many of the
tion
younger journalists of Georgia—bright
Milton Farrow, Newport, R. 1.
subscribers have lived in said Plantation'17 or h
us to mail
steamers.
to
ocean
This
section
pay
fellows, many of them. His quaint sayings unyears, ami have been assessed a State and county
repeals the provision of existing law which der the head of
tax six years, that there are above seventx lentil
The Washington correspondent of the New
were widely
Georgia
Affairs,
voters in said plantation; the soil and situation
compels American vessels to carry mails for
York Sun started the story that neither of the
to any in this part of the
quoted, and his duties as associate editor were Maine
equal
country. We labor
Senators nor their wives were present at
two cents a letter, and authorizes the Postunder many disadvantages j„ our present situation
well performed.
lie married a Savannah lady, the wedding of Mr. Blaine's
I’erley
and
daughter.
that
your petitioners pray
master General to establish mail routes between
they may be incorand after some seven or eight years’ service on
said that both Senators Hale and Frye, with
porated into a town by the name of Knox and as
such American ports as he may deem proper,
their wives, were present.
It Inis pleased a in duly bound will every pray. Signed—Joseph It.
the News, removed to Atlanta,
Georgia, and number of journals to
.John Haskell, Jr., Efias Brown,Scollav ?
and to issue proposals for the carrying of the
accept the Sun version, Barton,
David Brown, Hall (?) Clements, John
... the editorial staff of the Constitution, of and to base thereon sundry
assumptions that Barker.
mail to the lowest bidders, owners of American
Holmes,
Stephen Wlggin, John Braddoek, Win,
It was here he discovered his
that eity.
Mr. Blaine ami the Maine Senators are not on
speJonathan Smith, Aaron C. Hadley, .John
Haskell,
the
not
to exceed
vessels,
aggregate payment
It is scarcely necessary to repeat
terms.
here
good
that
“1
B.
ncie
cialty
Remus” was first in(?) White; Bcnj. Johnson,Israel Kinm y,‘Phillip
one hundred and twelve millions
that both the Maine Senators anil their wives (»re ley, .J- Clements, Samuel
annually.
Tilton, Joshua
troduced to the public. The sketches found
were present on the occasion referred to.
[ Bos- Brown, David Patch, William Leonard, Henrv
ready appreeiatiou, and this stimulated further ton Journal.
Seth
Jacob
Hutchings,
Elliot,
L-, (who) James
The bill apportioning the State into four ConLamson, (?) Benj. K. S-, (who) John Sears,
etlorts in the same direction, until a book was
And it is safe to say that the Washington corNathaniel Johnson, John Sawyer, Justin Lee, Seth
gressional Districts, having passed both branchproduced whose originality and value, aside respondent of the New York Sun was not pres- Brown, Isaiah Keith, Daniel Weed, Samuel Haskell,
es of the
Jonathan Bangs, (?) John Walker, Jeremiah ClemLegislature as reported by the joint troni its amusing qualities, nave oeen
generally ent.
ents, Pelham Sturtevant, Moses Cross, .John smith,
special committee, was signed by Governor recognized.
Harvey Hatch, Cyrus H. Hutchings, Elisha Baker,
Bath has had a carnival. Wonder how many
Robie on Monday and has become the law of
(?) Zebalon Johnson, Jeremiah Clements, Jr.
Stanley I I’lillen lias sold liis interest in the of the participants in these carnivals know the
the State. The full text of the act has been
Portland Press to James P. Baxter, who was
meaning of the word? it means farewell to
published in our legislative summary.
There is a loud complaint from Maine beowner with him, and who now holds the sole
flesh, or meat, and is applied to the festivities cause members of legislative committees smoke
Wendell Phillips says of Gov. Butler: “I do
interest. The paper will not he run in the
which take place in Catholic countries the day- while in session. They do the same at hearings
in this state, not always to the comfort of witnot think that Butler can swallow Bunker Hill
interest of any clique, hut will he the organ of
before Lent begins.
The word is generally
[Poston
nesses, to say nothing of spectators.
Monument,”
the Republican party at large.
misused.
Herald.
of the mass

ures

Humor In the Stomach.
Much of the distress nml sickness attributed to
dyspepsia, chronic diarrhoea and other causes is occasioned by humor in the, atoinae.li. Several cases,
with all the characteristics of these
complaints,
have been cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. -Other
cures effected hy tills medicine are so wonderful
that the simplest statement of them affords the best
proof that it combines rare curative agents and
when once used secures the confidence of the peo-
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We have received a report of the proceedings
meeting held at Cooper Institute,
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one

The

Protection

A year or more ago the writer prepared fora
literary publication a sketch of a now widely

We have received a

bearing

the above

••

Private’s Reminiscences of the War,” the price
[>f which is $1.50. It i» a neatly printed, substantially bound volume, and is the first book to portray the
phases of the private soldier’s life during the great

A

rebellion. For one new subscriber and $2.50 \vc will
rive one copy of the book. For two new subscribers
md $1, one copy. For three new subscribers and
£t;, two copies. The books will be delivered at tin*
>llice or sent postpaid to any address on receipt of
die subscriptions as above.
As the above offers will not be continued much
longer, those who wish t>» secure tin* book should
In this connection we make
10 so without delay.

supplemental

11

.subscribers in

offer

who

arrears

year in advance, will be
given a c »py of the book for half t ie retail pifice
r5 cents.
It will be sent postpaid b\ mail without

duo, and

pay what is

one

extra charge.

Fifty

tons of ice

Camp

hauled to the

were

The lee

hotel last week.

Ground

pond.

from Pierce’s

came

Belfast.
Marshall Post G A R of this city,
camp lire at its met ting on Wednesda*
evening, March 7th
Thomas II.

have

will

a

Prig tdier stock farm,
port,
Whitten, of Monlvillt flu*
bull call “Granger,” ami heifer “Crimp,” full blood
L.

A. P-a.

lately

has

f

sold t

Martin

Shorthorn
A young man named (
A. Olin, a cnmmetvia
traveler, got intoxicated i;; this cit\ last week and
1 Iowas robbed of lii- watch and pocket book.
nian left b*wn and no arrests haw? been made.

Register

The Christian

'peak-

Boston

l'Mvv. Crowninshield

late Rev.

as

of

tnc

ol lla .mie-

one

and most promising of our younger I'niiarian min
is tors,” and adds, “His loss will be deepU ft .t.
the city election on the 1-th im-t
is but little interest mani
yet but one man lias been I Ike i <•;

Warrants tor

posted. There

are now

tested, and as
for the mayoralty—the present incumbent.

Geo.

1,

Johnson
P.ro-. havr re-vivcl

Mathew
of 1 i;iI-*i

w

|

mi

a. .a

hou-e.

began.

The

lor his

nii-re,

a in

! >i

orders

-a hi

a\

"burn

of the tine* t

one

Matin

The Messrs.

lot

M.

al

v ex -tow.

it will be

make the finest lot of doors

to

have

w-

turned

ever

establishment, and it is
handsome.

out from their

they

an order t*»r a

lam*.■ t>i:ii<Jin^

a

being built

l-

l ill-

re-Mences in Maine,

-ale

t"

will he very

llel'a
Twelve gentlemen drove from Camden
Frida* for the purpose of receiving- the degrc
of Odd F« !I"'a hip in Waldo Lodge.
it i- tlien in
lention to immediately institute
lodge in mil
W Id" Lodko
of tin- city, will soon
town.
Tin
known as the mother'd' lodge- in this vicinity
t amden I »dg.
will he f
fourth whi 1: ha- e,-n.<on

member-hip.

from it-

••

probably

The lifih uid

b<

located at Brooks.
Belfast’s .Si« k. Ji
MeClinloek and I >.
week, is recovering, d. 'i
Caldwell remain much a- they were last wi ek. Mi
Will lVrry. ;t'•ommeresal traveller f"i a P-atim-1
house, i- seriously ill at his mother- leaisc in ihiM
VV
Fwoi

by illncs-. Rev. Mr. Libby
gcrously ill. Ralph Iler-cy
ton!. M

has betAi

i--.,

ha-a

111, out i-

hi

Id dan

odiegi

Med

-mall

at Tuft

ring

re.

dance on Friday evening la-t. given by tin
;n kind
(T. Cltl
surpassed anyth.ng

The
s.

1;.

given

tin-

The lloor of the had

-ea-on.

Well

wa-

duneers, and the gallery wa- fid! of
i. •, ■:
spectators. The tmi-ie by Andrew-’ -»rc 1 n
mu-b il
Bangor—of twelve niece- -wa- -aid
tilled with

critics t«» be tin- linc.-t

given

a

with the

aciv

Providence band, of Provi
lama wa- eni'.ynd l \
cnee. The concert before tin.
all. the rieh music fairly entranehm the andmmv

eeption

by

of that

\ lire

FlltF.

e

—

Vicinity.

and

Belfast

of

PRKMIUMS FOR NKW SUBSCRIBERS. We have
made arrangements by which we can offer to those
securing new subscribers for the Journal, copies of
tlie Rev. T. Gerrish’s popular book, “Army Life;

tin*

was

di-'OVcred in the

.lnr

a

lla

I

<

Saturday ev nm., whi. !
wa- speedily extinguished with but trilling lo-s
The lire originated in the chareoal bin. A load < f
charcoal was bought on Saturday and pi t into the
cellar by the janitor The -u| po.-ition i- that the
c..al

building

■>"!

High

Mint

in the bin.

piaecd

after it had been
say

the kiln while !:••:. and ignited

drawn from

wa-

n

hen the coal

w

\

icing

wa-

lm-d gir

unma

-he

<

ashe-i the man fora small pice, whi'di In _a\ h«
and it wa- so hot -tie could hardly lioid it in her
hand.
Tlu* steamer Lew i.-lmi, which
l-l t c N<»l i.s.
m-w
liiidi agoing extensive repair-, in- put in
boiler with largely lncrea-ed capacity. an 1 tin- din
ing ro un ha- liecn thoroughly remodeled, enlarged
Tue Rich
and refurnished in an elegant mannei
Sr lam

is

-< e
mond of this line is m-w running ivirn!
advertisement on fourth pagc....< apt. Mark in
graham, reeeiitiy injured on the -tenner Katahdin,
is slowlv recovering and is able to walk about hiSteamer Katahdin arrived at her wharf
Inui-e
..

city on ->aturdny where-lie remained until
Monday, \mong her freight take! fr-mi here were
.The -d arner Ivtahd n
fifty tons of pressed hay.
i- advertised to mike two trips pci week until
further notiee, leavitig Belfast for !»>• -dm M"inlays
in this

Thursdays,

and

and

P>

P.elta-t

he

-ton

Tne-da>

s

and Fridays.
Fdwin Fuller Boyle, son >t' the laic I K im. e,
died suddenly in thi- eity «»n Thursday ni~ l. aged
lie had spent the evening-atthe : u-< •!
■21 years,
11
A. d. Harriman, returning h em .|iiite 1 t.mother, who wa- at the \Va-liingt"ii 1 '• a Pin
after returning home, in eotnpauy w:»h her -"i.
-pent a -horl lime at the room-"f Hr. I.omdard.

I who lives in the

j

ut-e

It

night when the mother and
lingered in hi- mother'- d-oiii

-«»u

affectionately bidding

night

h

-aim*

time, and after

Pre-entiy Mr-. B.
breathing hard, appai nt Iv m u h

ought hi-

his

to

Lombard

room

am! found him

called who

.vas

-..n

li-tress»

m

soni mr

own

1

mm

apartment.
went

mid-

lvlwin

11■!.

r<

me

her good

near!,

wa-

In.

••

Hi.

!in-

hi

•:

r. a
he
i tit.
young man wa- dead wh o :!
bedside. It is -uppo-ed death wa- alised "■
Mr-.
heart.
the rupture ot a blood v-.-.-el of t!
■mmuuiP in lea
Bo vie has the sympathy of the
haalUlctioii. since thi* d« ith of her ha •and

tin*

the

lcancd
there

her son, between wh

upon

and le.

an

r-elf

great affection.

was

1
,i
l ie W
WASIllNilT'/N ThA PAim
the Univi r-ali-t society at theii
church on Thur.-dav evening ••!' la- week, w a- a
la
wan
deeided stieecss in every pnrtbnilar

Party given by

-pr.-ad

in

tin-

elmreh

served from -ix
nuudi

was

heavily
wa-

on

larger than was anticipated ami drew
the culinary department. Tin -upper

all that emiid be

paired

wavestry, where -upp
"‘e!-..-k. The attendance

eight

to

w

to tin* audience

\

isited.
room

tier

-upper ail

above, wlihdi

n-

w a- -o.>u

tilled, extra -ettce- being required. A .-tage bad
been extemporized for the oeeasion, w ith American
tlag- for a eurtain. The c\erei-es began by the
hoir -inging the >t;ir spangled Banner. The
H'a-h
mainder »»f the programme wa-a- follow1

and the hatehet; singing. Red, White and
Blue*, by six little boys and girl-. W a-h hurt on
\
crossing tin-I>elaw are;-ingina i*y Mi— Pin
W -1
a
Tea Party singing by Mi-- Pit a

ington

ington at Trenton ; reading
Butler lost in the wood-.

Washington

horse baek

on

>

> F. P

Fr

-;

-•

Washington
Idle

exer

at

-iinun
IF

is«

>m

v

tin

lud

ed by tin* choir singing America, deth r-mi F. Wilson impersonated fnorge Wa-idngion, hi- make up
being remarkably good. Mr-, s. \. Blodgett was
The society
excellent Martha Washington.
an
netted $sp.
Caiti'KIn*.

Ki

\

m

sku.kk.

ineeountn

town*

Waldo county arc compar.Uiveh free fr-mi tlu*
evils of rum selling,but occasionally a man will !•••
found engage*l in this unlawful traffic.
Joseph

of

Estes,

of

Troy,

hors of selling

has

long

rum,

been

ami

a*-

used

high in that vicinity. Mr h
large and powerful man, :md tin mudil
ently wen* in fear of him. A w.-irrant
lias

and

Id**

■>

the excitement at

neigh
Minever

run

seizure

was sworn

--

for

last December and

ippur
>ear'

h

given to

\verill.ot Frankfort, hut for smne
>t-rved. Lust week it was given
to Constable s. <». Ellis, of Belfast, who, a e«>mpanied l>y { it\ Marshal Cates, drove to Prov, search
ed the house, found four large jugs eontMiniim
Sli.ritP

Deputy

it

reason

was never

liquors and arrested Mr. EMe> for \ single sale.
Thursday of last week, the -eareli am! seizure east*
eame

up

Estes

was

before Trial Justice (irccr, of Belftmt.
defended hy James Libby, Jr., oi I'uitv

;iud B. V«

Rogers, of this city. No one appeared
the state. Mr. l ilts eame into court hearing
the jugs, which were duly labelled—one alcohol,
om Holland gin, one rum and one
whiskey. They
lor

also marked “ess.,” which meant os sen tv
officers testified to the capture of the jug*.
The defence first moved to quash the warrant for
informalities, but the Justice overruled. The respondents then put in as a defence that the liquids
"**re

Plie

not intoxicating liquors, hut were compounds
under the process of being manufactured into essences.
Each jug was tinctured with essen •»•.
Estes testified that he was a manufacturer of cs
were

jugs were an expericheap essences. One more application <»t
oil would have completed the process.
Estes
brought into court several bottles of oils of different kinds of essences and explained to the court
A quantity \\a> turned
the mode of manufacture.
into a glass and water added to -how the oil. The
Justice decided that they were intoxicating liquors
and fined the respondent $100 and costs, from which
be appealed and gave sureties in the sum of $200.
sences

ment

*

and the contents of the

on

>ilicer Ellis then

rants—two for

arrested Estes

single sales and

on

three more

one for

a

war-

common

seller. A number of witnesses testified
to purehas
ing liquors from Estes for medicinal
purposes. He
was found guilty on all the
counts and fined $30 and
costs on each of the
single sales, and for being a
common seller was
bound over to the Supreme
Court in the sum of $20o. Mr.
Estes appealed from
the verdict on the
single sales and furnished sureties in the sum of $200 on
each. The warrants were
out by Miss
Mary Ann Hareelon, and Mr.
Mrs. Nathan
Rogers.

suorn

and

I tit

;iin

>uuday

<>t

followed

was

by colder

To-day

weather.

bank-, sehools and post-olliee

The

anniversary
exeeption

the

on

or

with the

el*»sed

were

Washington's birthday, and
party at tin* I’niver-

were

( apt. William (Joodell, of Searsport, is having
built in Bath a 1700 ton ship which will launch in a
few days. The ship is a line one and has been
named the Frederick Uobie, for the (governor of
Maine, who is a part owner.

We publish elsewhere the announcement of the
marriage of Mr. T. Curtis Porter, son of Mr. Tims.
C. Porter, formerly of this city. The groom has

Mark Andrews, 11 l’lienix Mow, Belfast, is still
dlering extraordinary bargains. Him* him a call.
\ grand medi\d exhibition, with stereoscopic
1

i

i*e

Hall,

K:

<

i«

<

Nun

t ur

s.

M

id"''*11 wim
i"i

-h<

appealed.
w

Milo M.

i-ehief.

parlies

The

l'urndure.

1 and

.*

Pll.'
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'■

1

■

pi
a

li

noted

i1a

.(1

ie\t inkier lit*
;

scout

■-'■{

\

Hail.

A.Owen,

t\
“Twenty Day-,
highly >< n-alionai

lie, written

himself,
ail-,

;

ho-e

w

is hi-

1

-1"

■

aiagimttion.
n

a

■■

e

k ti

I

drama! i-t

lively

own

the first act Buf-

o

i

is

success

ow n

Judge Lynch

i.ahle that

so;

Buffalo

or

ineideal- from hia

in

Monda

m

>

dig- out a man
i ad iieeu “buried alive” in a shaftIn the
he eaptiied a murderer.
a
And in the
t he
iim*■- op a t. rrihle mystery—gives
W !'■
tl:i
a Wav -and
thus tvdeenis his
to.

••

he

i1’ott.fi ti ne,

piece

i.
d-

il

i.
1

1

j

and

»

W

|i;i;,\

Pole

go.i l

a

s.

Ukvi

is

i:\vsiia:-

F-t

'tl
ud:

a

by

The play i- well
Tickets for -ale

one

V'

Vina

ior

B.achelder. A1
Henry Cook.

-a

Freedom

mm.

following

ite in \Va!» 1..lit\

-;

-.if.

W'ii-nt

The

vti:.

ilillm.aa. same town. William
m.
-waiiyilii', to Ktt.i J. Welib, same
H Fulvr, Albion, to Mai*'ia I- W'itluin,
I'uHei'.V als.. Albion, t<» Franklin li.

f r.iia'i- A.
•

J
I

a

s

FdwiiHiiveley. sovanville, to Ktta
'.-.inn town.
lien
liigirins, Sear-i.iont. to
Iliggtn-, Kno\. Timo F. Knight, Scar-I-. Ambro-e Tlmmp-on. same town.
J. D.
o'-d.-m

W
llei'ii,

i.:iie'•a

F

•;i.

reedom, to Peter W. Ayer \ al-., -aim*
1*. Mar-h. Belfast, b> Warren I. Marsh,

.tra

...

t

Wan 1!

v

■

.M

r.ioiell. W .-h;::_-t"ii. W

•a

i.

-ear-port,

>eai>-

Phiaea-

-.,iiie lewa.

Wm.

Willi-

Niehoi.s, satin*
t, to Wm. IJ.
a-. -ame tow n.
Joseph!. Park, --‘ar-port,
H. Matliews. -ame town. Je.-.-e <
Bine-,
1

M.i’

to

n

i B. -iieldou.

ta ii

•ar-port.
IIMatiiew

w-.

n

a

W

H

1

W

a

to

A. Pr.

-.'tt,

Se

<•.

.rsj

V

Mary

m"i\

Laura A.
Buz/e ll, same

li.,

Flank

to

a no

<>

F\eeuli\c t ominittee of the
made arrangements w Ah
Wnitnej. Past I.eeturer of ti.e Mmiiigan
t" give a -erics ef leeturcs in Maine,
1 la

.'it. •»u v\». 1.-late

I

>t-,t’

ginning

t,range have

<! i-

at

k-

a.

and

date

<

1

tin.

a

;

w
v

t-

"ntintiing

for

■

f'-i'i.-w

as

W

1

1. Met

Prof.

are

I l'-a

Tn

tli•

w

dam.-

A

J.

<*

\\

t

I’oiijai

m.

I i.s

!.. A
lias

•'ian.ge

ne

1

1

B.
••

iinoei

V

•>:.!•-.

II

i.

J. F

F.

llaync-;

ores, Alala

good sized audi
Mr < .erri-h. of Bangor, at Hayon M<*n.|ay evening. The speak

Krv.

Bf!ta.-t.

A

Tinker.

them remain much

"i

:t

II

two da\s

»

1'

li

\i-il«*l

Lae.-y

;

r

a-

they

were

1«-fi

in

spot .ii t!ie Wilderness
bullet siia11ftv1 hi- leg and also the tree
Jle

■ ';u

mtioiial

t-

m-neath which he lav for

m-e

before

mnct

l .don soldiers

his

-ry at

wound

die--ed.

Fredericksburg whore

buried

are

was

was

visited, and in

ription «d it th.- speaker paid a glowing
to Hie .-aintly dead.
Strangely enough the
ierate

I"I

dead

at

Ft

l«‘riek-burg

thf hill where the soil

are

was

buried

soaked

on

with

died in ehargit- height, while the I’nion dead are buried
tne heightwin re tbr confederate soldiers
| «.| tin- I ni-'ii -..idler- who

!"•

■

iitfd tbeir

aU'

b

The

national cemetery is

ititully laid ut, profusely decorated with flowend i- kept in order b
a superintendent.
The
r.i
and -tripe- fly from a flagstaff in the centre
; the Jot onev ry .|;,y in the vear.
Mr Gcrrish
ited some amusing anecdotes which he learned
’in- south.
t Gettysburg when
At the battle
If*- ordered the famous Pickett’s charge to he
in the I'nion lines commanded by llaneo<*k,
tli.
uumanding General, with folded arms, silently
■

at'died the progress of the battle.

The charge was
desperate effort of the third day. There
sib: would l>e \ietory or defeat for the confederate
anThe General’s face flushed or paled as the
w

tIf

a-t

favorable or otherwise*.
\\ lien his broken ranks were hurled bark in defeat
ids head fell upon his bosom.
An army bummer
who stood near by and who had also watched the
charge, turned to General Lee and said—“Gineral.
w< have bitten olf more than w e can chaw.”
Mr.
G. rrish delivered the same lectmv at Searsport on
!"itlines

..HVred

was

i to

»

•( n c«I
creditably during the war in the -dth
Regiment and the l-l Maine Heavy Artillery
and wa- wounded at the battle of the Wilderness.
He i~ a prosperous fanner, a prominent member of
tin* < d'anye, and a good citizen.... Rev. K. U. Pal-

Ih

o

on

Main*

h, Ma>-., is at lii- old home in ibis
eity.-.. R \. Mr. lio->, accompanied by his daughter Nellie, wiii leave this eity about tiie mid lie of
f

mer,

Ip-

\ n

erick

relented home

brie!

vi-it to

of

war

wb<

ii..

i- it. j

s.

on

nioutli, M

where

i--..

Nmmi .MoM

Hall’s

M

evening from
1.. A.

lay evening

to

A Dost Ollh

Vii.i i:.

with C. M.

I,,- known

"f‘•llalldal•*."

It

u-inau

assured

i.-

us

po-tma.-ter.

by the somewhat poetical
i-expected that about 1’-"

receiving

now

e

Plummer

per.-on- will receive their mail
are

from

Tue-day evening from K i-t Wei.
they have li\ ed for -ome time.

eorner.

Tin* otliee i-

whom

a

Staple- and

tiiev have resided a few years. Mr-,
health.... Mr. dam
Dyer and wile

r
«r

••

arrived inmie

at

.m

the nhii;, ...Mi

arrivt I home M*n

Mi

it

lure, tiie most of

from

the

Freedom

One di-.idvantage of Hie new otliee is that
shall receive only three mails per week, being

we

the

line of

triweekly

lae

mtville (

route from Freedom

-o*m to be made
Tliorndik** to Waldo,
boro ia the renter, McFarland's cor. and LiberD
village. It is Imped the effort may provi* successtill..Natbani-1 Hall, who had suffered for
serure

daily

a

\ii eilV»rt is

nfer.

mail

from

were

Tuesday evening.

received a severe -hock, ha- felt
no: any «>i
hi- *>i-1 e«• mplaint sima*. lie has no
p it* nt on the remedy—others are at liberty to in
it... .Kev.

Pm

iiizlon, who has supplied the I'.
l’>. pulpit here one half the time -inre dan. 1st, is
much liked b\ the church and community generally.
A

<

ri<*- of afterno'-n and cv-miiy meet illy-

are

to

1).*

held, commencing Mar. 7th_Mrs. Betsey
irabee lia- purchased the house m ar Colby'- mill,
owned by Mrs. A. Hall, and An-. Know don the
Wm. Thompson house and lot.
1

\Ml»E.x.

(

The

preliminary examination

of d. T.

Rowe. before Justice Miller, for the murderous assault upon Toon Carleton, which lasted three dav-,
ended Wednesday afternoon, Jl-t nil
by .Justice
Miller di-ebaryiny the prisoner, on the ground of
testimony to hold him for a higher
court.
Public sentiment is divided as to tin* wis
doiti of this decision. Mr. Carleton is still unable
t
be out-\ party from Rockland came here
in.-UTliei.mt

last

Wednesday on a -leighride-Last week there
was shipped. r.» Bo.-ron Tdu ea.-k- of lime_An of
fori i-beiny made to have a series <>f afternoon
WTiliny lessons by Prof. A. K. Dunton, duriny the
-ei: .oi
vacation.Rev. >. Ji. ITiderwood, from
Irvington, v d
preached three lime- at the Con
invention.Hist church last Sunday, and i.- expected
to hold services at the* same place each afternoon
and evening1 of this week and perhaps longer_
W. I-.. Norw ood had a slight attack of paralysis last
week-There is to be a masked ball at Megunti
cook ball on Wednesday evening of this week, under tin* management of Sylvester Aran and WilliKiiowiton.\ number of our citizens went b>
Belfast last Friday evening to be initiated into the
mysteries of the I. o. O. F. preparatorv to forming a lodge in Camden-We have received a few
old coins from Mrs. Seth Mono, to add to our collection of curiosities, and we are alwa\ pleaded to
D.

receive

such-On Friday night la.-t lire was disthe block mill of Know Run Brothers.

covered in
An alarm

was given by the Woolen Mill whistle
brought the firemen promptly to the spot,
and they very quickly subdued the tl uue-. The
dam a ire was not heavy,
mostly on one or t wo pieces
*»f machinery and belting.... We have received from
an old friend, \\ any
Clung Foo, a copy of the Chi-

which

nese

American of

hich he is the

editor_Schooner .Joseph Hilton, of which mention was made
last
week, was sueres-fully launched last
Thursday.
SKAKsroiu.

a

w

the veterans of the
TUh Maine regiment, of this place, w as held at the
house of Mr. A. K. Nickerson in Swanville one
day
last week. All speak in the highest praise of their
Mr. Raymond Grant lias bought the
reception
Clifford place, which has been for sale a long time.
Mr. -J. Fred Towle closed
verv successful
reunion of

ot this

l.mgor,
tv

near

gives

<

Some time

last Friday in District No. 1 ...Mr.
Augustus Prescott has sold liis house on tin* Ml.
Kphraim road to Mr. W. 11. Matthews ...Rev. F.
JJ. Palmer, of Ipswich, Muss.,
supplied the Cong,

iiv, together with If ay ford »A Stetson, of
purchased -ome valuable mill properSt. .John. The Daily st. John Telegraph
had

the

following description

of the

purchase

:

properly consists of about .Jo acres of land,
n
wliieii are six comfortable dwellings, a large
imanling bouse ami stable, an outside furnace
"IN', >u\4o feet, for burning waste, with achim11e\
ion feet high, a commodious office, a blacksmith
-ho]» ami ice house erected by the present owners,
"on feet of wharves, and a pier 150x40, with a water
front, never le^s than 22 feet in depth.
The entire
water front of the propertv extends about one-half
a mile, at which S,000,000 feet of logs may be moored for winter use.
At present twenty vessels and
"iic steamer are moored at these wharves, and
about 1,500,000 feet of logs belonging to Messrs.
II ay ford & Stetson, which are towed to their mill
in < arlcton, as occasion requires. Messrs. II ay ford
tV son, who at rived here about six weeks ago, have
l

ie

force of !■> men engaged in repairs; the pier,
wliieh originally cost $15,000, is being put in perfect
condition, and has been re-ballasted with 200 tons
of stone. On this pier a building, 40x100 feet, with
'.<> feet posts, will be immediately erected for storage purposes.
The mill, which i> one of the largest in the vicinity of St. John, is being thoroughly overhauled and
will be fitted with six shingle machines, two gangs
of -,iv•> with patent edgers, with a capacity of 125,•hmi feet per day; one single saw, three lath machines, and one cylinder stave and heading machine.
The mill is itOxioO feet, and three ells 20x100 feet,
are filled with machinery.
Power is furnished by
an engine of about 500 horse power, with ten boilers
40 feet in length and three feet in diameter. The
boilers, us well as the engine, are in unexpectedly
good condition, the .vater used being exceptionally
pure; it is conducted to the mill through an aqueduct 2,000 feet in length. The shingle machines are
from the factory of Messrs. Hinckley & Egery, of
"A- Stephen, and will Ik* ready to put in
place in a
few days. The office will he supplied with telephonic accommodations, and a brick oil house will
be erected as soon as the season will permit. The
property cost the present owners $13,500, and they
will expend from $8,000 to $10,000 in repaiis. It is
understood that four or live years ago an offer of
$*0,000 for the same was refused. It seems that
nature designed the location for the uses to which
it i- applied, and its advantages will he availed of
to tin* fullest extent. The mill will be put in operation as soon as the river opens, giving employment
The mill will be run continually
to 140 men.
throughout the year, and the people of Indiantown look with a good deal of satisfaction upon
tin* advent of the Messrs. Hayford among them.
Their enterprise will, doubtless, be highly beneficial to the place.
a

pulpit Sunday, speaking very ably

from the words

4, *—1“Godliness is profitable of all
things, having promise of the life that now is and
of the life which is to come.” It will be remembered by manv that Mr. Palmer wa- the ha ilain of
found in 1 Tim.

1'lth Maine regiment. lie found quite a number
of his old comrades here-Mr. Alexander Dutch
returned home from Camden Friday.Little
Frank Nichols at the Pittslleld school, is quite
-ick with the measles-Mr. W. II. Matthews last
the

linesl stork horses of his
Levi Ki- li has also a very

of the

one

‘•lass

in the county.
valuable l\no\ -lallion whimi D well atid favorably
known in Hie eastern pail of the county_The
rain of Sunday had a good effect on the sleighing
in this section.
HD better than before.
Casiinl.
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full

a

attendance at the

dedication of the .Mothodist vestry
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Farwell sold some seven
It was loaded and shipped
Friday to Pitisiield where it is to be
>.

,J.

very nice ones in tow n that
-olii-Min- Parsons, who lost a

bleu
b

nave

leg

not

some

years ago from blood poi-niing has a similar
trouble with tin* other leg. ..Mr. Fii Phiihriek is
n

ring alter long suffering with a carbuncle.
For three weeks he was unconscious.
He i attended h> I>j*. -). i. Whitney... N. IP Morton, son of
roe.,\.

Morton, i- eoniined to the lmiise by
glad to learn that he expects t » remain on
<>id farm....A. >. IPind, who wa~
thrown 1 r< urhis carriage in the town ef .la -!,-on
while returning from the Monroe Fair last fall,

the lab

F. F.

illness.

We

Monroe, and North Waldo fairs-\ I). Pumps
mated hiseolt, Pa by i»>v. The pair are speedy
and stylish.
lias

\\
tei

Il'ii. Fred

I n i' Kit I *« >kt.

Atwood gave the Win

royal entertainment at hi- hou-ela-l |
Tmir-day evening. The supper consisted of ny-ler
-lew. oysters on the half shell, and in various other
port hand

b»rih-

too

a

numerous

to mention: ice

cream,

cake,

eollee, Ac., \
Mr. Atwood made a speech I • tin
“boy.-.” full of good ad\ ice and replete with sound
wisdom, which if fodowed. and we think if w ill

they will continue to be what they now arc, a
iiioile] band. The boys had their instruments with
be.

them and discoursed some of their best music, and
it a grand lime, and Mr. Atwood a noble,
whole-souled gentleman. They will never forget it.
-In a few days after the death of the late Fred

x,,ted

•I.

I.*»wo, the good people of Winterport village
presented Mrs. Lowe w ith a purse of one hundred
and live dollars in money, besides other needed articles.
Much credit is due Mr. James Freeman,
through w hose efforts mainly this noble act was accomplished. Mr. Lowe had been a rather feeble
man for sonic time, but lias done all he could for
h
family. He did not, like many others le.-s deserving, apply for a pension, -should any of bis
comrades of the Fourth Maine feel like aiding the
fami.-y, they can send their contributions to Mr.
Freeman, w ho will sec that il reaches Mrs. Lowe.
-We w ish your Camden correspondent had given
the particulars of the altercation between Carlton
and Rowe, as Carlton belongs here.
We arc interested, and at a loss to eoneoive what provocation
he could have given to justify Po\ve in striking him
with such a deadh weapon, and justify the magisrate in ae«|iiitting him, as we learn he has doneIbv. I
A. Pragdon, ol Lincoln, oerupied the Methodist pillpit on Sunday tin* l>th, in place of Rev. C.
P. Pc»e.—\ large bear,
weighing some three or
lour hundred pounds, was seen
crossing the river
on the id* from
Pucksport to Winterport, on the
Jltii in.-t.
No attempt was made to kill himarren < iiand Army Post are to have rooms lini‘hi*d over T. A. >n«»w’s boot and shoe store. Main
street-Our farmers have opened mines on the
mud Hats that w ill yield larger dividends next summer than any oilier mines in Maine, not
excepting
tin*
I lougl.tss."
I »oct«ir sw ett has had to give
up active duty for a time, on account of overwork
and a cold,
lie lias worked night and dav for
*•

..

months.

A

HIM.

RKMLK

In

our

style

of

climate, with its sudden changes

of

temperature—rain, win<l ami sunshine often intermingled in a single ilay—it is no womler that
our children, friends and relatives are so
frequently taken from us l>v neglected colds, half the deaths
resulting directly from this cause. A bottle of
Hoschee’s bcrman Syrup kept about your home for
immediate use will prevent serious sickness, a
large doctor's bill, and perhaps death, by the use
of three or four doses. For curing Consumption,
Hemorrhages, Pneumonia,
or

is

any

-imply wonderful,

as

Coughs, Croup,
Lungs, its success
druggist will tell you.

your

green grist to grind.” He came back and resumed questioning the youngster, and was greatly surprised, for the mere lad questioned the gray-headed supervisor in such a way that the old man could
not answer. The certificate was granted and as the
he said, “Mr. 11., when you have
any more green grists to grind see that your bolter
is in perfect operation.”-As Mr. Fred H. Smith
was riding through the viUage his sleigh overturnteacher

rose

to go

the main street and there was a general
smashup-Messrs. Hammond and Prescott talk

ed

in

strongly
—

going into trade; also Mr. J. \. Fowler.
M. Savery is quite sick at his house; also

of

Mr. J.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT OF II EL FAST.
ARRIVED.
Feb.

Mrs. J). N. Richards, who has rheumatic fever.
Mr. Dow, of Sears Island, had on our streets on exhibition Saturday, his Durham Hull N'icator, 2d by
Imported N’icator—3 years old; girth, 7 ft. 9 in.;
weight, 2100 lbs....The Methodist Circle meets this
(Thursday) afternoon and evening at the church
vestry. A picnic supper will be furnished.

27th, sell. Sallie Cora, from Bueksport, fora

cargo.
SAILED.

Feb. 21th, seh. Oaylight, Hodgdon, Baltimore.
AMERICAN 1*0 RTS.
Feb. 20. Arrived seh. Sarah L.

New York,
Davis,
Burges.-, Jacksonville. Feb. 21st, cleared sehrs
Martinique, Lowell, Baracoa; Annie L. MeKeen,
Patterson. May port. Feb. 24th, cleared sell. Thomas NY. Holder, McMillan, St Domingo.
Baltimore, Feh. 2-4. Arrived seh. John F. Mer-

Chase, Boston.
»ston, Feb. 25. Arrived sells. Minetta, NVade,
dnville; E. L. NVarren, Babbidge, Belfast; seh.
Brown, Pendleton, Rotterdam, 52 days.
.idenee, Feh. 22. Sailed hark Fred K. Richards, Thorndike, Roekport, to load ice for New Orleans at $2.25 per ton.
San Francisco, Feb. JS.
Sailed bark P. J. Carl
Feb. 20th, cleared
ton, Amesbury, (Queenstown.
ship Dakota, Oilkey, Liverpool.
In
Key West.
port Feh. l-llli, hark John C. Smith,
Jones, from Matan/.as for Boston, waiting repairs,
she sailed on the 25th.
st. Augustine, Feh. 10.
Arrived sell. Mark Pendleton, NVarren, New York.
Norfolk, Feh. 20. Cleared D. I). Haskell, Haskell,
rew,

Newport, Feh.

21.
Arrived sell. Nellie, Drinkwater New Bedford for Savannah, and sailed .list.
Mobile. Feh. 21. Cleared sell. Dora Mathews,

Brown, Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Feh. 20. Arrived seh. P. Hazeltine,
Swell, Jacksonville. Feb. 22d, cleared seh. Charlotte '1' Sibley, Bartlett, Boston.
Wilmington, Feb. 22. Arrived <ch. Charley Buck!,
French, Belfast

jury

(Mi IK

\\V la lvhy •‘\pivs.-5 our tli.injks
tin* Ml. ('lull
in I olliors t«»r favor- >lio\vn us at our I»; 111 I-<•!*. J.'M.
< >lli*ami Mumlu*rs of iho II. s. (.. 1
( lull,
r.i-lla-t. I’«•1 *. -J*:. ISM.—l\v!>*
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A free Sensational Daily street Parade.
A host
of New and startling Specialties.
N\w, Original
and splendid Sn nic Directs.
The sensation of the
season.

ijescrved Seats

Pricks as t sr.\L
F. VV. POT 10 S.

MARK ANDREWS
-AT

Boston

New
Will otter

ill

THE-

Clothing

mv

stock

Be[.

Fre-jl

Camjlen.

'I'm*

years.

years.
In Foekland, Feb. 17th, Elizabeth, infant
ter of Thomas and Fannie llanrahan.
In Foekland, Feb. 17th, Thomas Ii. Spear,

daughaged 42

years.
In Waldoboro, Feb. 11th, Margaret OrlT, aged To
years and 23 days.
In Ellsworth, Feb. 17th, Miss Nellie S. Means,
a gee l 20 years and 20 days.
In EllswlSrth, Feb. loth, Florence M., daughter of
Henry W. and Mary A. Cook, aged 0 years, 4 months
and 14 days.

Grand Medical Exhibition,

Views!

Stereoscopic

SOMETHING NEVER BEFORE ATTEMPTED.

A 1> M ISSIOIN

FI* K 1 ^

beautiful, elegant and attractive exhibition ever offered to the public, lias been produced
at an immense expense, and comprises copies of
the Art Treasures of Europe, such as the Venus de.
Milo, the Greek Slave, the Venus de Medici, the
A polio Belvedere, Ancient and Modern Rome com
pared, and many other interesting and instructive
objects in the world of Science and Art. The whole
under the management of Prof. Cushing, of Boston.
An entertaining and explanatory lecture will be
'This most

given by

llam'nlctonian statical

f.so.v

si:mk i:,

A.

AT

8

O’CLOCK.

Admission free. Reserved seats will be retained
for holders of reserved seat tickets until 7.4">. No
boys admitted unless accompanied t»3r their pa2w8

rents.

Boston and

Bangor
Co.
STEAMER

K A T A II /> 1 X
(AN. HOMER,
Will Make TWO Trips Per Week
l'util further notice, leaving Belfast for Boston
Mondays

and Thirsdays at 3 o'clock

Leaving Boston for

days at f» l*. m.,
-I AS.

or as

r. m.

Belfast Ti Ksdays and Frifar as the ice will permit.
D. LANE, Agent.

LITTLEFIELD, Snpt.

Belfast, Feb. •»», 1883.-

i

Not

Per

large figured,

ONE

CASE

of lln* L \ IB. FsT
<)M l* I I i Ii -lock of

out*

SPECTACLES & EYE GLASSES

2,000 YARDS

yard.

OIIIIIIS, HUE WOOL,

perfect,

extra

PLAID
PER

CEftTS

these

on

goods.

yard.

DRESS

GOODS,

YARD.

BLEACHED

worth 12 l-2c.,

heavy,

selling

COTTONS,

at 10c. per

For

yard.

"a7d"sn!s’
TJ L B T E It B,

NB

AT SPECIAL PRICES TO CLOSE.

IMPROVE THIS OPPORTUNITY.

Gents' Unlaundsred Shirts, nice cation, thoroughly made, only 37 !-2c.
to a better grads that will be sold at only 75c. each.
Gents' Laundered Shirts at St.OO and S1.25, marked down 25 per cent.

SHIRTS

each, advancing

Os Tails Liieis,

LINEN,
SURPRISE,

20 INCHES WIDE,

AT ONLY 7c. PER YARD.

Napkins. Towels, Turkey M Tailings,

and Toilet Mts,

We propose to give the trade bargains that are a perfect bonanza. Look at the All Linen
Tabling we sell at only 25c. per yard. A splendid Barnsley Tabling, satin finish, wide and
heavy, at 62 1-2c. per yard. Napkins from 50c. to $3.00 per dloz. Toiiet Quilts-—our
special bargain is an elegant Marseilles Quilt, extra weight, designs heavily brought out,
sold at $3.00 each, we shall close at $1.75, less than the wholesale price on small lots.
Spreads from 65c. to £4.00, on exhibition.

Come and lmv these goods at fair price, and have
them properl;, -.elected for your eyes.

the

MIXED

GREY

C. HERVEY.

Grift!

Great

8c. per

shall close at 12 !-2c.

we

REMNANT

D O LM

S2 5

MILD, NIL\ KR, STKKL,( KLLILOIR A Kl BBKR ROWS,

ED. W. KNOWLTON.

styles, only

1,000 Yards Lace Pique,

to bo found in the >latr.
Conravc, Convex,
Bifoeul, I*i■ioM'opie, and ( olored Lenses, from
common gins-, to ihc pun s' pebble, adapted to
all ages and conditions of the eye, in

Watches, ( locks and .lenelr} repaired in
lt>Deo3l
best manner.

25c.,

12 1-2

CRASHES, ALL

and MOST

at

HANDSOME
ONLY

Slontcrey,

t

but desirable

everywhere

A PERFECT

(in«l

Prints !

Heretofore sold a! 8c., shall close the lot at 7c. per

at tin* Hotel del Monte.
at the Palace Hotel, San Tranei-eo),
Wvomiiig. Nebraska, Kte.. Etc., IneiTHK \ OS KM IT K \ ALLKA AM) BIO

Piease Remember That At
in

and novel.

counters, only 4 1-2 cents per yard.

A discount of 20 per cent, has been made

pair.

All

Tin* 'Pickets Returning are good for t>b days.
M o ■>soiid or call b»r descriptive pmgr amine of so
i -s full particular-.
page-. whieli
M
R iATIOAII.
s
»u
.to Washington street, Boston.

You

are numerous

BALES of BRO WIVT COTTOKT,

to

Leaving Boston, April 5 III, I 21h am! 20lli.
A (-BAM) TRIP OF fdl DAYS,
Over dihereni I’acilic Coast lbuitcs (ioinir and Ite
turning, with Nunn mus Stops bv the Wav and Side
lAfiir-miiNEARLY 10.000 MILKS 01 PLKASIKK
TKA\ KL thr ich He (.real W cst, Kansas, ( (dorado.
New Mexico. Arizona, (alltornia •*, Days at Los

Irip

designs

FIFTY PAIRS BLANKETS AT $1,50,1.75,2.00,3.00, 3.50, 100, 5.00,

GAL8F0RMIA,

v

on our centre

Sold

AND

L iy

the

exhibition,

I CASE WASIIlWrOA IIRESS

$n>.

N nnual scric-of Tours

on

TIIACKUI*

COLORADO

>:i

PRICES !

CASE FOULARD DRESS CAMBRICS,

Traveling Kxpense* Included.

Third

Nevada, Hah,

OB'

Cases Best Remnant
Placed

RAYMOND'S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

ONE BALE TO BE SOLD AT ONLY 12 1-2c. PER YARD.

thr X*\rt HO Dftf/s,

/ W \ sKTS

>T<>\ ii

(

HIN A

111>L. TFAS to

JLY J" J be gi* en aw; v. To any one purchase of
live dollars 1 will give die purchaser 1 Set Teas, or
! have just rethe equivalant in otic r goods.
ceived a large stock of < rockery. Glass Ware, live
and ten cent counter articles, and 1 >ry < binds, all of
which will !"• -o|dra- low as the lowest, with the
R. KITTRUX«F,
above gift.
I lay ford Block. Belfast.
Feb. *27, l>s*l. -.‘.mb

WOOLENS

-TO

Nursery Stock
Augusta, Me.

FERTILIZERS!
Call ami

see me

anil yet my prices

AND

WEAR I

SOTS’

Goods

Furnishing

Constantly

GENTS'

<£

on

Hand.

UNDERWEAR!

Have bien marked down in price so that every customer will recognize that
what we say—the prices will be made at the store.

In the New Fngland States,
(loud wages and
steady employment given to successful men. For
terms, etc., address, stating age, previous occupa-

tion and names of references,
M
V. B. CIIASF.
Swb*

MEN

room enables us to carry an increased stock of these goods, anti as we shail make
effort to increase our trade in this department, shail offer extraordinary inducements.
Woolens at 37 1-2c., 50c., 62c. to $1.25 per yard. Also a full line of

LADIES

SELL-

Fruit Trees & Other

FOR

Ample
an

Gents’

we

mean

Ribbons ! !

Ribbons !

Do not say a word, ask no questions, we simply offer 5,000 yards of beautiful Ribbons from 1
to 6 inches wide, at only 10c. per yard. Take your choice. Come early as the lot should
not last more than three days, and we cannot duplicate them.

before yon buy.
Fred

Atwood, Winterport,

Me.

Towels from 10c to

iriwtis

Notice of Foreclosure.
FHANCKS I. A.MKS, of Stockton,
\\T ilKUKAS,
in the County of Waldo, on the eleventh
YY

day of August, A. 1>. 187a, by lierdeedof mortgage
of that date, reeorded in the Waldo Registry, Book
|i>.*>, Page *21 b, to which reference is hereby had, convey t.*d to me a certain parcel of land with buildings
thereon situated in said Stockton, and described as
follows ; beginning at a granite monument near the
N. F. corner of the late N. G. Ilichborn’s dwellinghouse; thence south, eighty-one degrees west, to
the N. W. corner of the late N. G. lliehborn’s land,
and to land of Andrew and Amos Dickey; thence
northerly, by line of said Dickey’s land, forty-tlnve
feet to a .-tone monument; thence, easterly, parallel
to the lirst mentioned line, to the town road; thence
southerly, l>v line of said road, to place of beginning, containing all the land and buildings within
whereas, the con-

the «ho\ e mentioned bounds; ami
dition of said mortgage is broken,
of 1 claim a foreclosure.
Dated this twenty lirst dav of

by

reason

February,

whereA.

D.

ISS3—3\vb
FYFRFTT STAPLFS.
By dosKi'ii Williamson, his Attorney.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol’ Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

At

GREENE, M. D.,
PIERCE'S HALL, BELFAST,
Friday Evening, March 2,1883,

J.

4

Will serve hy Ihe season
invaria'ol\ in advance.
oniMarc- not proving in foal can he returned
next -i nson free of charge.
Mares from a distance
will receive careful attention in regard to stabling
and pasturage. all accidents and escapes at the
own- r-' risk. Those* wishing t<> improve their stork
may lind it to their advantage to call and examine
lid- ntr-c.
Tin* one price system strict I v adhere!
t<». ( ..mmunications bv mail promptlv attended lo.
MtlMiKTT BROS,
P. 0. Box 101.
utl
ltdi.i-t, March I.

|

In Chicago, Jan. 20th, Nancy 31. Frederiek. widow
of the late .Jabez Frederick, of Boston, aged
years.
In Belmont, Feb. ITth, Mr. Timothy Thomas, aged
•r). vears.
In Morrill, Feb. Hull, Mrs. Margaret Whitney,
aged l»o years.
In Islesboro, Feb. 7th. Marion IF. son of Rev. ('.
M. Rhodes, aged 10 years and a months.
In Fockport, Feb. nth, Willie W., youngc>t son of
Rev. W. F. Chase, ap'd
years.
In Appleton, Feb. 21>t, George \N Stahl, aired 31
months.
years and
In Koekport, Feb. path, Fobert Hark ness, aged 88
years and 14 days.
In Warren, Feb. 21st, Geo. F l>otv,aged 72 vears,
11 months and IS dav>.
In Thomaston, Feb.^hth, Mrs. Frances lamfest,
aged f»2 years and Jo months.
In Bucksport, Feb. 18th, Joshua Cole, aged 00 yrs.
In Thomaston, Feb. 18th, Mrs. Mary Metcalf, aged
SO years, 8 months and f» days.
In Appleton, Feb. 17th, Wm. A. Collamore, aged
72 years.
In Foekland, Feb. 17th, George H. Clark, aged 24

Will be

|{ \ [, sired hy (iideon, son of Uysdyks
1 lamblctoniaii, Nt Dam Drew, by DiriV'b
l Dam Morgan, will staml during the
a-on ..I 1»:> at the stable of tic MUMiKTT BROS.,
on Northp.at
\venne, season eonnneneinjr March
1-t.
1'iiis hors.* i- a lieh hay with black points;
staml- h',!. hands hiah, ami weighs li:»o pounds;
lias a r
ord of
12, obtained on tin* Waldo Count v
1 air (.rounds Oct.
Is>_>, winning the 2.12 race in
straight neat-; has shown trial miles much taster,
ha- shoe :i
over poor track, and
mile in LIT
last fpiartcr in .571 seconds.

DIE1Dthis city, Fob. 20th, Mrs. Martha Weeks Hall,
aged 81 years, la months ami 13 days.
in this city, Feb. 22d, K. I
Foyle, aged about 21

will sell

H

A imcle-.
ami In I

Block.

Street, City

5,000 YARDS OF HAMBURGS JUST ARRIVED!

possible

rT/\
mX
*-».!r

I or

la

a>

la Attention!

Horse

Harvjey,
Augustus

Rocklajid.

as

MARK ANDREWS, Proprietor,
11 Phoenix Row,
Belfast, Me,

All

Main

t

a .ui'-at reliction from funner prices.
People
that have not bought their winter clothing ami
want t" lmy cheap, now is the time. Call
ami see for yourself.
lyrl

si

BURKETT’S,

lloifft, mid Cliihlren's

ii.<,

much
beb.r.* taking account of slock 1
all
ami
of
any
my

at

83

CITATION

Store.

during the mont of Fe hr nary e\tra«*rdinary bargains in

Wishing t" reduce

TIIKKS.

111i- city. Feb. 21.-!. I»\
\Vnn*,u t Parker.
Tlmmas C. Cradv ami Silks \-Mic II. Nason,
of Belfast.
Me Keen ami Miss
thi> city. Feb. Nth, Mr.
Ltla F. Wilson, both of Belfast.
In this city, Feb. 24th, by Rev. .1. A. Ross, Sir.
Arthur M. Patterson, of Whitiiiir. Iowa, ami .Miss
Waldo.
Mary F. Clements,
In Washington, !>. C., Fel». IIMb, hy Be\. Jm>.
( Iiester, I». 1
at die re<idenee <lf the bride’s broth
In-all- Brown,
or. No. .">11 Fast Capitol street, Mr. d
of Winterport, Mo., and Mi-- Nettie A. West, of
Bath, SIo.
In Framingham, Fob. 20th, by Rev. Charles A.
Humphrey-. Mr. T. Curtis Porter, of the linn oi
Tin>s. C. Porter & Co., of Bo-ton, and Sli-s Rose
Bream haml, of Framingham.
In Medford, Mass., Fell, oth, Sir. Cordon I layden.
of Fineolnville.
of Medford, ami Jennie B.
F. Orbeton,
In West Camden, Fell. 14th,
\
both
of
and Mau^ie
Cainden.
Fisk,
In RoeklamI, Feb. Nth, Boland V. Follett and
Nellie A. Britto, both of
I.*i South Hope, Feb. 121h, Frank M Clark ami
Annie H Howard, both of
in RoeklamI, Feb. loth, Andrew M. Norwood, of
St. Ceor^re. ami Jennie N Waterhouse, of ( annlen.
In FUsworth, Feb. 14th, Mr. C. I). SIe( Imvn, <>f
Bar Harbor, ami Sliss Lillian M. Brawn, <b No
Hancock.
In Orland, Feb. 14th, Mr. Herbert A. Kidder,* t
Boston, Mass., ami Miss Hattie W. Cross, of < >rlaml.
Iii
Mr.
both
In

saie
iwh

now on

Bargiia, Extraordinary!

denial
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

j;

A < ompany of superior Artists-%£.">
--Celt*!.rated Winnebago Indian Chiefs-O

»

and

W.

The object in enlarging our store to its present large capacity will soon be made apparent to all. A plan has been formulated by which we are enabled to secure desirable goods and
Job Lots by nearly every boat, direct from New York and Boston. These goods are not selected entirely by sample, but acting in conjunction with our former partners, SiRSONTQN BROS.,
in the purchase of goods, obliges us to have an experienced buyer in the market most of the
time, in order to buy goods less than the regular market price. Large quantifies must be purchased, consequently a division of these large lots between TWO STORES will not overstock
either, hence our ability to present the public bargains that are TRULY astonishing. Our present facilities enables us to display the goods to excellent advantage.
Prices will be displayed
in large, plain figures. It is unusual and rather strange that mention should be made of
Spring
and Summer Goods thus early in January, but among the tots arriving will be many of these
goods, such as Buntings, Light Dress Goods, White Goods, Cambrics, etc., vuhich can be secured SO per cent, less than three months later. The facts are that a lively, rushing trade,
cannot be had unless inducements are offered, and we had rather work for a dime than loaf
for a penny.

-*">
<

western
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81

20 Or Buffalo Bill's 20
DAYS Pledge ! DAYS

limf

or

Herman Syrup is now sold in every town and village on this continent. Sample bottles, for trial,
lo cts.; regular si/e, 75 cts.
20teo\v45

Pla-UT,
1,1,1,
e Meal, P It,.
shortP r\vt,
Su^arjp li»,
Salt, 'll I.. P Du
s. potatoes, -p it,,
Wheat!Meal, P 11,.

\{\

II n and mi:a\v—The demand is ^ood and «|ttot itions for No. 1 *• i-tern ami
timothv, *17
ton ; fair to pood. $ 1 d <i 1 n;
bay. £ 1 da id, or«li
nan t*> pour, $11 «j 14 ; rye straw' $11 n Id P ton : oat,
s * l> ton.

Severe

disease of the Throat

11 «2o
'* h.Vj
12 <i l ‘»
1.00
:p..
1.:'..',
^.ain
1"
nan

P

■

BILL,

HON. \\. F. com
Ill Ills Greatest PI i) written by Charles Foster,
entitled

HLKei'osone.P^al,
loci, P tt»,
Pork, ^ tt),

Pol

imitation^.

•

great

a

BUFFALO

js-ellinp
blither;

are

stand upon hi- feet since, lie
sufferer-h'lias. II. White lias a
pair of o\en girting 7 feet !» inches, which he purchased of Wm. Warmn of Searboxo, at the Slate
Fair last fall. They took premiums at the state.
been

GEORGE

1.15

<

! I;

has not been able to

h

some

a

1

A. s. |;

tin,;

INAUGURATED EAST OF PORTLAND.

These itemized facts are oi personal interest to every family in and out of this county. Read
them, then show to your friends. This mammoth sale begins THURSDAY, JANUARY
11th. and will continue til! further notice, at

'»<hi

kyd

md of this town, .-"Id
a pair to Mr. >haw. oi
llarliavl. and C. If.L’i- b
one to John F. Mills. Poston.
Horses s-'.-in to bein gr at demand and .• nmnan i isiab pr'ev-.
There
arc

EVER

13 «»;

~

».

Fairiiel 1.

MAUKtyT.
Lime, P l,l>),
Oat Meal, P Itj,
Onion.4, P lb,

fa»tofy,

this \icinityof late.
I*. \
\
limit, oi
sold live jo Waters ille and Poston parties.
Arthur Cordon,
Knox, sold a ni<\ one t> Mr.
of

Dry Goods, Curtains, Carpetings, Etc.,

tiaS
o«o
1.00 «j l .50

tt>,

■
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at quotation- l're.-lt *‘astern sell it doe p ii«• x ; Maine,
Vermont and New York, JMiJO* some asking dt)e.
; -outhern, Jdr
Canada, J>*jJ‘ae. western. -'•I**-,
limed, 17 «is-.
lit; \n s- I' r a i e : quiet and sa «•- an* in small lots
ami <|ii<>!ed at $1 7d tor l.amlpi*
pea, some a-k
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•Jtio. mediums, $*2
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1m ;mei ie- -dll k* p up iheii i>ri«-e>
vei
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|»ri**esare linn at
quotation-; -*»nie demaml at Philadelphia for earl
ro-e for planting. ••in»i*,e rose .-mid Burbank sell at
in) <ibdr; Maine Central ami nort
northern. '■diioue; Ar*»**-took, *♦«
; eastern, '.toe;
peerless. New N «>rk, >.V : ,-iivt
le ; Chenamroes. To
Brook.-, so
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t.iis—Traile i- -teadv ami ■lioiee apples -ell
mum>n
*2 «*2 do;
Ilia’ll. Baldwin-. t'o Tool p led;
1,1,1. iddman ~\
-py-, 5=1 dim.',
inirs, s ; 7dai lor No. | ; ,-electi ms -ell hiper than
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wool last week.
on

I lay 1?'ton,
I lilies V lb,

Market.

Boston

somewhat in his estima
ti*m-('apt. Andrew- did not -tart for home at
tile time announced in the dournal a short time
since. ..w ing b> the condition of his health,
lie is
able to -it tip only about three hours per <:ay.

his pocket book containing $ lotto, but one
men found it where he had dropped it,
and brought it to him-Mr. Freeman M eri the w
has just closed a very successful term of school at
(.lark’s island-A good story is told by one of our
years ago. One of our young men applied for a certificate from the committee to teach one of our
schools. From a description given of the applicant
it seems that he must have been rather awkward
and uncultivated. A few minutes after the commit*
tee man had begun to examine the youngster lie
was called away, and
unluckily the school master
heard him make this remark to his caller, “I can
not attend to your business very well now as I have

liKTAII,

Buof, (jonifl, F lb, Sain
*20
Buttur > a 11, F box,
>2
Corn, F bu,
s-j
('rarknl < <>rn. F bu,
"2
( orn Mt al, F bu,
14 a 10
ClKM'-u, F tb,
( otton SoimI, F r\Vl, 1 .I'm
( kalti.-ll, <lr\. I tb,.*>'2 av 1,
( ran'MTrir-, F qt, 12a i 1
< lovi r S( 1-<1, F lb,
l.‘»£i22
Flour, F bbl.
4.00gs.2'>
Il.li.Soc<l, F' bu,2..'>Ua2.T
l UjU
I.ar«l, F !b.

poor fellow to be low end

<

5.

O F

Lotatob.s,

a

Tiiokndiki:.

s, Main Siivcl.

1*KICKS 1 A 11» l'KOIM (

MAKKI.T.

Lamb Skins,
velh>w-eves 2.7«’>n;>.oo Mutton
It),
sgl»
r»u
Butler
!!>,
20g24 Oats, fe* bu,
05 <j 7.‘)
Beef r tf>,
7 ah
sni
or>«7‘> Ibmml I lo*f (t' lt»,
Barley ^ Im,
12 n 11 straw ^ ton,
Cheese Ir’ it*.
O.OOgT.OO
14-nlii rrurk(*\i
Chieken W »>,
tti,
big is
o«o
( all' Skins \? Hi,
12*2 Wai v n»,
12 *414 Wool, washed, V tl»,
luick^ib,
21 Wool uinwnshtM.l#’ tt» *:>g
K^s^.lo z,
Fowl r tb,
10fl 12 Wood, hard,
-l.ooy5.00
;4.0o g.'i.aO
12 a 14 Wooi l,| soft,
cieese is tt>.

daughter of Mr and Mr Peleg >. Wing, of
this place-The Grangers did mu luu e a meeting
oil Saturday evening, as was expected, ow
ing to
delay in getting tln-ir charter, ii is reported that
there are about twentj-live application- to be presented at the next meeting_The Connl Templars
have changed their lime of meeting from Saturday
evening to Thin- lay evening. They report hav
ing a good working lodge... It ha- been \ --ry sickly in tow'U this winter w ith both old and young.
Last -Saturday Heir people 1 i\ dead in town_
.Mis- Lizzie Trim i- keeping a priv.de school at her
home and lias about twenty-cinders.
Miss True is
an excellent teacher-There is talk ol forming .i
company for the purpose <•: erecting a public and
masonic building.
It is >. mething that is much
needed... .The recent rain ba- made it very icy and
.-lippely around town, w hich has caused many a
i-

the. Journo/.

••

journey by

aturday wok. '|uite

K

hush, fiiia 100
|>|>les
''.at;
dried W tt»,
15<*an>,|»i,u,ti1’ I'U.-.T'ia.l.iio
2.r>() <j2.7o
medium,

land.... Mr. .J. It. Daily, ehict engineer of the Re\
• nue
-learner Woodbury, ha
been ordered to the
McCulloch at Charleston, >. <
li’i'in

<

A

freight hereon Saturday.
passengers for >edgwick and lilue

landed here t

were

II. Saik.i ni, No.

I Uol>i

Mr.

week lost

incident which occurred here

Ii\

of the

amount oi

A number of

MONDAY, March

The most celebrated of all American Characters,
the original and famous Government Scout,
Guide and Indian Fighter,

N V.

CUREEWT.

Weekly for

Orrerted

anthem,

Hesse, of Orrington, was
earn--t and interesting-in the Orthodox vestry
"U Tiuir-day evening, was given “The House that
lack bui'ii.** by the young folks, which was well
ivpiv-entciI and well apprt dated. The mu.-ie was
good. particularly the dud sung bv Mr. Potter and
Mr. w. <
Philbro.ok ...Tic < its of Richmond left
sermon

Itev.

with

FlilCE

BELFAST

Wednesday

opened
Scriptures by Itev. J.
F. Locke and prayer by Prof. Woodbury, after
which tin* pa-lor, lle\. Mr. Winslow, made some
remarks describing tin* manner of raising the
funds for repairing the church and vestry. The
The exercises

House,

NIGHT,

Gregory, Watts, from New Taco

up as lost.
Goss, Sawyer X Co., launched at Bath. Feb. 22d,
II r length is 1 s<>. >, breadth J7.P,
steamer Jennie.
depth Ml, gro.-s tonnage 1005.11.
The Register say- that work in the Fast Booth
bay yards is brisk. J. G. Fuller is repairing a ves
s« l for T. B.
Baker. Hodgdi>ii Bros. ba\e two on
the stocks and a contract for another. M< DongaII
ha- two under way, one forJ.c. Poole, will soon
be laumdied.
W. Adams X Son on*- for Win. Mad
docks and one for Gloucester parties
Ocean steamships arriving at New York report
immense lieids of ice and unusually heavy weather.
Noyes X Go., of Boston, have Chartered .-••hoouer
Lack.-iwanna, (apt. Alfred ( lo.-son. for : lire to liv
trips from lio-toii to Baraeoa, for fruit.
Bark John Watts, Capt. Joseph P. sweet -er, t nun
Liverpool for New Orleans, retime b to former port
Fe!>. Mh, in a leaky condition.
The Pilots at Jacksonville in their circulars -ay
that there arc from twelve and a half to thirteen
feet of water on Jacksonville bar, and that the water is gradually deepening.
irk
si'OKi.N. Jail. JOth. iat. I.:>0 S., Ion. 2s to \Y..
> arah
Buenos
A. Maples, from Brunswick
\ res.
ship C *ra. rhombs, al Valparaiso has been char
tered to load guano.

••

j-

Opera
ONE

gi\on

-apaeity last Monda\-IJenj. Knowles is
going to Pre-<jue l.de, Aroostook county, this week.
His family will join him at that place as soon as
Mr. Knowle.s has purchased a farm
praetieahle
within I
milt- of the above village ...Charles
Hogan ha- unwed into the Ldwin Hamilton house.
-The ( l\ de-dale -tallion o\\ tied hy C. F. Fogg of
that

s.

Hayford

ma for Ijueenstown, with grain, lias been abandon
ed bail miles west of Fastnet. The crew landed at
Dublin, Feb. pith. The vessel registered 2020 tons
and wa- built in is;s at Thomaston, where she was
owned by Samuel Watts and others.
Atkins X' Fillmore, Newburyport, have contracted
with A. F. Crockett X Co., of Koekland, to build a
three-masted.schooner of 500 tons, to be completed
next August.
Sell. Charlotte T. Sibley, Bartlett, from Philadelphia for Boston, before reported damaged by collision, has repaired and proceeded Feb. 22d.
The Boston packet Lillian, Belfast, has been
hauled out of her winter quarters and is now titling for business.
Sell. Mary, Capt. Magee, ol' Belfast, has made a
vearly contract to carry lime from Bockland to New
York, and is now fitting away for that business.
The .-eh. Willie II. Joyce, of Portland, reported
overdue on a Newfoundland herrin voyage, has neon

W. Nasty has sold Ins line yoke
.Jackson.
"1 Durham oxen to parties living in Newburgh for
and has simv purchased a pair of Chas.
White of Thorndike, 4 years old this spring and
girt over 7 feet ...\V. I». Heed lias been employed
as salesman in the »J range store of this town for
the ensuing year.
He eommeneed his duties in

of bis hired

citizens or an

MARITIME M ISC ELI. A

Ship Hanson

foundry and machine shops for manufacturing general machinery. In December last his shops were
destroyed by lire, but he has erected new works
and is doing a largo and growing business-The
Uranges will -»«»n begin their sociables... .The
Hussey l»Uw Foundry Co. are about to put in a
new water wheel and additional machinery.

—

term of school

since the Journal mentioned the fact that Axel i lav ford *x son,
IIayioki>\s

South Unity. The Kooky Mountain Husbandof recent date has mention of some of our
former townsmen, it says Joseph Severance &
Co. clean'd $15,noo in lss».
Mr. S. left Unity in
1*70 for Montana, li also speaks of flu* (irand Central, a new hotel opened by Hurd ik Kelley. Mr.
Fremont Hurd i- one of ouv young men who went
to Montana in |s7>\ A Unity man writes home that
Montana i- the best place in the United State's in
which to make money, but says ho would not like
to live there all the lime—Mr. J. C. Hussey left
herein 1*50. lot WUcousin, and there built a largp

sr.AKSMo.vr.

1 *kks• *x vi.
(.h ull*-' K. .luini'i'ii, formerly of
this «'Uy, wi'lit t<> Lawrence. Ma-., a lew \raiayo,cnh ring one <>i the mi 11.- of tin I loot t Cotter.
<
Mann fa ! ni':
lie lia- been promoted fr. m
one tru-t t<> another until now lie has charge «»1 a
e-'lh-m mi !i at PI\ mouth. .Mas-... .Daniel (t. I Jo wen,
of Morrill, h.t- been appointed l»v the Governor
one of ni.
I fu -1 e of the ln-ane A-ylutn.
Mr.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Port Elizabeth, C. G. II., Jan. II. Arrived bark
Clara E. McGilvery, Griffin, Boston.
Yokohama, Jan. 2J. Arrived ship Susan Gilmore,
Carver. New York.
Sailed Jan. 5th, from Singapore, bark Grace Deering, C'apt. Charles Salvage, for Cebu.
Passed Anjier, Dec. 2«>th, bark George Treat,
Capt Timothy Pendleton, from Manilla for Boston.
Liverpool, Feb. 24. Cleared, ship Wm. II. Connor, Coleord, San Francisco.
Cardenas, Feb. 17th, arrived Sell. Fred A. Carle,
Condon, Baltimore.
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are

Tin* lecture
a
I-1 ftencksburg, < lianeellorsville. The Wild
■an
^jiottftvivani.i I\ i-ilt d' These tour
tends are within an area <d about twelve h\
lniles, and in that -mall traet of eountry the
111i
't the I’otomae lo-t luo.ooo men.
Mr. Gern-1. _.1\ e \ivid descriptions of tie sc bailies and dc*• d t ae battlegr111«
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During the
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-eieral years with sciatic rheumatism at the lime
bis bouse was struck by lightening in the summer
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Sunday morning

Boss*

annual meeting of the Masonic l emple asation was held at the ’lYmplc in this city,
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Packard
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ia the evening. On account of the storm
last Sunday the en\elope collection will in- taken
next sunda>
.There w ill be a baptism at the M.
F church next ^abbath.
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o.'ksville. Mar h jT. .The new .range at
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following
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subject

iivyiiVs ■siinday morning sermon at the Fnivei
sali-l rhureh will be “Spring, in the Calendar and
No evening sen ice... .The subject *»i
in Nature.'
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the M. K. Chureii in

>imp-on, same town. Beni, i May toi a Jive iiiontiis’ t..m-of Luropc. Tiny will
Switzerland and
Ham| h-ii.tn »e< *. F. Brackett. Belfast, visit Kurland. >«• ■Hand, Fram
1: tiy. Tiie trip 1- for the benefit of Mi-- lit.
-n ile, M.f'kton, to Ann Fli/.a -liutc,
wi.o-e health i- not good-Mr. « baric- W. Fredii F W oodman, Brook-, to I-aae -.
uii
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Houston, H. L. Kil
-•-•re. Boot.
Burges- and s. I!. Mathew-. I M.
Boardman was elected treasurer, and \. <
BurThere is an indebtedness against, the
go—., clerk.
association of $2.'»0ti. lint the treasurer reported
that the association the coming year would pav a

..! and in-trumcntal olio

\o

a

upie

Buffalo

by Frank

solo

,-rm t

and -allie Adams.

1 tin'

n

is.it.-,

Nuri-y.

in n
on

Tuesday owning.

t ran-I-

In
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port,

Pkkedom. The (1 rangers have purchased the
cheese factory, and are fitting it up for their uses
as a hall and store.
The building is .'>0x00 and will
afford them ample room. The second floor is to he
fitted up as a hall. The third floor is being removed
t-» allow the ceiling of the hall to he raised and
arched. The basement will be used as a store and
dining-room. The price paid was $500.
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nrary in rifle shooting,
I donkey, a war-dance
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Milo

and the breeder- of
called b> the notice of the Mudgett
good .-toek
Bros., Belfast, found on the third page. Their
llambleioiiian stallion Tiiaekamban i- one of the
linest animals in this vicinity, and a brother t** the
lebiated trotter, K/.ra I., of Bangor, wliich has a
big record. Thuekambau lias a record of _\4‘2, but
ha- trotted in much better time. The animal is
a!-' a line earriagc and wv*vk horse.
Breeders who
want good stoek should look at the ijualities of this
The attention of horsemen

live in
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Tuesday evening.
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tile court

up stair.-, the father below
.id
alleged that Milo would turn
mat
would fall upon ti e tabic

water
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least said the better. ( orinne's popularity can
hardlv -tand long under the load it had to carry
the

Mil
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; an

Jennie

oefor-
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>

Forinne Merrie-Makers had a good house
here Tuesday evening, hut the entertainment was
disappointing The few good artists of the company are entitled to -empathy, while of the others

but \va.*lson,
searsport, on comli'd-m K. < o|sun, his father, wa- bel\ o
Belfast, last week, on a
dcii'

-am

so that there i- nothing mysterious about
coincidence.

The

him

gave

i

I

Whig,
the

twenty day- in jail.Orlando
ei
ior drunkenness, was lined £1 and costs,
ieiau!! Oi payment was committed. On
L / da th tennlan, of tin- city, was before
i.
i'
witli drunkenness. lltie«l $1 and

1

1

Our attention lias been called to the great similarity in the Winterport items which appear in the
•Journal and the Bangor Whig. The .Journal how
ever always has the news some days ahead of the

a

Robert MeCaire, of Bel
Ireland, found himself in Belfast, Me., on
rday la-t. drunk and before Judge Boardman

s-:i’

••

couple

e

a

I*«»i

!

many friends in Belfast, who will wish the young
a long, happy and prosperous wedded life.

to-morrow

Admission five. Seead\ertiseridge otlVrs gifts of stone ehina
1 <>r tin* next i;u days.
Last year he
imilar oiU-r and it gave great satisfaction.
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I’ierre’s
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_;i\en
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Secretary Brackett informs ns that within
past week six new lodges of (iood Templars
haw deen organized in this state.

Sear.-port House has been sold by Mr. W. it.
Mathews to \\ i I listen i«rinnell. of
Washington, for
Mr. Orinnell is a gentleman of experience
in the hotel business, having
lately sold his house
ni \N ashinglou to lb nr\ t
Martlen. « 1 Monro

will

the spring: month.
targe bear were on

(.rami

The

view-

a

the

other observance- of

no

day.

the

of

streets Monday.

of the tea

<*hureii there

-ali-t

day

is the lir-t

Two Frenchmen with

a

February,'A.

I). 1883.

NBRKW F. LAYVHY, named Kxeeut r in a
jMl certain instrument purporting to be the last
will ami testament of EDWARD LAWRY, late of
Searsmont, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the said named Executor give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal printed at Bel fast,that they may
appear tit a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of March next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if “any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved, and allowed.
*2wit
JAMES 1). LAMSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. FLKTCHEK, Register.
A

fl'MIH subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of
ALBERT F. (J1LMORE, late of Belfast,
in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
SARAH E. CILMORE.
Belfast, Feb. IT, 1883.

$1.50 each. Our 12 l-2c. Towel speaks for itself
SILKS!

BLjACK.
A

good

Black Dress Silk at

per yard, advancing to $2.50 per
AND LOW PRICES.

only $1.00

DRESS GOODS
Wo

INDIA
This

simply

say that

IN

we

shall dose

BLACK AND COLORS!
our

stock at

prices

that cannot lail to sell them.

STRIPED, PAISLEY & WOOLEN

department

is full of choice

goods,

KID GLOVES—4 Button

at

yard, elegant goods

prices ranging

from $3.01) to $25.)HI

-a

SHAWLS!

liberal reduction has been made.

Kids, every pair warranted, only $125

per

pair,

A
We wish to impress upon the public that we have sold Lowell Kxtra Superline Wool Carpets
Q P C"T I M 0 Q
V/fiMl L. I 111 OO” "“(the best made iu this country) for only S5e. per yard ; the price in Hoston is $ I tit). Parties
having bought these goods during the past year in Belfast and paid more for them should he entitled to a claim, as S5c. has
been our only price. We do not urge your patronage, we simply ask an inspection of our goods and learn our prices, then
buy where you please. Roxbury Tapestries R5c. per yard. Other makes 75e., S7.te. per yard Carpetings heretofore sold at
37ic we shall close at only 25c. per yard.
QTTTV/TIV/r P'D

O U IVXlYLlllXi

The present stock on hand we shall close
XI vJ OX Hi Xl> X "“to make room for an early Spring purchase.

TJDQTTTT? V

at marvellous

low

prices

Oil Cloifis, Straw latte, Curtains, Fixtures, Featiiers, Comforters, Etc.,
Will he found in stock and

Domestic

a

Paper Patterns

Dress and Cloak Making conducted in

GEORGE W. BURKETT,
CITY

out of the entire stock is

general cleaning

a

sold

at

thorough

determined upon.

one-half the

manner

and

a

Printed

Price.

perfect tit guaranteed every time.

81 and 83 Main Street.

BLOCK, BELFAST,

IS/XAUNTE.

An

which follows
Diphtheria, ml the per>istency with
which it clings to the patient, are well
known to all who ha\e had any experience
with this terrible disease.
The following Utter shows how th“ rest-ring and invigorating prop* rties ».f
if
overman it. and
#’
I’llOSTK AT I ON

r PHE

1

a

MOOU S

how 1; wtaiizing and enrich-

B

Sarsaparilla

1

■

J11

neutralizes and
#
the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the < ouvalescent the ceh-r, life
bu^L health.
and \ :g« r of
eradicates

I.

\vi

Mass.

i..

Mi
<\ I.
thnthinen—
litth* girl had the diphthn ia lust April.
Tin* di-ra-e 1« ft her VI ry Weak. Ill*'dll poor,
wnil no appetite, and sin* could lmt so in to
i.i
yl. ;a its cllcets. 11< >oi>\s Saksai-a i;
\ was recommended hy a neighbor.
After
sin* laid hern taking it a'tew da\s we noticed
a change for the better -she began to tat
with a r»*iish.
It senned t*» take *"it tin*
1" i-ou tla* disease had h it in In a I >’ •<!. the
rhanp* being very noticeable in lnr lace,

My

Stories.

“ROUGH ON RATS.”
(dears out rats, mice, roaches, flics, ants, bed

The Rev. Mr.

bugs, skunks, chipmunks, groph»|Ts.

Norwalk,
Conn., for Riston last spring, taking,
among other household effects, a magni-

Sold by all druggists. Pried 1 a bottle or
I. HOOD
six: bottles lor sr>. Prepared 1 y
& to.. Apothecaries. I >\vt 11. Mass.

bait.

ache is the Children’s friend and!
It deadens the nerve and gives
For sale by dealers in medicine.

Mother.-’ comfort.
permanent relief.
lyr:’*'.)*

ficent Maltese cat, that was a great pet,
only in his family hut among the
What a curious language!
A man is late \\ hen
neighbors. F.arly in the winter Mr. Hamilton and family went to Washington, he is dead and gone and a train is late when it
hasn’t come.
leaving the eat with friends in Boston.
On Saturday, two days before Christmas,
.A.
O -A. i-t, ID.
Mrs. Asa Smith, whose residence adjoins
To all who are suffering from] the errors and inthe parsonage, saw a cat that looked discretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &o., I will send a recipe that
strangely familiar, and a closer examina- will cure you, FKKF OF OlIAKOK. This great
tion disclosed the fact that it was the remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
Tie- morn hath not the glory that it evore.
Send a self addressed envelope to tin*
America.
identical creature that the Rev. Mr. Ham- Kky.
Nor doth the day -o beautifully die.
Joski m T. Inman, Station I), Xctc York Citi/.
ilton had taken to Boston last spring.
Sin,
I can call thee to my side no more.
lyrfs
To ga/i upon the sky.
Around the neck was the collar and little bell which ‘‘Bunch' had worn fur so
I r thy dear hand, evith each return of spring,
iimmimimiiiimiiimimiir
GREAT GERMAN
I sought in sunny nooks the flowers she gave: many years.
The wanderer was taken
EniiiiillllillllllllllllllM
I
k them still, and sorrowfully bring
in and eared for and was identified beREMEDY
The choicc-t to thy grave.
yond question by the neighbors. A letII, re. where 1 -it alone, is sometimes heard.
ter was written to Mr. Hamilton at W ashFrom the great w orld, a whisper of my name,
ington, asking for an explanation of the
Relieves and cares
I, die d, iia ply. to some kind, commending word.
strange
appearance, and an answer was
those
whose
is
By
praise fame.
RHEUMATISM,
received saying that “Punch’’had been
And then, a- if I thought thou still wert nigh.
Neuralgia,
left at Boston and that he was unable to
1 turn me. half forgetting thou art dead.
fau.nHnimin
Sciatica, Lumbago,
How the cat found
fathom the mystery.
I'o read the gentle gladness in thine eye
i|||||ll!lll!lll!:lllli
iuniAdii;,
its way from Boston to Norwalk, a disThat once I might have read.
IICADACilK.TOOTH V< IIF,
tance of about lso miles, is a mystery,
I turn, but -I e thee not: before my t ye1 Hll!llllll!ll!llllllll
but that the animal performed this reSORE THROAT.
Tli, image of a hill-side mound appears
markable feat there is not the slightest
AVherc all of thee that passed not to tin skies
j QUINSY. SWELUNi.s,
l.uianni. *
\\ a- laid with bitter teal's.
v;s»lt I6.YS
donut.
Soreness. Cuts, Bruises,
Tlu* next was a very old cat, a resiAnd 1. whose thoughts go back to happier days
FROSTBITES,
lie was afThat tii d w lh tliei would gladly now resign dent ot Newburyport, Mass,
m itxs. m uj).s,
All that the world can give of fame and praise Hicted with a severe cold and the
..
family
its
And all other bodi!\
For one swi et look of thine.
determined to put him catt of misery as
and pains.
1'hus. M-r. when I read of generous deeds,
as
a
painlessly
possible.
\eeordingly
I.Ill
FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE
'ii -h words as thou didst ot re delight to hear,
mid
boy wits dispatched to a drug store for
Sold by all !):■ u'l:
My 1,, art is wrung with anguish as it bleeds
!i
I»t*alers
Direction* n
|
ten cents worth of chloroform, which was
To think thou art not near.
ill,
administi red in the evening: and
duly
The Charles A Voyeler Co
,w that 1
an talk no more with thee
At
the prostrate cat was wrapped up in some
.V %’"••!.: i'.:: *
(Pucc.nor*
at ,deni friends and
bays too fair to last.
old
with
a
saturated
near
clothing,
rag
lilll.
Mi!., 5 .?*. A.
A bit let less blends with the memory
I Haitimol**'.
his nose to make assurance doubly sure,
if ai! that happy past.
and then laid on the back doorstep to
tilt, when I
[March Century. await interment next
morning. When
morning dawned, an examination revealG-ems of Thought.
ed the fact that the old clothing was on
the doorstep but no eat. At length puss
!!•
m\«r helps 111*
111.11 W'llO will Hot
was discovered m the sitting room, havact.
;>ophoc!r'.
ing in some manner gamed admission to
> 'Mom welcome.
A'.'
Those who need
the house
lie was not only alive but alk. ;t !< 't.
it Hi"'!
.lolmson.
so completely cured
of his cold. The
l’p-'. :-ii\ i' ii" jii't scale; iul\»*rsity is tin* chloiofprm had
proven an excellent speoi\ balance to w-ugli friends.
[Plutarch.
cific.
Tin- certain way to be cheated is t<» fancy
A BrinkeriioH'er (i. e., a eitUen of
-'in*' '. if nion- running tlian others. [( harron.
Brinkethot!'. Yt..) immured a superfluous
M* 11 wi i wrangle for religion. writ*1 for it. cat in a meal bag. put one, and by impli:i-k; for it. die for it
anything but ; for it. cation, the other, in his sleigh an 1 startt oil oil.
ed to drive to the river to asphyxiate the
the best THING KNOWN h.b
I ha'
li\i •! to know that tin* secret of haj pi- fair serenade!,
lie did not notice that
to allow n our
11* s' i' m \.
energies to .stagnate. on his way the squirming of the cat had
[Adam ( lark.
pi eeipitated the bug out of the sleigh and
I ll*' Jr- at- 't pk a'iir<- 1 know is to do a good only found it out when on reaching the
IN HARD OR SUFT, HDT CR COLD WATER.
a«-iioii l-\ ''. alth.and to have it found out by
river bank, he reached behind after the
SAVES tABOi:, TIME and SO W AMAZaccident.
:Lalllb.
On returning to his native
unattainable,
INGLY, and skives universal satislat t i;»r..
Nothing ran atom for thr want of modesty. heath, lie found the native purring pussy
No family, rich or poor should be with1 ! it.
without whirli b*•:11it\ is ungraceful and wit deSold bv all <irocors. 1>EW AltE of in dial imis
by the stove. Tile result of this attempt well
1. 'table.
Str.*lc.
tho
ded rood to mislead. 1’EAKLINE
is that the bag, not the eat is gone.
ONLY SAFE lal
avim: r<»n^» and, and
It i' not enough to have reason: it i< spoilt,
One of the Vlexandiia, Ya., justices ot
ahvavs boar* the above >vmbol, and nann of
it 1' di'hoiioiv.i by sustaining a l»riisqu»- and
JAMES PYLE, NEW Y<i>KK.
the peace has made a study of eats, and
V nelon.
haughty man.
JGteowil
thinks that if they did not occupy so
Ida :• ni]" late arc the most truly luxurious. much time and attention
in swinging
b'*. ining from most things.it is surprising
I*
their tails they would be much more
how iu.»:iy things \\»* enjoy. [Simms.
industrious, and, like the piper m 11a.rc
h adirn-r. a'.
the wealth and glory of a
rid the town of rats.
Some months
lin,
'Uiitn : i>ut it> real strength and stamina are
he registered .t vow that no eat in
Si* BELFAST.
to b.
liM.ked for among The cultivators of tin* ago
Alexandria should l ave a tail, and he
11 K under.dffued will sell at pum-i- aii'-iiui anland.
Lord < liatham.
|"
A
lollowiltir lie-rril,, d real e-tale -i'll.ted ili
has sit ee pm sued his crusade with vigor,
I a t w-alth may !■< replaced L\ industry:
I• 11a- t, "ii the "2,jtIi ila> of March m\U at Hit)ford
>1., mameh mile" pr* vi<>u
kiiowlidgi b\ 'indy.lost health by temper- acquit nig such skill that he can de-tail a Hall, at 10 o’clock
Iaiia.■ op medicines: but
lost time is gone for- eat in two minutes as skilfully as a sur- I' I ispo-ed "f— Idle Ha I "id I 1 >i*k, 4 i t u.'
••1 < hureli and Heaver -Irecl-; toe hri.-k hni! :i'nvimu* i Miiih’s.
bob
tail
cats
arc
now
geon.
Kitty-eight
Ml Heaver .-tree! occupied m d.-In, hi lima, a lid "lie
three story lick lniih i a—. know :i a I lie \ e-t 'mu hi
\ fieri a lion in an>
| art <-f our carriage is at large in that town, ami it is said that
Ihc >anh"iai h"ii-e ami f.iur d"u'-!- I• i♦ m*1 11
!i. liting up a •audit* to see our object', and seances for this kind of vivisection are i.•
h<m-t
and "Me single tenement with 1: 11.
-t.O'ie
a- \rr iai
to niak*- ii' taken notice of. itheras
still held regulaily.
and arria^e li »uand
a- lar_re 1
ujldiim n-ed Pawarning sense or sincerity.
[Locke.
Mr. "Cube" ( asc, at whose tavern on paek i:i iee ^aid I a: i ldimr-a d in :d'- •<! -r-h
all a
occupied i,\ pa>inu tenant! Al-<» three
\ fresh mind keeps the body fresh,
l ake in
the Sunny side road. Mr. Walcott is daily ii"ii-• on ( e-tar strei
"f land in.
ninen < n ;oTi
he i !>
of t h- da\ drain otf those of yesterder ;i hnrli stat< M eulLivaihu with u!->"d Inm-*- and
a brace of quail:, lias leeeivtd
As to ill* morrow time enough to eon- devouring
Mi! hnil-.i'i--, "ii Beim-ent :tvcnii<
"in- piece ..f Ian
da.'
a
letter, the writer ot which offered to m N-mm |ip,.rt. liim-tN-I;. e are-, kimwln a-the Hal
'i* 1«■ i' it when it heroines to-dav.
illulw* r-I.vtbet Sot id that lie could eat half a eat. partin'
T"irothcr with h
ton.
ejirri.ur**-. harami r«*l*e-, -.ii ! tariniiiir I
w iti. a 1 irm
boiled or hroih d. evety day for 111i11\ im-sm1'Vliei one wishes to reform, everything does
fa
1
..'-a
lut "I
'lseh"h
turi.itlire
f"iH\-t.\" -han-consecutive days.
He closed his not* h\ pr* l* Pled s|,,:-k .if Ih* He: fast and M -rhead Lake
lad become lovely in this unfriendly world.
L
one undi ‘d-. M *,
*t i:>- i:*• 11.»-1 1 ■•’,!■
Tin first 'tops are usually the most 'difficult. saying: "It is
generally thought that eat drydir»a-■
ami maehim-i
ihe wharf and Imiidiny- imw
:|
< arliest
a i til*
\ ]»( I* i« Jiees t lit* most disheartis not good eating.
Hint's a mistake.
'‘-i mi
L\ il:
\
r ! a 1 uiiih* r
ird: ai.
']
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ening. t i'd nev*-r <iesignat«*«l that reform should
• '::T
1
halt -'-In.. V-.:
»rd and a., fourth
i.i
The meat of a eat i -delicious at 1 is
ate
« ;t'\.
As i; is, people arc too ready to live
i.
\. II i\ !•
-i !
will he ad.i *urned tr.ee. day
as tender and palatable as spring |,n,
1. lit* which renders reform necessary.
Hie
Satist
rank' d tin \ietims of evil would he doubled
i
A Ceiman saloon-keeper in \\esttield.
I’erms "l pavmeur half -a-!: and
pr.'p.-r:y
i 1
te.i pap. r.
wlloli 'Olie fear of 1 Ilf eollsl *pl* net s
boosts ot a eat which ;s the p! ltd rea>"iiahie time with irood imd-ai
Mass.,
A \ I. I. II \ A K» dll».
1
M.
K. 1*. L"ldwI
legs two in front and
Beifa-t,dan. t,
possessor of tin(
one behind.
The animal was -‘born -o.'
and has got so well used to this arrangeU-eneraiities.
ment that it doesn't trouble het it all.
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"ld'-r weather i- adding to the sufferings of
people in ib- Hooded districts of the ubio
valley. Pain- have retarded the subsidence of
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Wagner’s family have received telegrams of
condolence from all parts of the world, and
lift) wreaths base been sent t<» Venice to be
placed on hi> coffin.

tlie past -ixte-n y-. ai s.and eh--, rfull) recommend
a safe and reliable reined;."
Remedy is purely a vegetable e..mpound. M-iei.tilieally prepared by a iir.-t-<-ia-> registered Rharmaeist, and will surel) cure all di.-ea.-cs of the Kidneys, Rladdor, River, ai.d rrin-

it

being
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ary
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trgans.
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Holt.

or

wholly damaged.

i li« rcpoit <-t tlie Jeannette board of
inquiry
tinds the condition of the vessel satisfactory
s* h ii she -ailed,
praise- De Long's managenc nt. sa s s l hat Meisille did all in
his power
for rescue, ami attaches blame to no one.
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Children

Morphine
—

Narcotine.

or

'hi'-iren rosy cheeks,
their fe\ers. makes them sleep;
’Ti«> 1 astoria.

our <

liaiiie- fret, and cry by turns,
.rtheir colic, kills their worms,
15ut i astoria.

Wiiat

«)iiickly

Sour

Stomach.

cure<

Constipation,

'old*. Indigestion

;

Farewell then
Castor <):1 and

Morphine Syrups,
Faregoric, and

Centaur

(

i^toria !

Liniment.—An

un-

failing cure for Rheumatism,
Sprains, Burns, Galls, &c. The most
Potent and Powerful Pain-relievand healing remedy, known to

ing

man.
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I Ik* two story house ami onehalf acre of land on Church and
Court streets, known as tin
Kl, IIaVM s’ I’l.ACK.”
Inouire
V h. IIOL>TON.
Nov. JO, 1>*2.—4H

t

NEUTRALIZED.
In uhut way a Pie valent Kvll ma> be Shorn of Its
Power to Harm,
Malaria is a broad name for many diseases—all
originating in blood poisoning. Bilious fever, the
Typhus and typhoid fevers and eh ills and fever are
prominent members of the family. Malaria delies
alike the builders, the plumbers and the
physicians.
Despairing of ordinary treatment, the latter almost

unanimously

recommend

isEN>OVS

(

AIM INK

IMJKOI S PLASTER as the greatest anti-malarial
sped fie. of the ago. These plasters act upon tin*
liver, spleen, bowels and kidneys.
Worn over the region of the liver and upon tin*
back over the kidneys, they ward otr malaria like
an armor.
No other plasters do this.
W hen you purchase,
satisfy yourself that tin*

word CAPLIN K is cut in tin* center of tin*
Sea
Johnson, Chemists, New York
est awards at International Expositions.

bury

mentiom d for Chairman
"i the Pc publican National Committee, are
Erve. of Maim-, amt Chandler, of New
Ilampsbiie.
Is i- not expected that nnv Chairman
w ill be appointed until the
meeting of the commit ee in December.
names

;

-.

M'-Elroy.tlie

The h-t< W. E. Dodge, of New York, was accustomed for many years to invest from #200.000 to #2o0.uoo a year in all sorts of charities.
1 Dink of the good this one man did in the
world.
Instead of worshipping self he wordiipped hi- Creator, ami, following the golden
rule laid down by him, did good to man in the
image of his creator.
The joint resolution tendering the thanks of
Congre.-s to < hief Engineer (ieorge W. Mel-

FOR SALE.

Belfast,

Among the

President's sister, who has
presided over the social entertainments at the
\\ !i:T House ihi- w inter, has
already become a
favorite in Washington society. She is an accomplished musician, and her singing and playing are greatly admired.

to

Hail

Ja> Could svill start on a tour around the
world next summer.
He will be gone tsvo
years am! will visit besides the principal Euro<
pean countries. India, hina. Japan, Australia
ami po.-sibly Africa, lie will go in his new
\ aclit.

M

lint Castoria.

plaster.
Highlm*

!•']•< (Ici irUi-.n (New Hrun-wiek. Can.)
Reporter says:
-Nobody ran but admin m<
jMTsistfiit «• litt*rj*ri>*■ manifested b\ the owner<>f St. .Jacob- nil in lit-**]»in*r tin* name before
tin* public.
It received a I »i^r ’-end oil'* in tin
11ollst* the other day by the lion. Mr. Pel ley.
who warned his colleagues in tin* <iowriunnit
of the danger of Hear Killt r- n reiving two
bounties for on- no-r : the judicious u-e <.f the
oil causing rapid growth.*’
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genius has invented a machine to play
the country is full of them a 1 read}.

Some

pianos.

Why

Diphtheria poisons the blood. Convalescents
should take Hood's Sarsaparilla to neutralize at 1
eradicate the poison matter.
A young lady says that the idea of pla
knotted rope at every window of a hotel l<
m -t
to let themselves down by i“knotty but not erne."
1

Public benefactors

_

not alone confined to the
higher orders of seientilic research. Indeed but
few have dom mon for the welfare of the working
masses than James Pyle through tin introduction
of his lah«<r-sa\ ing IN airline.
are

At a Pari- Pud .Masque—.jolly
“l “U like to waltz monsieur?’’
why did you never learn?”

giri

to her partner:
! ad -re it.” •'Then

ville, describes hi> brave and meritorious conduct in the Arctic regions, and authorizes the
President 1<» increase his rank and
pay to that
of Chief of Engineers with the relative rank
of commander in the navy, to take rank next
after the Chief Engineer.

Tile recent poultry sho>v ill New York. wn> a
success.
Tlie exhibition was the best, it is believed. that was ever given in this countrv, and
private sales aggregating * I"),OIK I were made by
exhibitors. A single lot of pigeons was valued
at *4.000.
There was a tine dlsplav.of poultry
and valuable dogs, the exhibition of
King
diaries spaniels having never been eijunled
outside of Kngland.
The cry that the duty on lumber should he
taken ot)' in order to save our forests is rather
absurd, lo say the least, so far as the lumbering
States of New Kngland are concerned. It is
not the lumberman who
destroys the forests.
So far as the
purpose of retaining moisture is
concerned the timber lands are as useful as
ever.
The clearing of farms in Aroostook,and
the cutting of wood for fuel for railroads before
coal was so generally used, have
stripped hundreds of acres of their forest
growth, where
the lumberman has taken one.

value.
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Druggists
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33
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prison

inmah

Darner.-, Mas-."
are

always wanting something

should try mwraigia.

new

[Herald.

The man who is given to making cutting remarks
should he treated like a jaeknife and shut up.

Doctors !
Of all the different- schools in the
country, have
thousands die every year of bright disease of the
Kidneys, who could he living to da\ if they had
used Sulphur bitte
They are unequaled in the
world for all diseases of tlic'hidney.-. ! New Haven
Union.
->\vs
is wedded lo liis own
mu lie arrested fur l>ijramy unless it
Unit lie has more than one idea.
a

mail

“Wells*

vi^or,
ty.

ideas, lit- cani-nn be shown

SKINIV V
MJUN.
Health Kenewcr” restores health ami

eures

$1.

received a!

inn

Dyspepsia, Impotence,

s»\ual 1 »«*1 >i2i-

lyrlT
hear a good deal about the “rage for speculationhut Fogg who speaks from experience savs
tin* rage generally comes after the
speculation.
Prevent Deray of the Teeth
With their surest preservative, aromatic 80/0
DON'T.
Whiteness of the dental row. a healthful
rosiness and hardness of the gums, a sweet breath,
an agreeable taste in the mouth,—all these arc conferred by so/.oDON'T. Does not such an invaluable toilet article, one so pure as well as ell'eetive
deserve the popularity it
enjoys? Most assuredly.
It has no rival worthv of the name. The ordinary
powders and pastes are nothing to it, and since its

appearance have rapidly

lost'ground.

Sold

bv

lino

No, my dear sir or madam, it is not kind to remind
an invalid of his
sickly appearance. Most people
would as soon be told that
they are ill looking as
that they are looking ill.

“BUCHUPAII3A.”
Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidnev, Bladder and 1 rinary Diseases. $1. Druggists.
*‘^es, sir,

said the New York man,” “I don’t
think much of the Boston
I was there
papers.
three days and none of them made anv
particular
mention of it.”
Du. KI.ink’s C*real Nerve Restorer is the marvel
Of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
All tits Mopped
Dee. Send to D.il Arch Street, l’hila. Pa.
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a
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of P.ee lot p
e.nnplefe!\ ehanyv- the wdiole pro a
intr, ami render- the d.mine-- pleasant and profit;!
•de.
1 hav< r. eiv ed One Hundred Hollars Profit,
from -ale of l>..\ llone\ from One Hi\e of P.ee- in
•me \ear
///r't rufnf f 7 rru/n r of Full Particulars
In,, \ddre-MRS. JJ//IK K. COTTON,
•m:
West (iorham, Maine.
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Let-Carriage Shop.

nnilE CARRIAGE >111*1* ON BE AVER STREET
a
rear ot American House, Belfast, known .1the “Tukaiiwi i,!, < vhkiawi: shop,” is now vacant
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Doth gentlemen are widely known. The
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hasm_* presented his petition to sell certain real es
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Ordered, That the said (ruanlian gis t* notice p• all
persons interested by causing a copy of this ••rder
t«» he published three weeks suecessivels in tie- Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that tiuw niav
appear at a Probate < .ourt, to be held at lh ifa-t.
within and for said Counts, on the second Tue^das
•>f March next, at ten of tin* clock b» f< r.
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The leader of Mr. Bryant's pot ins will readily l1 nieinher tile many verses addressed to tiis
wife, micIi as "Oh Fairest of the Rural Maids."
u ritten about tin' time of their
marriage: "The
Future Fife." speculating as to the union of
tin ii -pirils in the world to coni’: the "SiekI'., d." describing an illness; "Tile Fife That Is,’’
r'joieing in rt coven “The Twenty-seventh of
March." the birthday of Mrs. Bryant; "Octo1- r. I si m." de-eriptive of lier death and burial;
and "May levoning.” a gentle reference to her
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from Mr. Goodwin's forthcoming biography of
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